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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Down syndrome (DS) is the most common genetic cause of intellectual disabilities (ID),
occurring in approximately 1 of 691 live births in the United States (Parker et al., 2010). DS is
characterized by physical features including an increased risk for congenital heart disease,
middle ear abnormalities, and anomalies in organ systems (Fidler, 2005). Other physical
characteristics include motor delays impacting reflexes, muscle tone, flexibility, motor planning,
and adaptive behavior (Fidler, 2009). Further, researchers have described a behavioral
phenotype, or a profile of characteristics including relative strengths and weaknesses for DS
(Fidler, 2005; Hodapp & DesJardin, 2002). The IQ for individuals with DS generally ranges
between 30 and 70, with an average around 50 (Chapman, 1999). However, the associated
developmental delays are more severe in some areas than in others (Abbeduto, Warren, &
Conners, 2007). Expressive language, a critical skill for functioning in everyday situations, is
one of the areas of greatest delay (McDuffie & Abbeduto, 2008). As the field of early
intervention moves toward greater emphasis on evidence-based practice, it is important not only
to examine the effectiveness of interventions for all students with disabilities, but to develop
interventions and to identify intervention components that are effective for children with specific
disorders. Evidence suggesting a specific profile of strengths and weaknesses for children with
DS can potentially guide the development of communication interventions that utilize these
individuals’ strengths while targeting their specific weaknesses.
Expressive Communication
Children with DS have little delay in the onset of babbling (Kent & Varperian, 2013).
They typically say their first words at around 18 months, but the language gap between children
with and without DS widens throughout the preschool years. As few as 54% of children with DS
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use 50 words by 48 months (Berglund, Eriksson & Johansson, 2001), and the transition from
single word to multi-word utterances is prolonged (Iverson, Longobardi & Caselli, 2003). On
average, typically developing children begin to use multiple word utterances when they have
developed an expressive vocabulary of about 50 words. An analysis of data from a group study
of language intervention for children with ID including children with DS and without DS (NDS
demonstrated that in order to gain just one word in mean length of utterance (MLU) during a
naturalistic language sample with a clinician, children with DS would need to gain 100 new
words (Windsor, Roberts, & Kaiser, 2012).
Cognitive functioning in children with DS is highly correlated with language
comprehension (Abbeduto et al., 2007). In contrast, expressive use of language lags behind what
would be expected based on language comprehension skills. Several factors contribute to the
disproportionate delay in expressive communication experienced by young children with DS.
One factor is limited intelligibility.
Individuals with DS develop speech sounds slowly and have persistent sound production
errors, making intelligible verbal communication difficult (Stoel-Gammon, 2001). A review of
studies of articulatory and phonological development in DS found that phonological
development of children with DS is both delayed, progressing more slowly relative to children
who are typically developing (TD), and disordered, with a pattern of emerging sounds that does
not follow the expected order demonstrated in studies of children who are TD (Kent &
Varporian, 2013). For example, while /d/ and /t/ are typically mastered by age 3 in TD, one
study found that they are two of the 10 most frequently misarticulated sounds in a group of 15 to
22 year olds with DS (Sommers, Patterson, & Wildgen, 1988). Further, these frequently
misarticulated sounds carry a high load in terms of speech intelligibility (Kent & Varperian,
2013).
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In addition to a pattern of speech development that differs from TD, there is evidence to
suggest that the speech sound development of DS differs from that of children with other ID.
Sokol and Fey analyzed the speech sounds produced by the DS group and the NDS ID group
who had participated in a study of Prelinguistic Milieu Teaching (PMT) (2013). They reported
that while the groups did not differ in terms of amount of canonical vocalizations, the groups
were distinguished by differing patterns of development of consonant sounds (Sokol & Fey,
2013). At 14 months mental age, more children in the DS group produced more consonant
sounds, specifically more later developing consonant sounds, than did the NDS ID group.
However, at Time 2, 18 months later, the children in the NDS ID group had more than caught up,
with more children in the NDS group than in the DS group producing each of the sounds
assessed (for example, at Time 2, while approximately 15 children with DS produced /m/, more
than 30 children in the NDS group produced the sound; less than 10 children with DS produced
/p/ while more than 25 in the NDS group produced the sound) (Sokol and Fey, 2013).
The oral structure of children with DS is different from that of children who are typically
developing. Children with DS have a higher palate and a smaller oral cavity than TD and while
the tongue is not larger relative to TD, it is large relative to the small oral cavity. Thus, the
regulation of tongue placement may also be compromised in children with DS (Kent &
Varperian, 2013). Hypotonia associated with DS also affects subsystems including the larynx
and oral articulators (Kent & Varperian, 2013).
In addition to oral-motor barriers and anatomical barriers to sound production, it is
possible that other physical characteristics contribute to a lack of speech intelligibility. One such
factor is hearing loss. Up to two-thirds of children with DS experience sensorineural or
conductive hearing loss, most commonly conductive hearing loss as a result of frequent ear
infections with effusion (Laws & Hall, 2014; Abbeduto, et al., 2007). Because of structural
differences in the ear, children with DS are more susceptible than children who are TD to
3

frequent ear infections and the collection of fluid in their ears (Abbeduto et al., 2007). Even in
the absence of other impairments such as DS, it has been demonstrated that hearing loss may
hinder the language and social development of infants and young children, (Wang & Engler,
2011; Joint Committee on Infant Hearing, 2007). Combined with deficits in short term auditory
memory or phonological working memory, this may pose additional barriers to the language
development of children with DS, including the ability to learn through imitation (Chapman,
Sueng, Shwartz, & Bird, 1998).
Joint Engagement
Joint engagement refers to shared attention on an object or activity by two individuals
(Adamson, Bakeman, Deckner, & Romski, 2009). Some researchers posit that the development
of joint engagement is closely linked with the development of language (e.g., Adamson et al.,
2009, Adamson, Bakeman, & Deckner, 2004; Tomasello 1988). Infants and toddlers with DS do
not engage in joint engagement less frequently than their mental age matched peers who are
typically developing (Adamson et al., 2009; Adamson, Deckner, & Bakeman, 2010). There are,
however, important differences in other aspects of joint engagement.
While children with DS engage frequently with adults in purely social “interaction”
contexts (e.g. social play, music), they are less likely to engage in requesting or commenting
situations, or to attempt to regulate the behaviors of others (Adamson et al., 2009; Mundy,
Kasari, Sigman & Ruskin, 1995). Further, while children with DS demonstrate joint engagement
at levels similar to and in some cases higher than those of typically developing mental age
matched peers, the introduction of symbols (using language, responding to language) into joint
engagement interactions occurs far more slowly (Adamson, et al., 2010). There are multiple
possible reasons for this.
First, it is possible that before they use symbols during joint engagement, children may
need a prerequisite amount of vocabulary (Adamson et al., 2009). It is possible that the act of
4

simultaneously engaging in joint attention and attending to language that is not yet mastered is
too great of a cognitive load. A second possible explanation is a lack of interest in objects. In a
study of PMT including children with ID with and without DS, the investigators reported that
high person only interest (i.e., lack of coordinated attention to both persons and objects) was
predictive of slower increases in intentional communication (Yoder, Warren, & Hull, 1995).
Children who were likely to engage mainly with their conversation partner rather than both
partner and object were likely to make less progress during the intervention.
Similar results were reported in a study comparing the effects of high dose (5 times per
week) Milieu Communication Teaching (MCT) to low dose MCT (1 time per week) (Fey,
Yoder, Warren, & Bredin-Oja, 2013) in children with ID with and without DS. They reported
that the higher dosage of MCT only resulted in higher vocabulary gains for those children who
had higher object interest at the beginning of the study (Fey et al., 2013). These similar outcomes
in two intervention studies may suggest that in spite of their reported strengths in social
engagement, if children with DS are likely to display a relative weakness in object interest, the
ability to engage in symbol-infused joint engagement may be compromised. Thus, it may be
beneficial to specifically address object interest in order to support joint engagement and
communication.
A positive association has been demonstrated between symbol infused supported joint
engagement (engagement in which the caregiver engages in the child’s interest while infusing
symbols-talking about the child’s object of interest) and vocabulary growth (Adamson et al.,
2009). However, it is important to note that in at least one study, the way in which the parent
sustained joint engagement with the child was predictive of longer periods of joint engagement
and increased language comprehension (Harris, Kasari, & Sigman, 1996). Children were more
likely to sustain engagement for longer periods, and joint engagement was more likely to be
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predictive of receptive language when the parent engaged in the child’s selected activity rather
than redirecting the child to an adult selected activity (Harris et al., 1996).
In summary, it is possible that children with DS bring a unique set of strengths and
weaknesses to the task of learning to communicate. Research has demonstrated children with
DS are likely to have relative strengths in social engagement (Adamson et al., 2009), visual
memory (Fidler, 2005), and receptive comprehension (Abbeduto et al., 2007). They may
demonstrate heightened interest in new people when compared to their typically developing
peers, maintain eye contact for more sustained amounts of time, and engage in longer durations
of joint engagement (Adamson et al., 2010; Harris et al., 1996). Toddlers with DS also have
relative strength in gestural use compared to mental age (MA) matched peers (Caselli et al.,
1998). In a comparison of children with DS and typically developing children, Franco and
Wishart (1995) found that children with DS produced nearly double the number of gestures
produced by their MA matched peers. Children with DS have relative weaknesses in
phonological memory, articulation, requesting, commenting, persistence, and object play
(Adamson et al. 2009; Kasari & Freeman, 2001; Abbeduto et al., 2007; Theiemann-Bourque,
Warren, Brady, Gilkerson, & Richards, 2014).
Communication Intervention Research
There are no large scale randomized studies and few small scale studies of early
communication interventions exclusively for children with DS (e.g., Karaaslan & Mahoney,
2013). Existing studies have relatively small samples of children with DS, which are typically
included within larger samples of children with intellectual disabilities (ID; e.g., Yoder &
Warren, 2002; Warren et al., 2008). While analyses of the effect of diagnosis have been
included in some research reports (e.g., Yoder and Warren, 2002; Kaiser & Roberts, 2013;
Yoder, Woynaroski, Fey, & Warren, 2014), there are no large scale studies analyzing
interventions or intervention components designed to capitalize on the Down syndrome profile.
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The few small scale studies that exist utilize previously developed interventions that were not
developed specifically to address the DS phenotype (e.g. Karaaslan & Mahoney, 2013;
Girolametto, Weitzman, & Clements-Baartman, 1998; Yoder et al., 2014). Even among most
single case design studies involving children with DS, participants have included children with a
variety of disabilities and the interventions were not designed specifically for children with DS
(e.g. Carbone, Sweeney-Kerwin, Attanasio, & Kasper, 2010; Hemmeter & Kaiser, 1994;
Thompson, Cotnoir-Bichelman, McKerchar, Tate, & Dancho, 2007; Warren et al., 1993).
Two recent single case studies are an exception (Feeley, Jones, Blackburn, & Bauer,
2011; Wright, Kaiser, Reikowsky, & Roberts, 2013). These studies examined interventions
developed to utilize the strengths described in the DS literature while targeting relative
weaknesses. In a single case design including four young children with DS, Feeley and
colleagues (2011) examined an intervention developed to utilize relative strength in social
engagement by following correct responses with the delivery of high quality social
reinforcement, while incorrect responses were not socially reinforced. Four toddlers between 13
and 26 months of age participated in a multiple probe design across sounds. Three of the four
toddlers were taught verbal imitation skills. All children developed requesting skills in the form
of gaze shifts paired with vocalizations, and three of the four developed verbal approximations of
requesting words (e.g. /m/ for more, /h/ for help) (Feeley et al., 2011).
In a pilot study (fully described below) including four young children with DS, Wright
and colleagues (2013) implemented an intervention intended to capitalize on the relative social,
gestural, and visual strengths of young children with DS while addressing their relative weakness
in expressive spoken communication by incorporating sign language into the intervention and
addressing their relative weakness in object interest by incorporating strategies for sustaining
play. In this single case design utilizing a multiple baseline across child participants, a
functional relationship was demonstrated between the intervention and the productive language
7

of all four children. The results of these studies examining two interventions designed
specifically for the DS phenotype suggest the potential benefit of developing interventions that
are specific to child characteristics.
Enhanced Milieu Teaching
Enhanced Milieu Teaching (EMT) is a naturalistic, conversation-based intervention that
uses child interests and initiations as opportunities to model and prompt language in everyday
contexts. EMT strategies include arranging the environment to support play and engagement,
noticing and responding to all child communication, following the child’s interests, modeling
language at the child’s target level, expanding child play and communication, time delay
strategies to promote increased initiations, and milieu prompting procedures occurring in
response to child interests (Kaiser & Roberts, 2012). Several aspects of EMT are well-suited for
maximizing the strengths of the DS phenotype while addressing relative weaknesses.
The first set of EMT strategies is referred to as Notice & Respond (NR). The adult first
creates a communicative context by playing and engaging with the child. The adult follows the
child’s lead in the activity, attending to and engaging with the child’s focus of attention.
Following the child’s lead establishes joint engagement, addressing the relative weakness in
supported joint engagement described in the DS literature. Within this context, the adult uses the
NR with the goal of noticing and responding to all of the child’s verbal and nonverbal
communication. When using NR strategies, the adult also strives for a balance of
communicative turns with the child, first waiting for the child to communicate, and then
responding with only one communicative turn, followed by another pause for the child to
communicate again. Pausing for the child to communicate creates increased opportunities for the
child to communicate, addressing the relative weakness in initiated communication described in
the DS literature. Responding to all child communication utilizes a relative strength in social
engagement by providing social reinforcement for communicative attempts to encourage
8

increased communicative initiations. NR strategies also include mirroring (imitating) and
mapping (describing) the child’s play behaviors. Mirroring and mapping the child’s actions
allows the adult to establish symbol infused supported joint engagement, and establishes a
foundation for communicative turn-taking by the child and adult.
The second set of EMT strategies is Model and Expand (ME). In at least 60% of adult
turns, the adult models language at the child’s target level (e.g., for a child who uses gestures
only, the adult models one word turns including individual specific nouns, verbs, locations, and
requesting words) both in response to child communication and while mirroring and mapping
child actions. The adult expands child communication by repeating at least 50% of the child’s
intelligible communication (e.g., gestures, spoken words, signed words) and adding one or more
“new” words. These strategies address relative weaknesses in intelligibility, auditory memory,
and expressing language by reducing the number of words the child hears, increasing salience of
language input, and teaching specific target language. These strategies also address symbolinfused joint engagement by modelling symbols (language) when the child is engaged and
providing opportunities (as the adult pauses for the child to respond) for the child to respond to
these symbols).
The third strategy is Time Delay (TD). TD is used in response to child interests and
requests. The adult uses a nonverbal cue, or expectant pause, to cue the child to communicate.
When the child does communicate in some way, the adult responds by verbally acknowledging
the child’s communication with a language target or expansion and by giving the child the
requested object or action. TD address relative weaknesses in initiation, instrumental requests,
and expressive language by providing the least intrusive prompt possible (an expectant pause) to
create an opportunity to request, by providing immediate reinforcement for communication, and
by modeling the specific language the child should be using. Child responses to TD may be
followed by immediate reinforcement, or by a Milieu Prompting Procedure, depending on the
9

child’s level of engagement and their response to the TD. For example, if the child is having
difficulty sustaining engagement, or the child initiates communication at an extremely low rate,
the adult may choose to simply give the item and model language, providing immediate
reinforcement for the child’s communication, and sustaining the child’s engagement in the
interaction. If the child is a high rate communicator and engagement is not a concern, the adult
may respond to the child’s non-target request by initiating Milieu Prompting Procedures (MPP).
Some researchers have reported a resistance to demands (e.g. prompting) on the part of young
children with DS. The flexibility to choose whether to follow a TD with MPP or immediate
reinforcement allows the adult to sustain engagement with a child who might otherwise choose
to exit the interaction when prompted.
The final (and least frequently used) set of EMT strategies involves Milieu Prompting
Procedures (MPP). While the adult uses NR and ME strategies throughout the interaction, MPP
are used only sparingly. In order to maintain child engagement, and to ensure that explicit
language teaching occurs only when it is the most salient to and functional for the child, MPP
occur only in response to child requests, and no more than 5 times during a 20-minute session.
When the child initiates a request, or requests in response to a TD, but does not use his or her
communication target, the adult may implement MPP. MPP follow a least to most support
prompting sequence, beginning with open questions (e.g., What do you want?), followed by
choice questions including the child’s specific targets (e.g. for a child with one word targets,
“Car or Slide?”), and finally telling the child exactly what to say (e.g., “Say Car”). The number
of prompts is limited, and the child always receives the requested item or action in addition to a
communication expansion or correction. MPP address delayed expressive language by teaching
specific vocabulary or syntactic targets, and address both low rates of requesting and resistance
to prompting by providing reinforcement in the form of the requested item or action after each
prompting episode,
10

Studies of EMT have shown positive results in increasing verbal language with
populations including children with language delays (Hancock & Kaiser, 1996), disabilities
including Down syndrome (Hemmeter & Kaiser, 1994; Kaiser & Roberts, 2013), and children
who are nonverbal (Kaiser, Ostrosky, & Alpert, 1993). Additionally, EMT has been shown to
increase communication using a speech generating device, a VOCA, for children with autism
who are nonverbal (Olive et al., 2006) and signed and spoken language in young children with
DS (Wright et al., 2013). Parent-implemented EMT has been successful in that parents have
been taught to use EMT with children with a range of language and cognitive disabilities, have
generalized the skills to multiple contexts, have maintained the strategies over time, and have
reported high levels of social validity for the intervention (Hancock, Kaiser, & Delaney, 2002;
Kaiser, Hancock, & Nietfeld, 2000; Roberts & Kaiser, 2013; C. Wright, personal
communication, July 15, 2014).
Eighteen children with DS were included in a group design comparison of therapistimplemented and parent+therapist-implemented EMT (Kaiser & Roberts, 2013). This study
included 77 children between the ages of 30 and 54 months (M = 41 months for the therapist
group; 40 months for the parent+therapist group) with intellectual disabilities (ID) including DS
(n = 18), Autism (n = 16), and a variety of other specific and nonspecific etiologies (DD). This
study did not include a non-treatment or business as usual control group, thus it is not possible to
quantify the effects of the intervention in comparison to other models. Overall, however, results
indicated that children in both treatment groups benefitted from the implementation of EMT.
Children demonstrated more than .5 SD gain on a standardized assessment of receptive
vocabulary in addition to an average increase of 20 words in number of different words used in a
20-minute language sample (an increase of about 1 per minute) following the intervention. As
noted above in reference to group studies of communication intervention including children with
DS, due to the small group sizes within each disability category, analyses of differing treatment
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responses were limited (Kaiser & Roberts, 2013). However, the inclusion of DS in this study
and the positive overall results provide support for the potential benefit of EMT for young
children with DS.
Joint Attention Symbolic Play Engagement and Regulation (JASPER)
Kasari and colleagues have focused research efforts on prelinguistic social
communication skills (requesting and joint attention) within the context of social play routines as
a means of increasing symbol infused joint engagement in young children with autism (Joint
Attention, Symbolic Play, Engagement and Regulation; JASPER). In two randomized control
trials with young children with autism, the investigators found that improving prelinguistic
gestures, play skills, and joint engagement resulted in improved social and communication
outcomes when the intervention was delivered by therapists (Kasari, Freeman, & Paparella,
2006; Kasari, Paparella, Freeman, & Jahromi, 2008) or parents (Kasari, Gulsrud, Wong, Kwon,
& Locke, 2010). JASPER alone has not been tested with children with DS. However, it may be
particularly suited for the DS phenotype as it is for children with autism. Children with autism
experience challenges with the social aspects of joint engagement. While children with DS
exhibit strengths in the social aspect of engagement, they have difficulties coordinating attention
between objects and people and infusing symbols into interactions (Adamson et al., 2010). It is
possible that an intervention such as JASPER might function to improve object play skills and
thus, facilitate the ability to coordinate attention between person and object, and to infuse
symbols into these interactions.
Like EMT, JASPER begins with following the child’s lead when the child is engaging in
play (Kasari et al., 2006; Kasari at al., 2008). Following the lead and engaging in the child’s
play while talking about the play creates symbol infused supported joint engagement, which is an
area of relative weakness in the DS phenotype. JASPER uses a variety of strategies to teach
skills for engaging in play with objects. These include extending routines or restarting play
12

routines, modeling new play acts, expanding play acts, and introducing new objects into the play
(Kasari et al., 2006; Kasari et al., 2008). Building and repeating routines addresses the need of
students with DS or many teaching trials as well as increasing duration of joint engagement.
Within these routines, target language can be embedded and repeated many times to address the
expressive language deficits and weak auditory memory of the DS phenotype.
For the majority of the play session, the therapist plays at the child’s current level of play.
As is the case with target language in EMT, new play models and play expansions are only
slightly ahead of the level of play the child is currently using (Kasari et al., 2006; Kasari et al.,
2008). These small extensions of play are likely to support a child who otherwise has difficulty
engaging in sustained play with objects. Finally, in JASPER, the adult frequently and overtly
models joint attention gestures (showing, pointing to, and giving objects) concurrently with
spoken language, addressing low interest in objects by cueing the child to attend to the object
and addressing limited symbol-infused joint engagement by modeling such behaviors.
Additionally, the use of these overt gestures may capitalize on the visual strengths and gestural
fluency of children with DS.
By expanding the duration of coordinated attention between person and object, and
increasing both the objects and actions the child can or will use during play, this approach
increases opportunities for language teaching. When the child engages in longer duration of
play, the adult has more opportunity to create symbol infused supported joint engagement,
modeling salient language for the child (e.g., if the child and adult share attention on an object or
activity for 4 minutes rather than 2 minutes, there is twice the opportunity for symbol-infused
engagement; if the child is not engaged with any object, the adult is not able to model language
that is salient). When the child learns to play with more objects or to use different actions, the
number of words that the adult can teach the child is expanded.
Sign Language
13

Children with DS have relative strengths in visual memory and gestural fluency but low
rates of verbal communication and difficulty in acquiring spoken language. For these reasons,
educators and early intervention providers encourage the use of sign language as a bridge toward
building improved communication, and children who use it often later become verbal (Abbeduto
et al., 2007). Additionally, sign language may have advantages over other alternative and
augmented communication modes. Unlike speech-generating devices, sign language does not
require specialized equipment and does allow normal patterns of eye contact and turn-taking
(Clibbens, Powell, & Atkinson, 2002). While in most previous intervention studies for young
children with ID and DS, adults responded when children signed words, signs were not modeled
by adults throughout intervention sessions (e.g. Yoder & Warren, 2002; Yoder, Warren, Kim, &
Gazdag, 1994).
At least two studies have investigated the use of naturalistic interventions including
signed and spoken words. One of these studies included only one participant with a diagnosis of
DS (Kouri, 1988). However, that participant showed an increase in signed and signed plus
spoken words (Kouri, 1988). The second study was a pilot study of JASPER, EMT, and Sign
Language (J-EMT+Sign) in which the therapist concurrently modeled signed and spoken words
in 80% of her communicative turns (Wright et al., 2013). In this study, fully described later in
this section, all four children with DS increased their use of spoken and signed words, with at
least 50% of each child’s new words signed.
JASPER-Enhanced Milieu Teaching and Sign (J-EMT+Sign)
Both JASPER and EMT interventions include strategies that are suited to multiple
characteristics of the DS phenotype. EMT may capitalize on strengths in social engagement
while targeting weaknesses in expressive language, rates initiation and requesting, auditory
memory, intelligibility, and symbol-infused joint engagement. JASPER may capitalize on
strengths in gestural fluency and visual memory while addressing relative weaknesses in joint
14

engagement, the need for many trials, and the ability to engage in sustained play interactions.
Because of JASPER’s systematic teaching of play and joint attention behaviors, the combination
of JASPER and EMT could result in increased language teaching opportunities for the adult as
well as increased “intervention received”. With improvements in child-coordinated engagement
with person and object, the language that the adult uses, or “teaches,” may become more salient
and more effective.
Modeling sign language throughout interactions with children with DS may build on the
gestural fluency of children with DS as well as utilize their relative strengths in visual memory
while addressing a relative weakness in development of spoken language. Because spoken
language is modeled concurrently with sign language, children continue to receive auditory
models, addressing both weak auditory memory and low speech intelligibility. By modeling sign
language in addition to spoken language in the majority of adult utterances, the adult also signals
to the child that sign language is an available mode of conversation and information sharing, and
not just to be used for requests or when prompted. Table 1 includes a list of characteristics of
children with DS, J-EMT+Sign intervention components which are expected to target those
characteristics, and rationales.
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Table 1
Characteristics of DS and corresponding J-EMT+Sign components with rationales
DS Characteristic
Intervention Components
 Weak auditory memory
 Model, recast, and expand at child’s target
expressive language level; model signs in
addition to spoken words
 Good visual memory skills
 Increase salience of language input by
pairing words with signs


Low speech intelligibility



Many trials required for learning



Low rate of initiated
communication












Low rates of instrumental requests



Delayed expressive language
relative to comprehension
Mental-age appropriate play skills
but difficulty sustaining
engagement in play interactions










Teach signs
Model at least 60% of utterances at target
level
Model signs for at least 80% of words
Phonologically recast unclear utterances
Embed systematic teaching in sustained
and engaging play routines across settings
and people
Embed opportunities through
environmental arrangement
Balance communicative turns with child
(1:1 adult: child ratio)
Respond to all child communication
attempts
Model language in context
Use environmental arrangement
Use time delay strategies
Teach specific expressive vocabulary
targets
Teach language during episodes of
developmentally chosen play targets
Increase time engaged in play
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Rationale
 Increase salience of language input;
add visual input to increase salience
of spoken language
 Add visual input to increase
salience of spoken language and to
capitalize on strong visual memory
skills
 Reduce constraints of speech sound
production on expressive language
 Provide corrective phonological
feedback


Facilitate learning to mastery



Increase rate of initiated
communication
Increased opportunities for child to
communicate
Reinforce child communication
which increases rate








Provide opportunities to direct the
behavior of the adult
Increases expressive language skills
Provides context for language
learning
Increases duration and complexity




Limited symbol-infused joint
engagement






Limited generalization across
partners, contexts



Use modeling and expansions of play to
teach new play skills
Teach symbols (language) during episodes
of joint engagement and child’s attentional
focus
Increase joint engagement with toys by
teaching new play skills with objects

Teach parents specific language support
strategies











Difficulty transitioning to
multiword utterances

Resistance to prompting




Teach across settings, activities, routines
Teach 50-100 words to fluency





Model grammatical expansions





Prompt only in response to requests






Limit prompts to 5 or less per session
Always give the child the desired object
after responses to prompts
Time delays
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of symbolic play, providing further
context for language learning
Increases opportunities to use and
respond to symbols in joint
engagement
Increases duration/instances of joint
engagement, increases diversity of
symbols that can be used/taught

Provides continuous support for
language learning and use
Promotes generalized use of newly
learned language
Provides a foundation for early
syntax
Provides increasingly complex
linguistic output tailored to child’s
current level
Makes responding to prompts
functional for child
Sustain engagement in interaction
Makes requesting functional
Time Delay provides nonverbal cue
rather than task demand

This approach to tailoring a naturalistic intervention to fit the specific characteristic of
children with DS was tested in a pilot study of J-EMT+Sign (Wright et al, 2013). Four children
with DS between the ages of 23 and 29 months participated in a multiple- baseline acrossparticipants design. Each participant participated in 20 biweekly play-based clinic treatment
sessions with a therapist, with each session lasting from 20 to 30 minutes. The therapist used
EMT and JASPER strategies, modeled signs concurrently with spoken words, and prompted
children to use signs using MPP. Language targets included a set of 32 early signs paired with
spoken words. These included 16 early nouns (e.g. baby, car, bottle), 13 early action words (e.g.,
open, go), and three requesting words (more, all done, my/mine) which were selected from early
occurring words on the MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory (MCDI)
(Fenson et al., 2006).
All four participants increased their use of signs and rate of communication when
JASPER was implemented together with EMT and sign language (J-EMT+Sign) (Wright et al.,
2013). Children used between 10 and 23 unique words during the intervention. Each child also
increased their use of spoken words; however a functional relation was not demonstrated and the
pattern of spoken word use among the four children was not consistent. Fifty to 80% of the new
words used by the four participants were only used as signs. As words were spoken concurrently
with each sign modeled, this suggests a potential benefit of incorporating sign into the
intervention. All four children demonstrated some generalization of increased sign use to
interactions with their untrained parents at home (Wright et al., 2013).
This study extended the DS intervention literature first in that it demonstrated that an
intervention developed to target the specific characteristics of the DS phenotype was effective
for increasing the use of signs in four toddlers with DS, and that each of the children was able to
use the newly acquired signs in interactions in the home with their parent. These findings,
particularly the use of signs in another setting with a partner who was not using the intervention
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strategies, are encouraging given that each child received less than one hour of intervention per
week, for a total of less than 10 total hours of intervention per week. In contrast, in a study
including both DS and NDS ID, in a comparison of high dosage (5 times per week) versus low
dosage (1 time per week) MCT over 9 months, five times the therapy resulted in only .5 SD
increase in parent reported language for children with DS versus the lower dosage for children
with DS (Yoder et al., 2014).
Wright and colleagues also reported a modest increase in symbol-infused joint
engagement late in the intervention-phase of the study (2013). Again, given that children
received less than 10 hours of intervention, this is an encouraging finding, especially if this
increase may predict language growth. However, as it was late in the intervention when this
change occurred, it is unclear whether this is a direct result of the JASPER strategies or if this is
a result of increased vocabulary (e.g. increased symbol-infused engagement resulting from
acquisition of more symbols or from improvement in object play).
In terms of limitations, first, the intervention was short in duration (approximately 10
weeks for 20 sessions) and the investigators were unable to collect maintenance data on the gains
in communication (Wright et al., 2013). Second, it is important to note that joint engagement
data were coded for only half of observed sessions, and that three of the four participants did not
show a systematic shift upon introduction of the intervention, thus a functional relation between
the intervention and engagement could not be determined. Finally, due to the nature of the
design and the fact that J-EMT has never been tested in DS without sign language, it is not
possible to draw conclusions as to the relative efficacy of this intervention with spoken language
alone versus signed + spoken language.
The Need for Parent-Implemented Communication Interventions
The relationship between parent interaction and child language development is well
documented in the research literature. Parent interaction style (e.g. responsiveness, linguistic
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input, use of specific support strategies) is associated with child language development in both
children who are typically developing, and children who have language impairments or
intellectual disabilities (ID; e.g. autism, Down syndrome, unspecified etiologies) (e.g., Roberts &
Kaiser, 2011; Tomasello & Todd, 1983; Hart, Risley, & Kirby, 1997; Yoder, McCathren,
Warren, and Watson, 2001; Yoder & Warren, 2004). It has also been demonstrated that parents
of children with ID, particularly DS, may interact differently with their children than parents of
children who are TD, using more directive interaction styles and following the child’s attentional
lead less frequently in activities (Landry, Garner, Pririe, & Swank, 1994; Harris et al., 1996) than
do parents of children who are TD.
Legislation and recommended practices increasingly call for intervention to occur with
everyday partners (e.g. parents, siblings, extended family, teachers) in natural environments (e.g.
home, school, the community), building the capacity of the family to support child functioning in
everyday routines and activities (Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of
2004, Recommended Practices of the Division for Early Childhood, Council for Exceptional
Children).
In a recent report, investigators reported that young children with DS demonstrated more
growth in parent reported vocabulary when participating in a high frequency intervention (Milieu
Communication Teaching, MCT, 5 times per week) than they did from low intensity intervention
(MCT, 1 time per week), and that this was not the case for children with ID and other etiologies
in the same study (2014). Given the limited funding streams and resources of early intervention
systems, it may not be feasible to deliver such an increased dosage of intervention from
professional service providers. When parents learn interventions and implement them during
every day activities and routines, child opportunities to practice new skills (e.g. the “dosage” of
intervention) are increased (Woods, Wilcox, Friedman, & Murch, 2011).
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In light of this evidence base and the critical role parents play in child language
development, it is important to provide them support for promoting their children’s
communication. It has been demonstrated in both single case design studies and in group design
studies that parents can learn strategies, including EMT, for supporting their children’s
communication (e.g., Kaiser & Roberts, 2013; Roberts & Kaiser, 2012). Additionally, in a metaanalysis of parent-implemented language interventions, Roberts and Kaiser reported that children
who receive parent-implemented language interventions generally demonstrate better language
and communication outcomes than children assigned to business as usual control groups (2011).
Following Wright’s pilot study discussed above in which the therapist implemented J-EMT+Sign
with young children with DS, their parents were successfully taught to use the strategies (C.
Wright, personal communication, July 15, 2014).
Including parents in early communication intervention requires effective strategies for
teaching these adults. Woods and colleagues recommend a variety of adult learning strategies for
collaboration with parents (2011). These include observation, reflection, direct teaching and
demonstration with narration by the provider, providing practice and feedback to parents, and
problem solving with parents. The “Teach-Model-Coach-Review” approach (Roberts, Kaiser,
Wolfe, Bryant, & Spidalieri, 2014; Kaiser & Roberts, 2013) was developed to insure that parents
could learn and implement EMT strategies with their children.
In the “Teach” component of the model, the coach reflects with the parent on the use of
the intervention strategies and child progress since the last session; provides feedback on current
or previous use of strategies; engages in direct teaching of new strategies using handouts, video
models, discussion, and demonstration; and problem solves with the parent around how to use
the strategies in the session. In the “Model” component, the coach implements all of the JEMT+Sign strategies with the child and highlights the use of the current strategy that the parent
is learning during a particular session. The coach connects the child’s current skills and the
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intervention strategy to the desired outcome for the child by pointing out the child’s behavior, the
use of the current strategy, and the child’s response to the strategy. During the “Coach”
component of the model, the parent interacts with the child while the coach observes, coaches,
and gives specific feedback. Finally, in the “Reflect” component, the coach and parent reflect on
the parent’s use of strategies, the child’s response during the session, and how to continue to use
the strategies. This model of teaching parents has been used in two studies of parent plus
therapist implemented EMT (Roberts et al., 2014, Roberts & Kaiser, 2012).
The Current Study
The current study was conceptualized as a systematic replication and extension of
Wright’s pilot study using J-EMT+Sign to teach sign language and verbal targets and to teach
parents the use of J-EMT+Sign in a sequential design (Wright et al., 2013, C. Wright, personal
communication, July 15, 2014). The purposes of this study were 1) to determine the
effectiveness of teaching parents to implement the J-EMT+Sign strategies with their toddlers
with DS concurrent with therapist intervention with their children,, and 2) to determine if a
blended naturalistic communication intervention that addresses joint attention, play, and
language and includes use of manual signs for words and spoken words (J-EMT+Sign) is
effective for teaching symbolic language to children with DS between the ages 18 and 42
months. It extends the work of Wright and colleagues by 1) conducting the therapist and parentimplemented intervention concurrently in the clinic and home settings, 2) conducting the
intervention in both clinic and home settings, consistent with recommendations for conducting
interventions in children’s everyday contexts with their usual communication partners, and 3)
implementing the intervention with younger children with DS (under 24 months of age and under
18 months MA). Thus, the study was designed to address the possibility of earlier intervention
in a more intensive intervention protocol incorporating concurrent parent and therapist
implementation of J-EMT+Sign. While Wright and colleagues first implemented 20 sessions of
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therapist-implemented J-EMT+Sign in a clinic setting and then introduced the parentimplemented intervention, it was hypothesized that conducting concurrent parent and therapist
implementation of the strategies would provide the child with high quality intervention sessions
while the parent was learning intervention strategies to fidelity. The research questions were as
follows:
1. Is there a functional relationship between the use of the Teach-Model-Coach-Review method
for teaching parents of young children with DS and parents’ use of J-EMT+Sign strategies
for supporting communication during intervention sessions?
2. Is there a functional relationship between the use of J-EMT+Sign intervention and parents’
use of sign with their children during intervention sessions?
3. Do parents use the J-EMT+Sign strategies during activities in which parents were not
coached to use these strategies?
4. Is there a functional relationship between the use of J-EMT+Sign strategies and production
of signed or spoken language in young children with DS during intervention sessions?
5. Do children use signed words and spoken words observed in intervention sessions during
activities in which parents were not coached to use strategies?
6. Do children use signed words and spoken words observed in intervention sessions during
activities with unfamiliar adults?
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS
Participants
Participants were recruited through flyers in two local inclusive preschools where the
investigators had worked in a previous study, the local Down syndrome clinic, and the local
Down Syndrome Association. The following criteria were used to select the parent-child dyads:
the child must (a) have a diagnosis of DS, (b) be between the ages of 18 and 42 months, (c) use
at least one but not more than 20 signs or words during a structured language sample with the
therapist, (d) have a mental age of at least 12 months as measured by the Visual Reception
subtest of the Mullen Scales of Early Learning (Mullen, 1995), and (e) have the ability to imitate
motor actions as measured by using an adaptation of the body imitations section of the Motor
Imitation Scale (MIS; Stone, Ousley, & Littleford, 1997); and the parent must (a) be willing to
attend sessions in the clinic and at home and be videotaped twice per week for the length of the
study, (b) be willing to learn J-EMT+Sign strategies, and (c) be willing to model sign in addition
to spoken words with their children at home. Participants were excluded if (a) English was not
the primary language spoken in the home, (b) the child had a concurrent diagnosis of another
developmental disability such as autism, (c) the child had a diagnosed hearing or vision
impairment, or (d) the child had a physical disability not related to DS, such as cerebral palsy.
Five students participated in screening assessments. Three students were screened and
deemed ineligible to participate due to mental age under 12 months and inability to pass the
imitation screening. Study participants were two parent-child dyads. Both child participants
were girls diagnosed with DS. The girls were 18 and 22 months of age at entry into the study.
The children’s mothers participated in the study as the parents who were taught the intervention
strategies. Both mothers, ages 43 and 35, had a college degree or higher, and both families
reported annual income greater than $75,000. One child participant attended an inclusive
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preschool on a part-time basis. Both child participants received early intervention consultation
through the local agency, and received speech, occupational, and physical therapy. Participant
demographic characteristics are described in Table 2. Participant use of community services is
displayed in Table 3.
Table 2
Participant Demographic Characteristics
Characteristics
Chronological Age at Entry (months)
Gender
Ethnicity
Caregiver participating in training (e.g. Mother, Father,
Grandmother)
Caregiver age
Caregiver education level
Family income level

Table 3
Use of Services
Service

Child 1
Pre
4
4
4
0
12

a

Speech Therapy
Occupational Therapya
Physical Therapya
Inclusive Preschoola
Total Servicesa
a
Hours of services received per month

Post
4
4
4
0
12

Child 1
22
Female
Caucasian
Mother

Child 2
18
Female
Caucasian
Mother

35
Bachelor’s
Degree
>$75,000

43
Master’s
Degree
>75,000

Child 2
Pre
0
2
2
72
78

Post
4
2
2
72
80

Measures
Motor Imitation Scale (MIS). During the screening phase of the study, children’s
ability to imitate was assessed using an adapted version of the Body Movement portion of the
MIS (Stone et al., 1997). The MIS consists of 16 items involving single-step motor imitation
tasks, with the body movement portion comprised of eight items. The examiner says “Do this”
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or “Do what I do” and demonstrates each action, presenting up to three trials for each action.
Interobserver agreement, internal consistency, and test-retest reliabilities were found to be at
acceptable levels (.80, .87, and .8, respectively). The data sheet for the MIS is included in
Appendix A.
The following assessments were administered prior to beginning intervention and after
completing intervention.
Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL). Before and after intervention, children’s
overall cognitive functioning was assessed using the MSEL (Mullen, 1995). The MSEL is a
standardized comprehensive measure of child development which includes assessment of gross
motor, visual reception, fine motor, receptive language, and expressive language skills. Except
for the gross motor scale, which is administered from birth through 33 months, the MSEL may
be administered from birth through 68 months. Internal reliability ranges from .75 to .83 for the
scales, and is .91 for the overall composite score. Test-retest reliability ranges from .94 to .98.
The scales also demonstrate convergent validity, with strong positive correlations between each
of the scales and corresponding standardized assessments.
Pre-School Language Scale-4 (PLS-4). The PLS-4 is a widely used, standardized
assessment of language comprehension skills (Zimmerman, Steiner, & Pond, 2002). The
assessment results in an expressive comprehension score, a receptive comprehension score, and
an overall language comprehension score. The PLS-4 may be administered from 2 days of age
to 6 years 11 months. Test–retest reliability for the various age groups ranges between 0.82 and
0.95 for subscale scores and .90 to .97 for the Total Language Score. Concurrent validity studies
revealed correlations of between .65 and .79 for typically developing children. Internal
reliability is .99.
MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory (MCDI). The MCDI is a
standardized parent reporting system used to assess children’s lexical growth and has been used
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extensively in studies of early language skills (Fenson et al., 2006). The MCDI has strong
concurrent validity with several directly administered assessments of language and
communication. On the MCDI-Words & Gestures, parents are asked to indicate which words
their child understands and says from a list of 396 words, as well as to identify phrases and
gestures understood and actions used by their child. On the MCDI-Words & Sentences, parents
identify words their child says from a list of 680 words. Parents completed both inventories
prior to and after completing intervention. For this study, parents indicated words that their
children understood, signed, spoke, or both signed and spoke.
Early Social Communication Scales (ESCS). The ESCS is a structured assessment
designed to assess nonverbal communication skills that typically emerge between 8 and 30
months of age (Mundy et al., 1996). The ESCS was administered to assess joint attention
behaviors and behavior regulation behaviors before and after intervention. The ESCS protocol is
located in Appendix B.
Language Sample. A naturalistic language sample was collected during a 20-minute
play interaction with an adult who did not participate in the child’s intervention. The adult
followed a specific protocol; she modeled play if necessary, joined in the child’s play and
responded to child communication but did not prompt or model new language (e.g. responses
included repetition of child utterances and non-content words such as “wow”, “whee”, “you did
it”). The adult was permitted to present a limited number of open questions (e.g. “what should
we do”) and TDs, but did not follow child responses with expansions or corrective procedures.
The language sample protocol is located in Appendix C.
Structured Play Assessment (SPA). The SPA is an activity using a standardized set of
toys in which the adult presents each toy set, describes the child’s play, and responds to child
communication but does not model new play (Sigman & Ungerer, 1984). The frequency of child
play acts at each level (e.g. manipulative, pre-symbolic, symbolic) of play is recorded. The SPA
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protocol and score sheet are located in Appendix D.
Picnic Probe. The Picnic Probe is a 10-minute session in which the parent and child are
videotaped while playing with a standardized set of toys designed to elicit parent and child
communication during multiple types of routines (e.g. reading, playing, pretending to eat,
cleaning up) with no coaching from the therapist. This probe was designed to assess parent use
of the language support strategies and child communication in an interaction context in which the
parent had not been coached and the therapist had not intervened with the child. The Picnic
Probe protocol is located in Appendix E. Standardized assessment and ESCS results are reported
in Table 4. SPA results are reported in Tables 5 and 6. Parent J-EMT+Sign behaviors during the
Picnic Probe are displayed in Table 14 in the Results section. Child communicative behaviors
during the language sample and the Picnic Probe are displayed in tables 15 and 16 in the Results
section.
Table 4
Participant Assessment Scores
Assessments

Child 1
Child 2
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Imitation screening (% correct responses)
60
*
60
*
Mullen composite score
59
59
73
62
Mullen mental age in months (Visual Reception)
13
17
16
19
MCDI Total # of words (signed or spoken)
32
85
10
119
MCDI Total # of signs
0
59
0
103
MCDI # of signed & spoken words
0
24
0
56
ESCS Total Joint Attention Score
10
21
29
31
ESCS Behavior Regulation Score
14
5
34
55
PLS auditory comprehension SS (raw)
81 (20)
59 (22)
74 (19) 71(21)
PLS expressive SS (raw)
96(25)
71 (29)
81(22)
85(27)
Note: * = not assessed; Mullen = The Mullen Scales of Early Learning (Mullen, 1995).
SS=standard score. PLS=Preschool Language Scale-4 (Zimmerman et al., 2002). MCDI =
MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory: Words and Gestures (Fenson et al., 2006).
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Table 5
Child 1 Structured Play Assessment Results
Play Level
Child 1
Pre
Post
Number of Types Frequency of Acts Number of Types Frequency of Acts
at Play Level
at Play Level
Simple
7
12
10
39
Combination 6
13
11
39
Pre-Symbolic 5
6
16
34
Symbolic
0
0
0
0

Table 6
Child 2 Structured Play Assessment Results
Play Level
Child 2
Pre
Post
Number of Types Frequency of Acts Number of
at Play Level
Types
Simple
3
5
7
Combination 2
4
8
Pre-Symbolic 2
3
19
Symbolic
0
0
1

Frequency of Acts
at Play Level
10
18
38
1

Setting
The study took place in two settings. The screening, pre, and post intervention
assessment sessions, and approximately half of the baseline and intervention sessions occurred in
a clinic room located in a University research facility. This space was a carpeted 6’ x 6’ room
with a child sized table and chairs. The adults followed the child’s preferences for using the
table and chairs or sitting on the floor. In addition, one half of baseline and intervention
sessions occurred in the homes of the participants. Activities during home sessions took place in
the specific locations chosen by the parent as the places that were typical of that parent and
child’s usual interactions. At home, for both dyads the play portion of each session typically
occurred in a large shared family room, which included toy shelves, family room furniture, and
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televisions. Families were asked to mute or turn off televisions during sessions. As in the clinic,
the adults followed the child’s preference for sitting on the floor or (in the case of Child 1) at a
child sized table, and moved with the child when child interest changed. Other home routines
(e.g. snack, emptying the dishwasher, helping with laundry, having diaper changed) took place in
the locations in which parents reported they typically occurred (e.g., kitchen, laundry room,
changing pad).
During assessments, a trained assessor and the child were present in the clinic room, and
the parent remained in the room. Both the parent and interventionist were present during all
clinic and home interaction sessions, with the play partner (parent or therapist) sitting in
proximity to the child and the other adult remaining in the room, close to the interacting adult
and child and observing the interaction.
Materials
Each session was recorded using a handheld Sony DCR-SR40 hard drive video camera.
Materials in clinic baseline and intervention sessions consisted of a variety of age appropriate
toys including cause-and-effect, manipulative, construction, and pretend play toys. Specific
examples of toys include: balls, cars with tracks or slides, baby dolls with accessories, barn with
animals and tractors, dollhouse with people and vehicles, shape sorters, pop-up toys, puzzles,
blocks, nesting cups, and pretend food. These materials were selected based on child play level
and interest. Materials used in home intervention and baseline sessions consisted of toys, books,
snack items, and routine specific materials belonging to the family.
During home interventions, the interventionist and parent worked together to organize the
play area, selecting toy sets identified by the parents as child-preferred, and put other toys out of
sight. Selections were also made to match the child’s play level. The adults typically began
each session by offering a choice TD (holding up two items and allowing the child to choose).
For example, during baseline play assessment, both children frequently engaged in manipulative
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play and very early combinations. Toy selections always included stacking and/or nesting blocks
or cups, or toys that could be put together or taken apart, and toys that could be taken out and put
back into containers so that the adult could play at the child’s level and build and restart routines.
Child 2, for example, frequently stacked different sizes and shapes of pegs, cups, a musical
animal toy tower, and a set of nesting blocks. Additionally, while child play skills were limited,
babies and baby items were highly preferred items, and were available in many sessions, and
combination play with those items occurred through taking baby items out and putting them back
in containers.
Response Definitions and Measurement System
All baseline, intervention, and probe sessions were transcribed using the Systematic
Analysis of Language Transcripts computer program (SALT; Miller & Iglesias, 2008). Parents’
matched turns, expansions, and signs, and child utterances were coded from the transcript using
event sampling according to the EMT Language Code, located in Appendix F (adapted from
Kaiser & Roberts, personal communication, February 21, 2012) and code summaries were
produced using SALT. TD and MPP were scored using procedural checklists, located in
Appendix G. JASPER strategies were scored using coded joint attention behaviors and the JEMT+Sign fidelity checklist, located in Appendix H. Frequencies of individual codes and scores
were entered into Microsoft Excel to calculate percentages and to produce graphs for visual
analysis.
Child and parent behavior for the middle 10 minutes of each 20 minute clinic session and
the entire 10 minutes of play in each home session were coded for each parent session. Each
parent session was coded, graphed, and visually analyzed prior to the next session. Child
behavior was coded and graphed for the middle 10 minutes of all therapist clinic sessions, and
for the entire 10 minutes of therapist play in all home sessions. Therapist behavior was coded
and graphed for 20 percent of therapist intervention sessions.
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Adult response definitions. Primary dependent variables for parent behavior included
(a) percent of MT (e.g., number of adult utterances that are matched to child utterances divided
by number of turns that are matched plus the number of turns that are not matched), (b) percent
expansions (number of times adult expanded an eligible child communicative act divided by
number of expansions plus number of times adult failed to expand an eligible communicative
act; eligible child communicative acts included conventional gestures and intelligible words;
parent expansions must include signs), (c) modeling signs (spoken + signed word) (percent of
adult utterances including target divided by total adult utterances), (d) correct use of TD
strategies, and (e) correct use of prompting strategies. Response definitions and criterion levels
for adult variables are listed in Table 7.
Table 7
Adult Behavior Response Definitions
Adult J-EMT+Sign
Behavior
(Criterion)
Notice & Respond:
Matched Turns
(75%)
Joint Attention
Behaviors
(1 per minute)

Definition and Measurement

An adult turn that follows a child turn and is related to the child’s
communication or play.
Score is obtained by dividing the number of matched turns by total
number of adult turns
Point, show, give

Model Target
Language
(60%)

Adult models communication at the child’s target level, using the child’s
mode of communication.
Adult models sign concurrently with spoken word.
Score is obtained by dividing number of adult utterances that include the
child’s target by the total number of adult utterances

Expansions
(40%)

Adult repeats child’s spoken word, signed word, or gesture and adds one
word.
Score is obtained by dividing total number of expansions by total number
of opportunities to expand
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Expansion is signed
Time Delay
(Average Score at
Least 2/3 )

Adult uses TD (e.g., inadequate portions, nonverbal choice, assistance
needed, waiting within routine, and waiting with cue) to provide child
opportunity to initiate communication.
Adult ends TD episodes by giving child desired item and modeling target,
or by prompting the child to produce the target and completing the
prompting procedure correctly.
Score is obtained by dividing the number of correctly implemented TDs by
the total number of TDs attempted by the adult

Milieu Prompting
Procedures
(Average Score at
Least 2/3)

Adult uses TD, open question, choice question, and elicitive modeling to
teach in response to child requests.
Adult prompts only in response to requests
Adult follows least to most prompting sequence
Adult does not give more than two of any one prompt in one prompting
episode
Adult models the same child target throughout the episode
Adult ends the episode by giving the item and modeling or expanding
child target
JASPER Strategies Play area is well organized with a choice of toys available at start of
(100%)
session
Toys are accessible and within reach of child
Adult follows child’s lead in play
Adult plays for majority of session at child’s play level
Adult imitates child’s play actions
Adult models new play actions and expands child play to include new
actions, new objects or higher level of play
Adult introduces new toys to increase child play actions or play level and
to sustain engagement with objects and adult.
Adult models specific joint attention strategies ( pointing, showing, giving)
Fidelity score is obtained by dividing number of JASPER items scored
“yes” by total number
Note. JASPER Strategies are scored using a yes/no checklist, while other strategies are scored
from direct observation.

Child response definitions. Child dependent variables included number of signs,
number of spontaneous signs, number of words (spoken or signed), number of spontaneous
words used within each session, and number of different cumulative signs and words used across
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sessions. A signed or spoken word was coded as “spontaneous” if the child used the spoken or
signed word without an adult having modelled or prompted the word in the previous 5 seconds.
All child behaviors were measured using the transcription and coding protocol described above.
Response definitions for child behaviors are displayed in Table 8.
Table 8
Response Definitions for Child Behaviors
Child Behavior Definition
Total signs
A sign was be coded when the child used a recognizable sign to communicate
Spontaneous
Spontaneous signs were coded when the child used a recognizable sign that
signs
was neither prompted nor spontaneously imitated. If a child’s sign occurred
within 3s after the adult using the same sign, it was coded as imitated.
Total words
A word was counted if the child spoke or signed a recognizable word. The
word did not have to be perfectly articulated or signed. For example, if the
child signed dog by patting her leg but did not complete the “snapping” motion,
it was counted as help. If the child said “s-ide” for slide, this was transcribed
as slide.
Joint Attention Point, show, give
Behavior

Data Analysis Plan
Interobserver agreement (IOA). Prior to beginning data collection, two graduate
student coders were trained to criterion on each behavior measured by the EMT Language Code
(Appendix I), which included the primary dependent variables for this study and joint attention
behaviors point, show, and give, a part of the JASPER intervention. Both students were
advanced masters’ students in Early Childhood Special Education and had completed a semester
of training in EMT, in addition to having some experience viewing and transcribing sessions of
J-EMT with young children with autism. Training was comprised of reviewing coding
definitions, coding videos of sessions from previous studies of EMT, calculating IOA on practice
sessions, and receiving feedback from the investigator. IOA was calculated on a point by point
basis. Percentage of IOA was calculated by dividing the total number of agreements by the total
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number of disagreements separately for child behaviors and adult behaviors. Criterion for coding
was 90% reliability with the “master” transcript on both child and adult behavior for three
consecutive sessions. If, for example, the coder achieved 95% reliability on adult behaviors and
87% on child behaviors, the coder continued training until 90% reliability on both child and adult
measures is achieved for three consecutive sessions.
IOA was collected concurrently with the intervention and was assessed for 33% of coded
baseline and 33% of coded intervention sessions for each participant as the study progressed
(33% of parent sessions in each phase, 33% of therapist sessions for child behavior in each
phase, and 33% of the therapist sessions for which adult behavior was coded). Sessions were
randomly selected for IOA and were distributed throughout phases. A primary coder coded
videos, and a second coder independently viewed and coded the sessions selected for IOA
assessment. To prevent observer drift, the investigator reviewed all disagreements and provided
feedback to the coders on a weekly basis. The means and ranges for IOA on child and adult
dependent variables are reported in Tables 9 and Table 10, respectively.
Overall mean percentages for agreement on child behaviors including form of
communication, independence of communication, individual words codes, and joint attention
behaviors were within acceptable range (99, 96, 95, and 98, respectively, for parent sessions, and
99, 97, 96, and 93 for therapist sessions). The lowest ranges for child measures were for word
codes and joint attention behaviors. Because these were typically low frequency behaviors, one
or two disagreements resulted in low percentage of agreement. In one session, agreement on
child joint attention behavior was at zero due to the fact that one joint attention behavior was
coded by the primary observer and the second observer did not agree.
Overall mean percentages for adult behaviors including matched turns, expansions, form
of communication, joint attention behaviors, milieu prompting procedures, and time delay
episodes were within acceptable range(96, 96, 99, 94, 100, and 100, respectively, in parent
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sessions, and 96, 97, 99, 95, 100, 100 in therapist sessions). The range for all variables except
for joint attention was between 85 and 100 percent. The lowest session percentage for adult joint
attention behaviors was 63, with four total sessions below 80 percent agreement. As was the
case with child joint attention behaviors, joint attention behaviors were low frequency behaviors,
and one to two disagreements could significantly affect interobserver agreement percentage.
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Table 9
Mean Percentages and Ranges of Interobserver Agreement on Child Variables for Baseline and
Intervention in Parent and Therapist Sessions
All Child
Form
Independence
Word
JA
Measures
Codes
Child 1
Parent
Sessions

BL

Child 2
Parent
Sessions

BL

Overall
Parent
Sessions

BL

Int

Int

Int

Total Child IOA
In All Parent Sessions
Child 1
Therapist
Sessions

98
(94-100)
98
(91-100)

99
(99-100)
99
(96-100)

94
(80-100)
96
(83-100)

100

100

99
(83-100)

100
(100)

92
(90-93)
96
(93-100)
98
(95-100)

100

100

N/A

99
(93-100)
99
(97-100)

96
(92-100)
96
(80-100)

94
(67-100)
100

80
(60-100)
99
(75-100)
92
(60-100)

98
(92-100)

99
(93-100)

96
(83-100)

96
(67-100)

99
(75-100)

98
(92-100)

99
(93-100)

96
(80-100)

95
(50-100)

98
(60-100)

BL

98
99
97
100
0*
(97-100)
(97-100)
(94-100)
Int
98
99
97
96
96
(96-100)
(89-100)
(87-100)
(67-100) (50-100)
Child 2
BL
98
100
100
N/A
92
Therapist
(96-100)
(83-100)
Sessions
Int
97
99
96
96
97
(85-100)
(93-100)
(87-100)
(63-100) (75-100)
Overall
BL
98
99
99
100
61
Therapist
(96-100)
(98-100)
(94-100)
(0-100)
Sessions
Int
97
99
96
96
97
(85-100)
(89-100)
(85-100)
(63-100) (50-100)
Total Child IOA
97
99
97
96
93
Therapist Sessions
(85-100)
(89-100)
(85-100)
(63-100) (0-100)
Note. Form = Form of Communication (Word, Sign, Gesture, or Vocalization); Independence =
Prompted, Unprompted, or Imitated; JA= Joint Attention (point, show, give).
*The primary coder observed JA behavior only one time during three IOA sessions for Child 1;
the reliability coder did not observe the behavior.
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Table 10
Mean Percentages and Ranges of Interobserver Agreement on Adult Variables for Baseline and
Intervention in Parent and Therapist Sessions
Overall
MT
E
F
JA
TD
MPP
IOA
Therapist Sessions
Child 1
BL 92
99
99
97
100
N/A
N/A
(90-93)
(98-00)
(98-100) (95-99)
Int 96
93
97
99
98
(95-97)
(87-100) (90-100) (99-100) (89-100)
Child 2
BL 92
96
95
99
100
N/A
N/A
(87-96)
(96-97)
(91-99)
(99-100)
Int 97
99
96
99
87
N/A
N/A
(85-100) (98-99)
(93-99)
(98-100) (63-100)
Overall
BL 91
98
99
97
100
100
100
(89-93)
(97-99)
(98-100) (95-99)
Int 96
96
96
99
92
100
100
(95-98
(88-100) (90-100) (98-100) (63-100)
Overall IOA
95
96
96
99
94
100
100
Therapist
(89-98)
(88-100) (90-100) (95-100) (63-100)
Parent Sessions
Parent 1 BL 90
98
99
99
91
N/A
100
(87-99)
(95-100) (99-100) (99-100) (70-100)
Int 97
94
97
99
95
100
100
(91-99)
(85-100) (93-100) (96-100) (78-100)
Parent 2 BL 91
96
99
100
83
N/A
N/A
(89-92)
(96-98)
(99-100)
(67-100)
Int 96
97
94
99
98
100
100
(92-100) (93-100) (86-100) (97-100) (88-100)
Overall
BL 91
98
99
99
88
N/A
100
(87-99)
(95-100) (99-100) (99-100) (67-100)
Int 97
96
96
99
97
100
100
(93-100) (85-100) (86-100) (96-100) (78-100)
Overall IOA
96
96
97
99
95
100
100
Parent
(87-100) (85-100) (86-100) (96-100) (67-100)
Note. MT = Matched Turns; E = Expansions; F = Form (Signed, Spoken, Signed & Spoken); M
= Modeling TD = Time Delay; MPP=Milieu Prompting Procedures
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Procedural Fidelity
Procedural fidelity was completed on 25% of parent training sessions (therapist’s
implementation of Teach-Model-Coach-Review protocol with parents), 25% of therapist sessions
with the child, and 25% of parent sessions with the child. Sessions were randomly selected for
fidelity scoring. The procedural fidelity included both a checklist of therapist behaviors during
parent training and an overall score based on percentages of behaviors performed at criteria
according to the EMT Code, MPP scoring, TD scoring, and JASPER checklist. Interobserver
Agreement was assessed on 33% of Fidelity sessions.
Baseline. In therapist and parent baseline sessions, procedural fidelity included having
the play area well organized and toys out and available to the child. Therapist fidelity for parent
baseline sessions was comprised of telling the parent to “do what you would normally do”, and
not providing the parent with teaching or feedback. Fidelity for therapist baseline sessions
included responding to fewer than 75% of child turns, having lower than 70% MT with the child,
expanding fewer than 30% of child utterances, using target talk in less than 50% of utterances,
and having zero instances of correct TD or milieu prompting procedures.
Intervention. Procedural fidelity for the parent coaching model was comprised of a
checklist (See Appendix I) based on the Teach-Model-Coach-Review adult instructional
procedures. An individual fidelity checklist was used for each set of strategies, and percentage
of fidelity scores for each checklist were obtained by dividing the number of fidelity items
completed by the total possible score. Each item on the checklist received a “yes” if the therapist
performed the behavior. Fidelity for the “Teach” segment at the beginning of the session
included reviewing previously taught strategies, checking for parent concerns, discussing the
strategies and activities to be used in the current session, and role playing strategies. Fidelity for
the “Model” segment included using each of the EMT strategies to criterion level, pointing out to
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the parent at least three examples of the therapist using the current strategy with the child, and
checking for parent questions and concerns. Fidelity for the “Coach” segment included
providing positive or constructive feedback to the parent at least once per minute. Fidelity for
the “Reflect” segment included asking the parent for feedback and questions, summarizing
parent use of strategies, connecting parent behavior to child behavior, and discussing how the
strategies may be applied at home.
Procedural fidelity for the five workshops was scored using a checklist for each of the
five workshops. A corresponding fidelity checklist was scored for each of the five workshops.
The checklist for each individual workshop included descriptions of and rationales for each
specific component of the strategy. Procedural fidelity checklists for every workshop included
reviewing previous strategies, updating parent and child progress, soliciting parent questions,
active watching (e.g., instructing the parent to look for the strategy and their child’s response) of
video examples of each strategy, role playing the strategies, practicing the strategies with the
child, and a final review of the new strategies. Procedure fidelity was scored for six of the total
10 workshops, including at least one of each of the five workshop topics. Average overall
fidelity for workshops was 91% (range 85-100%).
The fidelity of adult session J-EMT+Sign with the child was scored using a checklist;
some items on the checklist were observed directly and others were derived from the coded data
for session (Appendix H). Fidelity was observed for all parent sessions with the child and for
25% of therapist sessions with the child. The checklist included the following items: (a) the
play area was well-organized, (b) toys were available to and within reach of the child, (c) the
adult modeled utterances at the child’s target level in at least 60% of adult turns, (d) the adult
expanded at least 40% of the child’s eligible communication turns using signs (eligible turns
included gestures, intelligible spoken words, or recognizable signed words), (e) the adult
contingently responded to at least 85% of child communication, (f) at least 75% of the adult’s
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turns were matched to child communication, (g) the adult obtained a minimum average score on
TD episodes (per the TD scoring sheet, located in Appendix G), (h) the adult received a
minimum average score on MPP episodes (per MPP Scoring Sheet, located in Appendix G), (i)
the adult followed the child’s lead in play, (j) the adult mirrored the child’s play actions, (k) the
adult expanded child play acts and modeled new play acts, (l) the adult introduced new materials
to enhance play level, and (m) the adult modeled joint attention behaviors (point, show, give) at
least once per minute.
Procedural fidelity for the intervention sessions was calculated in two ways. First,
fidelity for each session was calculated by dividing the number of “yes” answers by the total
number of item scored on the fidelity checklist. The means and ranges of overall session fidelity
for parent and therapist baseline and intervention sessions, and for therapist implementation of
the Teach-Model-Coach-Review protocol are reported in Table 11. Second, therapist scores for
individual J-EMT+Sign components and Teach-Model-Coach-Review components are reported
in Tables 12 and 13. The means and ranges of therapist fidelity for J-EMT+Sign MT,
Expansions, TD, MPP, Use of Sign Language, and Joint Attention Behaviors with the child are
reported in Table 12. Average overall therapist fidelity on implementation of J-EMT+Sign with
the child was 94 percent (range 77-100). Parent data on these dependent variables are reported
in the results section. The mean fidelity for therapist implementation of the Teach, Model,
Coach, and Reflect components of the protocol are reported in Table 13. Overall average fidelity
was 89% (range 79 to 100). Interobserver agreement was calculated on 33% of scored fidelity
checklists. Overall agreement on fidelity checklists was 93% (Range= 85-100%).
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Table 11
Procedural Fidelity Means and Ranges
Overall % of Procedural
Fidelity on Therapist JEMT+Sign
Child 1 BL 41 (38-46)

Overall % Procedural
Fidelity on Parent JEMT+Sign
28 (21-36)

Overall % Procedural
Fidelity on Parent
Training by Therapist
0

Int
Child 2 BL
Int
Overall BL
Int

83 (57-100)
31 (23-36)
79 (46-93)
30 (21-36)
81 (46-100)

88 (81-98)
0
90 (79-100)
0
89 (79-100)

94 (85-100)
54 (54)
94 (77-100)
46 (38-54)
94 (77-100)

Table 12
Therapist Percentage of Adherence to J-EMT+Sign Components
MT
Expand
TD*
MPP*
Child 1
BL
31
0
0
0
(16-53)
Int
99
100
100
100
(95-100)
Child 2
BL
27
0
0
0

JA**
.8
(0-1.7)
.82
(.1-1.7)
0
1.
(0-2.8)
Int
100
94
100
100
84
1.3
(28-100)
(62-100)
(.3-3.2)
Overall
BL
21
0
0
20
.2
1.06
(13-29)
(0-100)_ (0-0.4)
(0-2.8)
Int
100
97
100
100
97
1.1
(28-100)
(74-100)
(.1-3.2)
Note. Percent adherence for each measure was obtained by dividing the observed value by the
criterion value (e.g., observed values of MT were each divided by .75, with a maximum percent
adherence of 100%). *TD and MPP percentage includes scored episodes only. **JA=Joint
Attention Behaviors (give, show, point) are reported as rate per minute.
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Sign
.2
(0-.4)
100

Table 13
Therapist Percentage of Adherence to Teach-Model- Coach-Review Components
Teach
Model
Coach
Reflect
Child 1
BL
0
0
0
0
Int
81
73
97
88
Child 2
BL
0
0
0
0
Int
81
80
96
93
Overall
BL
0
0
0
0
Int
81
77
96
91

Design
The design for this study was a multiple baseline across behaviors within participants,
with replication across two participants. Parents were the primary participants in the design; the
primary dependent variable was the key behaviors associated with the J-EMT+Sign child
communication intervention. The multiple baseline design is the most widely used single subject
design, is flexible, and may be used with both reversible behaviors and behaviors that are not
readily reversible (Baer, Wolf, & Risley, 1968; Hammond & Gast, 2010). The behaviors which
are the dependent variable, arguably, are acquisition behaviors which are not readily reversible,
thus a withdrawal or reversible design would not be feasible. The embedded multiple baseline
within participants demonstrates the effect of each component of J-EMT+Sign on each parent’s
behavior.
Each parent session was coded, summarized, and graphed, and visually examined prior to
the next session. The criterion for beginning intervention with the first mother and child was a
stable rate of parent use of J- EMT components and a stable rate of child communication.
Sequential introduction of intervention components (J-EMT strategies) within each participant
occurred when the parent used the previously taught strategy at criterion level for two
consecutive sessions (i.e., when parent was at criterion on Notice & Respond behaviors for two
sessions, Expansions were introduced). Sequential introduction of the intervention components
across participants occurred when the previous parent participant displayed a change in slope on
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the previously taught strategy (i.e., when Parent 1 demonstrated a shift in trend on Notice &
Respond, Parent 2 was taught NR).
Procedures
The primary investigator, a doctoral student in Special Education with 14 years of
experience in the implementation of EMT and coaching parents in implementation of EMT,
implemented the majority of the parent training and therapist implemented sessions for this study
and was present for all baseline and intervention sessions. A PhD level research associate who
previously implemented the J-EMT+Sign intervention in a pilot study (Wright et al., 2013)
assisted with the implementation of approximately 10 sessions by modeling the intervention with
children and coaching the parent in 3 sessions, and by observing and providing both in person
and electronic feedback to the primary investigator on several occasions.
Baseline. Baseline sessions with the therapist and parent were conducted after
participants were consented for the study. Baseline sessions occurred once per week at home
and once per week in the clinic, with each lasting approximately 40 minutes (20 minutes with
therapist, 20 minutes with parent) until both child and parent data were stable for Dyad 1, and
until the conditions described above were met for the second dyad. Baseline sessions occurred in
the home and in the clinic. During parent baseline sessions, parents were instructed to interact
with their child “as usual”, and during therapist baseline sessions, the interventionist interacted
with the child in a manner similar to typical parent child baseline interactions based on parent
baseline data from previous studies (see fidelity description above). During clinic baseline
sessions, the entire 20 minutes of the session with each adult consisted of play (i.e., the clinician
played with the child for approximately 20 minutes and then the parent played with the child for
20 minutes). During home baseline sessions, the therapist played with the child for a full 20
minutes; the parent session consisted of 10 minutes of play, followed by two parent identified
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routines (for example: snack, book, bath, laundry, emptying the dishwasher, getting ready to
leave the house) for a total of 20 minutes in which the parent interacted with the child.
Intervention. One session per week occurred at the clinic, and one session per week
occurred in the family’s home. Each session was approximately 60 minutes in length. During clinic
sessions, each adult played with the child for 20 minutes. During home sessions, the therapist
played with the child for a full 20 minutes; the parent played with the child for 10 minutes, and
interacted with the child in two other routines selected by the parent (for example: snack, book,
bath, laundry, emptying the dishwasher, or getting ready to leave the house) for a total of 20
minutes.
Interspersed among the intervention sessions were five 60-minute workshops. The
workshops were used to teach the J-EMT+Sign intervention in five sequential components. At the
beginning of teaching each new adult strategy (Notice and Respond, Model and Expand Play, Model
and Expand Language, Time Delay, and Milieu Prompting Procedures), the therapist introduced the
parent to the new strategy using a power point presentation outlining the strategies, providing verbal
descriptions of the procedure, handouts summarizing the guidelines for using the procedure, video
examples of the strategies, and role playing. Direct teaching of each strategy included “Why” to use
the strategy, “How” to use the strategy, and “When” to use the strategy. Additionally, the therapist
and parent watched video examples of the parent and child to allow the parent to reflect on how they
were or were not already using the strategy and how the child was responding. The therapist
solicited questions throughout each workshop. After the introduction of each strategy, the parent
practiced the new strategies with their child with coaching and support from the therapist. No parent
or child behavior data were taken during workshop sessions. The subject and content of each
workshop is described in Table 14.
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Table 14
JASPER-EMT+Sign Workshops
Workshop
Content
o Background and rationale for J-EMT+Sign
Workshop 1
o Play and Engage: Join in your child’s play and follow the
Setting the Foundation for
child’s lead
Communication
o Notice and respond to all verbal and nonverbal child
communication
o Take turns: Respond to your child and wait for them to
communicate again)
o Mirror and map: Imitate your child’s play action and map
the actions by describing them
o Description of coaching process
Workshop 2
Model and Expand Play

o
o
o
o
o

Workshop 3
Model and Expand
Communication

o
o
o
o
o
o

Workshop 4
Time Delay

Workshop 5
Milieu Prompting
Procedures

Description of play levels
How your child is playing
Play at your child’s level
Using routines
Expanding routines
 Put out new toys
 Offer a choice
 Give the child a new toy
 Mirror the child’s action and do a new action
 Show the child a new step in the routine
 Restart the routine
o Play targets

o
o
o
o
o

Communication goals
Modeling spoken and signed language at the target level
Modeling joint attention behaviors
Expanding communication
Time Delay definition
Time Delay strategies
 Inadequate portions
 Assistance needed
 Waiting with routine
 Waiting with cue
 Choice
Prompt definition
Time Delay
Open Question
Choice Question
Say Prompt
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During clinic intervention sessions, the four components of the Teach-Model-Coach-Review
adult teaching model occurred consecutively. Each session began with the Teach component (10
minutes). During Teach, the therapist gathered updates about parent use of the intervention and child
progress since the previous session, reviewed the current strategies, and role-played strategies with
the parent.
During the Model component (20 minutes), the therapist implemented the intervention with
the child while the parent observed, and highlighted examples of the current intervention strategy (20
minutes). The therapist implemented all J-EMT+Sign strategies during each intervention session,
while highlighting only currently and previously learned strategies. For example, after the NR
Workshop, the therapist implemented all strategies, but highlighted only NR strategies. After the
ME workshop, the therapist highlighted ME. During the Coach component, the parent practiced the
strategy with the child while the therapist coached (20 minutes). The therapist provided coaching in
the form of specific praise (e.g., “perfect expansion”, “good waiting for her”), general feedback (e.g.,
“Wow that looks like fun!”), instructive feedback (e.g., “Remember to wait for her to respond before
you give her the item”), and guided practice (e.g., “Hold the two choices and wait for her to choose;
respond”).
During the feedback component (10 minutes), the therapist and parent reflected on the
parent’s strategy use and the child’s response. The provider asked the parent how they felt the
session went, summarized the parent’s use of the current strategy, and connected the parent’s
behavior to the child’s behavior (e.g., “When you mirrored and mapped her stacking, she took turns
with you and vocalized each time!” “Each time you gave her a new toy, she re-engaged with the
activity; it really kept the play going!”). The therapist encouraged discussion and solicited parent
questions and concerns in each step of the coaching model (e.g., “Do you have any questions about
____ strategy?” “What did you think made that go well?”).
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As in the clinic sessions, during the home intervention sessions the Teach and Model
components occurred before the Coach and Feedback components. However, rather than 20
minutes of play, the coached component included play (10 minutes) and two additional routines
identified by the parent (for a total of 10 minutes). Further, when introducing new strategies
within routines, the therapist initially modeled the strategies during the routines, with the parent
always completing at least half of each routine. Finally, during home sessions feedback occurred
during and after each of the three activities (play, 2 routines) rather than only once at the end of
the session. As in the clinic sessions, feedback included summarizing how the parent felt the
play session went, the parent’s use of the current strategy, and the child’s response to the
strategies.
Generalization
Parent use of strategies and child use of signs outside coached or therapist-implemented
sessions was assessed using the Picnic Probe. The Picnic Probe is a 10-minute activity designed
to elicit interactions typical of different types of routines (e.g., reading books, playing with toys,
cleaning up, wiping hands, taking shoes off and putting them on, having a “picnic” with pretend
food). The picnic materials consisted of a standard set of toys brought to the home by the
therapist. These included hand wipes, a picnic basket, pretend food, a stuffed animal, two balls,
a bag of blocks, a toy dump truck, a puzzle, and three books. The parent was instructed to engage
in hand washing with wipes, pretend to have a picnic, play with toys the child chose from the
picnic bag, look at the books, and clean up the activity when done. The Picnic Probe occurred
one time before starting intervention and one time after intervention was completed. Parent and
child behaviors during the Picnic Probe were coded from transcriptions using the EMT Language
Code.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
The first three research questions examined whether there was a functional relationship
between the therapist’s use of the Teach-Model-Coach-Review instructional approach and parent
use of J-EMT+Sign strategies and the sign mode during intervention sessions, and whether
parents generalized their use of the strategies to an uncoached activity. The final two questions
explored the effects of the J-EMT+Sign intervention on child communication.
Parent Use of J-EMT+Sign Strategies and Signs
Parent 1’s use of J-EMT+Sign strategies is displayed in Figure 1. Percentage of Parent
1’s words which were signed in each session is displayed in Figure 2. Parent 1’s use of JEMT+Sign strategies and signs in Picnic Probes is reported in Table 15. Parent 2‘s use of JEMT+Sign strategies is displayed in Figure 3, and use of signs is displayed in Figure 4. Parent
2’s use of EMT strategies and signs in Picnic Probes is reported in Table 16.
Parent 1.
Baseline and Intervention Use of J-EMT Strategies and Sign. Parent 1’s baseline and
intervention use of strategies is displayed in Figure 1 below. There were nine occasions on
which more than seven days passed between appointments. Missed appointments were the result
of illness on the part of the child, a sibling, the parent, or the therapist. Breaks of seven days or
more are indicated using a dashed line.
Parent 1’s percentage of MT (percentage of adult turns that are in response and related to
child communication) was consistently low during baseline (range = 12% to 40%). After
introduction of the first strategy (NR) in Workshop 1, and the observation of therapist
intervention sessions, Parent 1 demonstrated an immediate increase in level of MT, met criterion
in Session 1, and remained at criterion for all but four of the remaining sessions. After three
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sessions without a descending trend and in which the parent was at criterion on MT, Workshop 2
(Play and Engage) was introduced. MT dropped below criterion for two sessions following
Workshop 2 and subsequently returned to criterion, dropping below criterion for one session
following Workshop 4 (TD), and for one session following Workshop 5 (MPP).
Prior to introduction of NR strategies, percent of expansions (expansion of child eligible
child utterances including sign language) in each baseline session was zero. After the
introduction of NR and observation of therapist-implemented J-EMT+Sign, Parent 1’s use of
expansions increased (ranging from 16% to 100%, and meeting the criterion four times). For the
one occasion prior to Workshop 3 (Model and Expand Language) for which the percentage of
expansions was 100%, there was only one expanding opportunity, which the adult expanded.
After expansion was introduced in Workshop 3, Parent 1’s use of the expansion strategy
increased to above criterion in the next session (session 15), but remained variable for
approximately 10 sessions, during which expansion percentage would be at or above criterion for
two sessions, and then below criteria for the next session. Parent 1 attained criterion on
expansions and the next workshop occurred after expansions were at or above criterion for three
consecutive sessions (sessions 25-27).
During baseline, use of TD was zero. After the introduction of NR (Workshop 1), Model
and Expand Play (Workshop 2), and Model and Expand Language (Workshop 3) strategies, there
was some increase in the rate and variability of TD, specifically the choice TD strategy (ranging
from 0 to 2 in sessions 1-27). Following direct teaching of TD during Workshop 4, TD
increased to an average of 3.9 times per session (range 1 to 7) during sessions 27-37, and
included more different TD types (e.g., wait with routine or cue, assistance needed, inadequate
portions). TD correctness was above criterion in the second and third sessions following
Workshop 4, dropped below criterion in the 4th session following the workshop, and returned to
above criterion during the 5th session following Workshop 4, remaining above criterion until
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Milieu Prompting Procedures (MPP) were introduced in Workshop 5. When MPP were
introduced, the frequency of TD episodes decreased, with Parent 1 using between zero and three
TD in each session. Despite this decrease in rate of use, correctness of TD remained above
criterion. Note that after the introduction of MPP, the sessions in which TD strategies were not
at criterion level for correctness were sessions in which the parent did not attempt to use any TD
strategies. Initially, as the parent focused on practicing MPP, parent use of TD decreased. Thus,
the “zero” scores after MPP were introduced were representative of sessions in which no TD
were attempted, rather than TD that were used incorrectly.
During the initial baseline, Parent 1 used MPP in five of eight sessions (mean = 1.4 MPP
episodes; range = 1 to 5 MPP episodes), and did not use any MPP to criterion. After introduction
of NR, the parent’s use of prompts decreased to zero and remained at zero until MPP were
introduced. After Workshop 5 (Milieu Prompting Procedures) and beginning with session 38,
Parent 1’s use of MPP increased but was variable for several sessions. She used MPP in all but
one of the remaining 14 sessions (mean = 2.2, range = 0 to 5). Additionally, while Parent 1’s
average MPP score was zero in baseline, the average score following Workshop 5 was 2.2 (out
of a possible 3 points, criterion = 2). Parent 1’s correct use of MPP increased and was at or
above criterion for three consecutive sessions prior to the end of intervention. During session 48,
a session which indicates a zero score for MPP, the parent did not attempt to use MPP. Parent 1
remained in intervention until she used all four strategies at criterion levels for two consecutive
sessions.
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Figure 1. Multiple baseline across parent behaviors for Parent 1.
The gray bar represents the number of opportunities for correct strategy use (number of
opportunities to expand child utterances, number of TD episodes, number of milieu episodes).
Sessions with zero average for milieu and TD scores are sessions in which there were no TD or
milieu episodes. The horizontal line indicates criterion level for each behavior. Each set of
strategies was taught during a specific workshop; however the parent observed all strategies
during therapist sessions. Dashed lines represent breaks of more than seven days in between
sessions.
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Parent 1’s percentage of words that were signed is displayed in Figure 2. As in Figure 1,
breaks of seven or more days are indicated by dashed lines. Baseline rate of signing was zero.
Immediately upon the introduction of the intervention, Parent 1’s percentage of words signed
steadily increased. After the goal of signing more than 50% of utterances was introduced during
Workshop 3 (Model and Expand Communication), Parent 1’s rate of signing immediately
increased to more than 50%, and remained above 50% for all but two sessions. During baseline,
Parent 1 signed on average less than 1 word per session (range 0 to 1). During intervention,
Parent 1 signed an average of 47 words per session (range 0 to 110).

Figure 2. Parent 1’s use of signs.
Modeling signs in response to child communication was directly taught in Model & Expand
workshop but the parent had observed the therapist using signs with the child beginning during
the NR condition. Dashed lines represent breaks of more than seven days between sessions.

Use of J-EMT+Sign Strategies in the Picnic Probe. During the Picnic Probe prior to
beginning intervention, percentages of matched turns, expansions, and sign use were low, and
use of TD and MPP was zero. During the Picnic Probe following completion of the intervention
phase, Parent 1’s J-EMT+Sign strategy use was at or above criterion for MT and expansions.
She used sign language in over 50% of her utterances, signing 59 words in the second Picnic
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Probe. Parent 1 correctly implemented one TD episode and attempted one MPP in the final
Picnic Probe.

Table 15
Parent 1 Use of J-EMT+Sign Strategies in Picnic Probe Sessions
Strategy (Criterion)
Parent 1 (Child 1)
Pre
Post
Matched Turns (75%)
28
80
Expansions (40%)
16
80
Percentage of Adult Words Signed (50%)
0.2
51
Number of Signs Modeled by Adult
1
59
Time Delay (80% with score >2.5)
0
100
Prompting (80% with score > 2.5)
0
0

Parent 2.
Baseline and Intervention Sessions. Parent 2’s baseline and intervention use of
strategies is displayed in Figure 3 below. Breaks of seven days or more are indicated using a
dashed line. This occurred on eight occasions during the intervention phase. The longest of
these breaks was 16 days.
Parent 2’s MT were variable during baseline and, following a break of three weeks due to
parent and child illness, in the last three sessions demonstrated a slight ascending trend (baseline
range = 19% to 61%). Within five sessions following the introduction of NR and observation of
therapist intervention sessions, percentage of MT increased to criterion. After three sessions at
criterion on MT, Play and Engage (Workshop 2) strategies were introduced. After three
consecutive sessions at criterion following Workshop 2, Model & Expand strategies (Workshop
3) were introduced.
Parent 2’s percentage of expansions with signs was consistently zero during all baseline
sessions and after the introduction of NR strategies. Immediately after Workshop 3, changes in
level and trend were observed and expansion use increased to near criterion within two sessions.
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Percentage of expansions subsequently decreased to below criterion levels when a new JEMT+Sign strategy was introduced (e.g., after TD was introduced, expansion use decreased but
subsequently returned to criterion; and again after MPP were introduced). Although use of
expansions was variable while the parent was learning new strategies, expansions remained
consistently above baseline.
Parent 2’s early baseline use of TD strategies prior to the introduction of any JEMT+Sign strategies was low, occurring in only one session (3 scored TD). However, after the
introduction of NR strategies and observation of therapist strategies, Parent 2’s frequency was
variable, occurring in nine sessions (range = 1 to 2 scored TDs) prior to the introduction of ME
strategies. In three of the nine sessions, Parent 2 used choice TD to criterion (1 to 2 episodes per
session). When TD was introduced in the parent training, the level of TD use increased
immediately and TD use was at criterion level for several sessions. Additionally, Parent 2 used
more different types of TD (e.g., assistance needed, waiting within routines). After MPP were
introduced, Parent 2’s frequency of TD use decreased initially but subsequently returned to
criterion levels by the end of the intervention. Note that when the TD strategies were used, they
were used correctly after training occurred for this behavior. Thus “zero scores” on the graph
reflect sessions in which the parent did not attempt TD strategies.
Parent 2 prompted language in only one session prior to introduction of the MPP by the
therapist. After introduction of MPP, an increasing trend in use of prompting was observed.
The correct use of prompting strategies was variable for several sessions, after which the parent
achieved and maintained criterion level of all procedures in the last two consecutive sessions.
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Figure 3. Multiple baseline across parent behaviors for Parent 2.
The gray bar represents the number of opportunities for correct strategy use (number of
opportunities to expand child utterances, number of TD episodes, number of milieu episodes). In
the case of expansions, the gray bar represents the number of eligible child utterances; in MPP
and TD the gray bar represents the number of TD or MPP attempted by the parent. Sessions
with zero average for MPP and TD scores are sessions in which there were no TD or MPP. The
horizontal line indicates the criterion level for each behavior. Dashed lines represent breaks of
more than seven days between sessions.

Less than 1% of Parent 2’s communicative utterances in baseline included signs. After
the introduction of the NR and prior to Workshop 3 (Model and Expand), Parent 2’s use of signs
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increased, ranging from 0% to 34%). After the goal of signing more than 50% of utterances was
introduced (Workshop 3, Model and Expand, Session 14), sign language use increased and
remained above 50% for all but three sessions. Parent 2 signed less than 1 word per session
during baseline (range 0 to 1), and signed an average of 60 words per session (range 0 to 121)
during intervention.

Figure 4. Parent 2’s use of signs.
Modeling sign in responses to child communication was directly taught in Model & Expand
workshop3 but was modeled by the therapist beginning in session 1. Dashed lines represent
breaks of more than seven days between sessions.

Use of J-EMT+Sign in Picnic Probes.
During the Picnic Probe prior to beginning intervention, Parent 2 exhibited low rates of
MT and expansions, and did not use signs, TD, or MPP. In the post-intervention Picnic Probe,
Parent 2’s MT, and percentage of expansion use were above criterion (75% and 40%
respectively). Parent 2 did not use TD or MPP during the post intervention Picnic Probe. Parent
2 used more signs during the post intervention probe (37% of her utterances included signs, and
she signed 65 words) than prior to beginning intervention, but did not meet criterion (50%).
Number of words signed is reported in Table 16.
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Table 16
Parent Use of J-EMT + Sign Strategies in Picnic Probe Sessions
Strategy (Criterion)
Parent 2 (Child 2)
Pre
Post
Matched Turns (75%)
60
85
Expansions (40%)
33
42
Percentage of Adult Words Signed (50%)
0
37
Number of Signs Modeled by Adult
0
65
Time Delay (80% with score >2.5)
0
0
Prompting (80% with score > 2.5)
0
0

Child Outcomes
Dyad 1: Child 1.
Therapist-Implemented Baseline and Intervention. Child total use of words and signs in
therapist sessions is displayed in Figure 5. “Spoken words” indicates words that were spoken
and did not include the use of signs. “Signed words” indicates words that were signed and might
or might not have included the spoken word or a verbal approximation. In 7 of 8 therapist
baseline sessions, no spoken or signed words were used. In the fifth baseline session, Child 1
used three different words across 12 utterances (one word 10 times). During therapist
intervention sessions, Child 1’s rate of total spoken and signed word use remained low and
variable, ranging from 0 to 8 words per session (M = 2.3 words per session) with no systematic
increases in total words use noted over the course of the intervention with the therapist. Child 1
did not use signs in baseline sessions. Child 1 used signs beginning in the second intervention
session, however, sign use remained low and variable throughout intervention, ranging from 0 to
8 (M = 1.7 signs per session). Child 1 used an average of .6 spoken words in intervention
sessions.
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Figure 5. Child 1 total number of total words and words signed in
therapist sessions.
Dashed lines represent breaks of more than seven days between sessions.

Child 1’s unprompted use of signed and spoken words in therapist sessions is displayed
in Figure 6. In the fifth baseline session, she spontaneously used three different words across 10
utterances. During therapist intervention sessions, Child 1’s rate of total unprompted spoken and
signed word use remained low and variable (M = 1.2, range 0-8 words per session) with no
systematic increases in total words use noted over the course of the intervention with the
therapist. Child 1 did not use unprompted signs in baseline sessions. Child 1 used unprompted
signs beginning in the third intervention session; however, unprompted sign use remained low
and variable throughout intervention, ranging from 0 to 8 (M = 0.9 signs per session). Child 1
used an average of .3 unprompted spoken words in intervention sessions.
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Figure 6. Child 1’s unprompted signed and spoken words in therapist sessions.
Dashed lines represent breaks of more than seven days between sessions.

Parent-Implemented Baseline and Intervention. Child 1’s total words (spoken and
signed) and use of signs in parent sessions are displayed in Figure 7. During parent baseline
sessions, Child 1 used an average of 0.5 total words per session (range 0 -2). One sign was used
during baseline sessions. During parent intervention sessions, Child 1’s total word use was
variable (M = 2, Range = 0-13 words per session). Use of signs was low and variable (M = 1.7,
Range = 0-12 words per session). Although an ascending trend in Child 1’s word use during
sessions with parent was observed when Parent 1 began using expansion strategies, it was
followed by a descending trend. A second ascending trend (followed by a descending trend) was
observed when Parent 1 began using TD strategies. Child 1’s word and sign use reduced to 0
when Parent 1 began to use MPP. After several sessions in which her mother used MPP, Child
1’s word use again showed a variable ascending trend.
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Figure 7. Child 1’s total words and words signed in parent sessions.
During the Model & Expand phase, the parent began to model sign in more than 50% of her
utterances. Dashed lines represent breaks of more than seven days between sessions.

Child 1’s unprompted use of signed and spoken words in parent sessions is displayed in
Figure 8. Child 1 used unprompted spoken or signed words in two baseline sessions (M = 0.4,
Range = 0-2 words per session). During parent intervention sessions, no change was observed in
the use of spoken words (words spoken without a sign). Child 1’s rate of total unprompted
signed word use remained low and variable (M = 1.1, Range = 0-7 words per session) with no
consistent systematic increases in total words use noted over the course of the intervention with
the parent. Child unprompted sign use remained at baseline levels throughout the NR phase. An
increase in rate and variability was observed during the ME phase of the intervention, and
unprompted sign use remained low and variable through the remainder of parent intervention
(Intervention M = 1.1, range = 0-7 words per session). Child 1 did not use unprompted signs in
baseline sessions. Child 1 used unprompted signs beginning in the 15th intervention session;
however, unprompted sign use remained low and variable throughout intervention (M = 1.1,
Range = 0-8 signs per session). Child 1 used an average of .1 unprompted spoken words in
parent intervention sessions.
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Figure 8. Child 1’s unprompted signed and spoken words in parent sessions.
During the Model & Expand phase, the parent was coached to model sign in more than 50% of
her utterances. Dashed lines represent breaks of more than seven days between sessions.

Child 1 use of signed and spoken words during Picnic Probes and Language Samples.
Child 1’s data from Picnic Probes and language samples are displayed in Table 18. Child 1 used
a low frequency of signed and spoken words in both pre and post language samples and in her
probe sessions.
Table 17
Child 1 Language Measures in Picnic Probe and Language Sample
Child Measure
Picnic Probe
Pre
Post
1
Signs
0
0
Spontaneous Signs2
0
0
3
Words
4
6
Spontaneous Words3
2
6
Number of Unique Words Used
2
5
1 Number of utterances in which signs were used
2 Number of utterances in which signs were used spontaneously
3 Words includes both spoken and signed words

Language Sample
Pre
Post
1
2
0
1
3
3
1
2
3
2

Dyad 2: Child 2.
Therapist-Implemented Baseline and Intervention. Child total use of words and signs
in therapist sessions is displayed in Figure 9. “Spoken words” indicate words that were spoken
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and did not include the use of signs. “Signed words” indicate words that were signed and might
or might not have included the spoken word or a verbal approximation. During therapist
baselines, Child 2 used a total of two words, both signed, in one session. During therapist
intervention sessions, Child 2’s rate of total spoken and signed word use immediately increased,
but remained variable (M = 9 words per session, range = 0 to 25). Child 2 used signs beginning
in the first intervention session, however, sign use remained variable throughout intervention (M
= 6.7 signs per session, range = 0 to 24).

Figure 9. Child 2 total words and signed words in therapist sessions
Dashed lines represent breaks of more than seven days between sessions.

Child 2’s unprompted use of signed and spoken words in therapist sessions is displayed
in Figure 8. There were no unprompted spoken words or signed words during baseline therapist
sessions. During therapist intervention sessions, Child 2’s rate of total unprompted spoken word
use increased but remained variable and did not demonstrate a systematic pattern (M = 3.7,
Range = 0-13). Child 2 used unprompted signs beginning in the first intervention session;
however, unprompted sign use remained variable throughout intervention, ranging from 0 to 8
(M = 3 signs per session; Range = 0 to 11).
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Figure 10. Child 2 unprompted signed and spoken words in therapist
sessions. Dashed lines represent breaks of more than seven days between sessions.

Parent-Implemented Baseline and Intervention. Child 2’s total number of words and
total words signed in parent sessions are displayed in Figure 11. Child 2 used one word (signed)
during baseline sessions with her mother. After four intervention sessions, while spoken and
signed word use remained variable, an ascending trend was observed, during the NR and first
half of the ME phases, after which word use decreased and was highly variable. A more
consistent ascending trend was observed during the MPP phase. Average word use in parent
sessions was 5.1 words per session (Range = 0 to 20). Child 2’s use of signs followed a similar
pattern (M = 4 words per session; Range = 0 to 16). Of Child 2’s average of five words per
session, four were signed. For the first half of the intervention, Child 2’s total number words
consisted primarily of signs. Late in the intervention, Child 2 used a combination of signed and
spoken words.
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Figure 11. Child 2’s total words and signed words in parent sessions.
Dashed lines represent breaks of more than seven days between sessions.

Child 2’s use of unprompted signed and spoken words is displayed in Figure 12. Child 2
used no unprompted spoken words and one unprompted signed word during baseline with
parent. While a slight ascending trend in unprompted sign use was observed during
intervention, rate was low and variable. However, visual analysis demonstrates that the use of
signs or signs with spoken words was favored over the use of spoken words throughout the
majority of intervention. During the final phase, there was a slight ascending trend in the
unprompted use of spoken words.

Figure 12. Child 2’s unprompted signed and spoken words in parent sessions.
Dashed lines represent breaks of more than seven days between sessions.
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Child 2 use of signed and spoken words during Picnic Probes and Language Samples.
Child 2 used no signed or spoken words in her first probe, but used several spoken or signed
words in the Picnic Probe with her mother following intervention. Child 2 did not use any
intelligible spoken or signed words in language samples with the unfamiliar adults before or after
intervention.
Table 18
Child 2 Language Measures in Picnic Probe and Language Sample
Child Measure
Picnic Probe
Pre
Post
1
Signs
0
10
2
Spontaneous Signs
0
3
3
Words
0
16
3
Spontaneous Words
0
6
Number of Unique Words Used
0
8
1 Number of utterances in which signs were used
2 Number of utterances in which signs were used spontaneously
3 Words includes both spoken and signed words
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Language Sample
Pre
Post
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
J-EMT+Sign is a blended intervention comprised of two research-based interventions,
and designed for the purpose of supporting the development of expressive communication in
young children with DS. While the intervention has been found to be effective in therapist
implemented play-based intervention with children with DS over 24 months of age (Wright et
al., 2013), and parents have successfully learned the strategies with their children who have
previously participated in 20 sessions of J-EMT+Sign (C. Wright, personal communication, July
15, 2014), it had not previously been evaluated when implemented concurrently by a therapist
and the parent with children under 24 months. The purpose of this study was to extend previous
research by examining the effects of concurrent parent and therapist implemented J-EMT+Sign
on parent use of J-EMT+SIGN strategies with their young children with Down syndrome and to
examine the effects of the intervention on the language use of young children with Down
syndrome.
Parent Outcomes
A functional relationship was demonstrated between the Teach-Model-Coach-Review
protocol and parent use of the J-EMT+Sign strategies. The relationship between training and
change in parent behavior was most evident, and most quickly established, in the first and least
complex set of strategies, noticing and responding to child communication. Both parents showed
an immediate shift in the use of MT, and one parent showed an increase in variability of
expansions with the introduction of NR strategies and observation of the therapist implemented
sessions. Both parents immediately increased use of expansions when expansions were directly
taught by the therapist.
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Both parents demonstrated an increase in the use of the choice TD strategy use prior to
the strategy being directly taught, but the strategy was not consistent until after the strategy was
taught during Workshop 4. With the introduction of TD in Workshop 4, each parent used TD
more frequently, and used more types of TD (e.g., wait with routine, assistance needed). Neither
parent used MPP prior to direct teaching by the therapist. Both parents demonstrated an
immediate shift in use of MPP and correctness of MPP when they were introduced in Workshop
5. It appears that parent 1 learned some strategy use by observing the therapist and that teaching
some strategies influenced the use of others; however, in order to reach criterion on each
strategy.
A difficulty in single case design using the concurrent parent and therapist model is that
parents may learn some strategies by observing the therapist before the strategies are formally
taught. Both parents demonstrated some changes in targeted behaviors before the behaviors
were directly taught. For example, during the NR phase, while the therapist used all strategies
including expanding child language, she did not highlight expansion strategies for the parent; she
only highlighted NR. However, Parent 1’s use of expansions increased, and even met criterion,
in one session prior to expansions being directly taught. During the NR and expansion phases,
both Parent 1 and Parent 2 increased variability in their use of TDs; again, these strategies were
used in therapist sessions, but not highlighted by the therapist. Both Parent 1 and Parent 2
increased their use of sign language before it was directly discussed in the Model & Expand
phase, as well.
There was evidence of parent generalization of some J-EMT+ Sign strategies. In
uncoached Picnic Probe sessions following the intervention, both parents used MT and
expansion strategies at criterion levels. Both parents used sign language at a much higher level
than baseline, but only Parent 1 used signs to criterion. Parent 1 correctly used TD during the
Picnic Probe, but Parent 2 did not use TD. Neither parent used milieu prompting procedures
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during the Picnic Probe. Both parents were able to generalize the use of the least complex JEMT+Sign strategies, which were also the first strategies learned, to an uncoached context.
Neither parent used the most complex strategies, MPP, in the probe. Not only are TD and MPP
the last strategies taught and the most complex, but parents have the least opportunity to practice
these strategies, both because they are taught later in the training and because parents have fewer
opportunities within sessions to practice these strategies than the other strategies. Parents are
encouraged to use responsive strategies (e.g., NR, Expansions) in more than 90% of interactions,
MPP and TD only in highly motivating situations when the parent may reinforce the child’s
response with a desired item or action, and limit prompts in order to sustain child engagement.
For the young children with DS in this study, there were very few appropriate
opportunities for prompting (e.g., less than 5 per session). Both children in this study were
somewhat unlikely to respond to prompts. In fact, on numerous occasions when prompts were
attempted, each child would leave the area or move to a different object. This is consistent with
findings from previous studies indicating that young children with DS are resistant to prompting
(Yoder & Warren, 2002). In order to maintain child engagement within the activity and in the
interaction, the parents and therapist frequently modeled and expanded communication and play
rather than place an increased demand on the child by using a TD or MPP.
While both parents learned EMT strategies and incorporated signs in communication
during intervention play sessions and showed some generalization of the strategies, these results
were not as clear or strong as those observed in other single case studies of parent-implemented
EMT or J-EMT+Sign (e.g., Roberts et al, 2014, C. Wright, personal communication, July 15,
2014). There are a number of possible factors that should be considered in interpreting these
outcomes. In conceptualizing this study, it was hypothesized that concurrent parent and therapist
training may be more efficient than the 20 sessions of therapist only intervention followed by 20
sessions of therapist and parent-implemented intervention that were employed in the Wright and
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colleagues pilot study (Wright et al., 2013, C. Wright, personal communication, July 15, 2014)
and this approach has been successful in studies with toddlers with SLI (28 sessions; Roberts and
Kaiser, 2013) and children with ID ( 36 sessions; Kaiser and Roberts, 2012). However, this was
not the case in the current study. Teaching the parents to use all of the strategies to criterion
levels actually required 51 and 58 sessions for the two dyads.
One possible explanation for the extended length time needed for parents to learn all
strategies to criterion was the young age and developmental levels of the child participants. The
two children involved in this study were younger than the children who participated in the
previous parent + therapist implemented studies, both chronologically and in terms of mental age
(MA). The minimum MA for children in this study was 12 months; the minimum MA for the
Wright et al. study was 18 months. As a result of younger mental age both children exhibited
limited play skills. For example, Child 1 engaged in a total of 31 play acts during her first SPA
(Structured Play Assessment); Child 2 engaged in only 12 different play acts during her first
SPA. This is in contrast to post intervention scores of 112 and 77, respectively. During the SPA
there are very few language or social demands placed on the child; with the addition of these
additional demands in an intervention session, play and engagement become even more difficult
for children who begin with few skills. These challenges in maintaining child engagement may
have made it more difficult for the parents to use the procedures to teach language and increased
the time required for parents to meet criterion on implementing the J-EMT+Sign procedures.
Parents were taught strategies for extending child play and joint engagement (e.g. adding new
objects, modeling new play, expanding child play acts, modeling point, show, and give gestures)
simultaneously with language strategies. Given low levels of child symbolic play and the brief
duration of play episodes, learning and using these play strategies while concurrently learning
the language strategies was also challenging. A possible adaptation to the strategies for these
young children is to have more explicit criteria for when the interventionist should “follow the
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child’s lead,” and when the adult should teach the child new play and engagement skills (A.
Kaiser, personal communication, October 9, 2014). Maintaining child engagement with the toy
and expanding play would take precedence over following the child’s lead if the child turned
away from the toy, engaged in the same action for an extended period of time, disengaged with
the adult, or tried to leave the area.
The parent plus therapist concurrent intervention model may not have been as effective as
the sequential therapist then parent model used by Wright (personal communication, July 15,
2014). In addition to the fact that the children in the previous study were, on average, 29 months
of age at the start of the parent intervention, it is possible that as a result of the 20 sessions with
the therapist, children in the Wright et al. study may have developed increased object play skills
and increased duration of engagement prior to the beginning of the parent intervention, thus
making it easier for parents to use the strategies and increasing the impact of the parent
implemented intervention. If, as Fey and colleagues (2013) suggested, object interest is a
predictor of progress in language intervention, it may be important to increase the child’s play
with objects before beginning specific language interventions, especially for implementers (e.g.
parents) who are just beginning to learn specific strategies.
Improving child play skills and extending duration of child engagement with people and
objects during a therapist-implemented intervention prior to coaching in the parent-child dyad
may make it easier for parents to implement the intervention strategies successfully. If the
therapist is able to establish play routines and introduce prompting to the child first, parents may
be able to better focus on teaching communication. Parents may begin their implementation by
practicing strategies in routines that are already meaningful, functional, and enjoyable for the
child. Another alternative to the current model is to allow parents to learn NR, Expansion, TD,
and MPP to criterion during meaningful everyday routines (e.g., mealtimes, bath times, social
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routines) before they attempt to implement the communication strategies with the JASPER
strategies for increasing play and engagement.
The baseline and intervention phases in the current study occurred over an extended
period of time (inclusive of baseline, 10 months for Parent and Child 1 and 11 months for Parent
and Child 2). Parent and Child 1 experienced nine breaks of seven days or more during the
intervention. Three of these breaks were 12 days in length. Parent and Child 2 experienced one
3-week break during baseline and eight breaks of seven days or more during intervention. The
longest of these breaks were 13, 14, and 16 days. Previous studies of EMT have shown that
frequent absences of seven or more days may prolong parent acquisition of strategies (e.g.,
Delaney & Kaiser, 2001). Both child participants experienced several illnesses during the course
of the study. Both children had at least three ear infections during the intervention in addition to
experiencing allergies or upper respiratory congestion. This not only impacted the time in
between sessions resulting in parents having intermittent training, but may have lessened the
impact of the treatment when it was received, given the possible effects of recurrent otitis media
and fluid in the ears on hearing (Wang & Engler, 2011; Joint Committee on Infant Hearing,
2007).
Child Outcomes
These results should be considered exploratory, as only two children participated in the
study. The two child participants demonstrated different patterns in their responses to the
intervention. Although Child 1 demonstrated some increase in her use of signs and words during
the intervention, her rate remained low and variable. A functional relationship between the
therapist intervention and the child’s use of signs and words was not demonstrated. While Child
1 used signs and words beginning in the second session, her rate remained low and variable.
Decreasing trends were noted after absences. A functional relationship was not demonstrated for
child use of signs and words in the parent intervention. Use of words and signs decreased during
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the Model & Expand and TD phases when there were breaks in intervention. It is also
interesting to note that when prompting was introduced in parent sessions, Child 1’s use of words
dropped to zero and remained there for several sessions before recovering. This is consistent
with a resistance to demands that is described in some DS literature (Yoder & Warren, 2002).
Although no data were taken outside the experimental sessions and probes, both the
parent and therapist noted that Child 1 was more talkative before and after videotaped sessions of
the play routine and in other routines. When the practice sessions began and an adult sat in
proximity to Child 1 and began to model play with toys, she was often resistant to the
interaction. Child 1 initiated more frequently and used her signs and words when engaged in
personal social routines that did not include objects such as singing, peekaboo, and a very
familiar sleeping/waking up play routines. This is consistent with the literature describing
difficulty with triadic engagement for children with DS; even though these children exhibit
frequent social engagement with adults infusing these interactions with symbols and objects may
be more difficult (Adamson et al., 2010). Child 1 used very few spoken or signed words in the
Picnic Probes with her parent and in pre and post intervention language samples with unfamiliar
conversation partners. These findings suggest the intervention had a limited effect on her use of
words or signs. However, it is important to note that, while her rate remained low, most of Child
1’s total and unprompted words were signed, suggesting that the inclusion of sign language in
most adult models may be facilitative for increased word use. Child 1’s use of signs and words
in post intervention Picnic Probe and language sample remained low.
Child 2 immediately displayed an ascending trend and increased variability in her use of
signs and words when intervention was introduced during therapist sessions. She used signs and
spoken words beginning in the first session. She used unprompted signs beginning in the first
session, and towards the end of the intervention used more unprompted spoken words, as well. In
parent intervention sessions, Child 2 demonstrated an ascending trend in sign and word use
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during parent sessions at approximately the same time her mother reached criterion on the NR
strategy. This provides some support for the existence of a functional relationship between the
intervention and Child 2’s language. However, again, because the duration of the intervention
was quite long, it is difficult to attribute change in language use to the intervention alone rather
than to maturation. Child 2 used sign more frequently than spoken words in most intervention
sessions with both the parent and the therapist, until approximately the last eight weeks of
intervention, suggesting that the use of sign in intervention by the adults may have been
facilitative of total word use. Child 2’s use of signs after the intervention did not generalize to
the language sample with a novel partner but she did show improved use of language in
interactions with her mother who used the J-EMT+Sign strategies in both practice sessions and
the Picnic Probe.
Limitations
This study has specific limitations. First, as the outcome variables for the child were
communication behaviors, and due to limited resources for coding data, child play behaviors and
duration of engagement were not measured continuously throughout intervention. Pre-post play
assessment data for both children indicates large increases in the types and frequencies of play
activities; however, because we do not have continuous data on parent use of strategies or child
play behaviors, we cannot attribute this to the intervention or a particular phase of the
intervention. Additionally, while it seems likely that the extended length of the intervention (in
comparison to the previous study) and the lack of a functional relation between the intervention
and child communication is due at least in part to very young mental age and limited play skills
for the child participants, we do not have the data to demonstrate this.
Secondly, as the dependent variables upon which phase changes were based were EMT
behaviors and, again, due to limited resources, adult JASPER behaviors (e.g. expanding play by
presenting a new object, by modeling a new action, by mirroring the child’s behavior and then
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modeling a new action, or by restarting a routine) were not coded. Thus, while parents were
coached on these behaviors, we cannot quantify the frequency of the behaviors used.
Third, because there were only two child participants, it is not possible to describe effects
of this intervention on the language of young children with DS. While the intervention appears
to have had an effect on the communication of one participant, maturation cannot be ruled out as
the cause, and this effect is not replicated in the other participant. At least two further
replications are needed. Third, in order to use consistent activities for coding, while parents
practiced the strategies in several different routines, only data for play were coded. It is possible
that effects on the child’s communication in other routines may be different than those in play.
Finally, there is a lack of follow up data to assess whether parents maintained their use of
the strategies. One of the two families who participated moved out of state immediately
following the completion of the intervention and assessments. The second family was unable to
participate due to family obligations, as the parent who participated in the intervention was
caring for her own elderly parent.
Implications
A functional relation was demonstrated between the Teach-Model-Coach-Review
approach and parent use of the intervention. Additionally, parents used NR strategies,
Expansions, and signs in an uncoached activity. However, a functional relationship could not be
established between the intervention and child language because of the small sample and the
variable data of the two participants. This has several potential implications.
First, concurrent therapist and parent implementation of the intervention in play may not
be the most effective model for teaching communication to children with DS under 18 months
MA. It may initially be most appropriate to conduct therapist only intervention during play, as
this may serve the purpose of “priming” the child for the parent intervention by increasing
duration of play, number play actions, and number of objects used in play. This could increase
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the efficiency of parent learning of the intervention by increasing parents’ opportunities to use
the strategies in play and reducing the need to use additional strategies to support behavior and
engagement. Second, when teaching this intervention to parents of children with very limited
play skills, it may be most appropriate to introduce the strategies during the most meaningful
everyday routines or during social games (e.g. singing, hide and seek, tickling, pretending to
sleep and wake up), which may reduce the demand on both the child and the parent, increasing
the efficiency of both parent and child learning.
Finally, parents showed some variability in their use of signs, expansions and TDs, before
they were directly taught. It is possible that parents partially learned the strategies from
observing therapist intervention. This possibility highlights the value of including parents as at
active observers in their children’s interventions and in using the same materials that parents and
children may likely use at home. However, the fact that the parents did not use the strategies at
criterion levels is indicative of a need for direct teaching and coaching regarding specific
strategies.
Conclusion
Given the contribution of parent interaction style to child language development and the
mandates for providing intervention in natural contexts, it is important to provide parents with
support for promoting their children’s communication. This study demonstrates that parents can
implement J-EMT+Sign in play activities with their young children with DS. Further studies of
concurrent parent and therapist-implemented J-EMT+Sign with children with DS under MA 18
months may begin with parent observation of therapist implemented intervention in play and
parent practice during existing routines, or with a number of sessions of only therapist
implemented play sessions in order to build prerequisite engagement skills for the child.
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Appendix A
Motor Imitation Screener
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Appendix B
Early Social Communication Scales Administration Protocol
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Appendix C
Language Sample Protocol
Language Sample Protocol
A language sample is a naturalistic adult-child interaction with a specific set of toys to
evaluate a child’s spontaneous expressive language ability.
Purpose:
1. A language sample accurately captures a child’s initiated, unprompted language
using a 20-minute language sample.
2. A language sample avoids language-rich verbs and labels that may not occur in
the child’s natural environment but provides a fun, responsive and engaging
environment.
Materials:
There are 5 toys sets that comprise the language sample:
1. Babies (2 babies, baby accessories, pretend food + utensils/plates)
2. Barn, animals, blocks
3. Playdoh with tools
4. Cars with ramp
5. Wordless picture book.
Procedures:
1. Set the timer for 21 minutes.
2. Be at the child’s eye level in close proximity to the child.
3. Use a warm, positive tone of voice and engage with the child.
4. Respond to all child communication (gesture, vocalization, words) by imitating
their words or by making a sound (e.g., “mhm,” “yeah,” “uh-huh”)
5. Present all 4 toy sets and wordless picture book during the 20 minute session.
Toys may be combined. Remove toys that aren’t being used by the child/tester.
6. The tester introduces each toy set by saying:
a. Book: Here’s my book, tell me what you see.
b. Babies: here are some babies, what should we do?
c. Barn: here are some animals, what should they do?
d. Playdoh: here’s some playdoh, what should we make?
e. Cars + blocks: here are some cars, where should they go?
7. For the book, point to at least 4 different pictures.
8. Play with the child during each of the 4 play sets.
9. For each of the play sets:
a. Model at least 2 novel play actions
b. Use at least 2 environmental arrangement strategies:
i. Silly situations: violating the child’s expectations or doing
something that the child will find funny (e.g. cow says moo).
ii. Inadequate Portions: providing small or inadequate portions of
preferred materials (e.g., giving on a little playdoh).
iii. Assistance: creating situations in which the child needs the adult’s
help (e.g., giving playdoh with top on)
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iv. Waiting Expectantly: setting up a routine in which the child expects
certain actions and then waiting before during the expected action
again (e.g., crashing car into blocks and then waiting before
crashing again).
v. Choice Making: holding up two objects and waiting for the child to
communicate about which item he/she wants (e.g., holding up two
different items).
vi. Sabotage: not providing all of the materials the child will need to
complete the task or preventing the child from completing the
desired activity (e.g., holding hand over car ramp).
10. Discontinue playing with a given set if the child looses interest and after you have
modeled 2 play actions and used 2 environmental prompts (if possible).
11. If the child has not initiated vocalizations or verbal language within a two-minute
interval, make a comment about the toy set or book.
Tester Language
 Be nonverbally engaging with the child (smile, play with the toys, touch the
child).
 You may promote language by using sounds, being silly, setting up situations in
which child can request, and/or violating an expectation with a toy.
 The only words you may use are the words you hear the child say during the
language sample.
 If a child says a word, pause for a moment, and then repeat the word.
 If the child continues to talk, let the child talk. Repeat what you remember from
the long utterance only. Do not add in words you think you might have heard.
 When repeating a word, use a “comment-like” tone rather than a questioning
tone (i.e. “fish” rather than “fish?”). The tester should respond to all child
communication with a verbal response.
Troubleshooting
1. No Language: If the child is not saying anything after several nonverbal methods
and two minutes of interaction has passed without a child utterance, then the
tester can make a comment about the toy set or book.
2. Child asks a question: If a child asks you a question, then respond with a
nonverbal gesture (i.e. point or show). If you are not able to answer nonverbally,
then use a brief, positive response.
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Appendix D
Structured Play Assessment
STRUCTURED PLAY PROTOCOL
*OBJECTIVE:
‐To observe the child’s highest level of spontaneous play.
‐To see how many types of play that a child will perform at a particular play level.
*DURATION:
‐The assessment usually takes approximately 15‐20 minutes. There is no rule regarding
how long each set of toys should be presented. The assessor should progress at a pace
that is appropriate for the child.
*MATERIALS: Set 1: Combinations
Set 2: Tea Set
‐Shape sorter with a removable lid
‐2 Dolls
‐Interlocking puzzle
‐Bowl
‐Stacking cups
‐Teapot with lid
‐2 Cups & saucers
‐2 Spoons
‐Bottle
‐Substitution food (i.e. small sponge or block)
Set 3: Grooming
Set 4: Sleeping
‐2 Dolls (can be the same from Toy Set 2) ‐2 Beds
‐Telephone
‐2 Pillows
‐Hairbrush
‐Family of dolls
‐Mirror
‐Substitution – blanket
‐Table and 4 chairs
Set 5: Barn

garage)
‐Dump truck
‐Doll that matches size of truck
‐Blocks
‐Animals that match size of truck
*PROCEDURE:
• The child should be seated at the table with the experimenter opposite him or her.
• The experimenter should present each set of toys to the child. The toys should be presented
within the child’s reach.
o Set 1: Combinations
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Shape sorter: Take four shapes out of the container. Put the shapes and
the container in front of the child.
Interlocking puzzle: Take the pieces out of the puzzle and put the pieces
and the puzzle in front of the child.
Nesting cups: Make sure the cups are not nested.
o Set 2: Tea Set
The dolls should be seated to the side and in front of the child. Make sure
no utensils, sponges, cups, or bowls are hidden under, in, or behind each
other. If the teapot has a lid, take the lid off the teapot.
o Set 3: Grooming
The dolls should be seated to the side and in front of the child. Lay out all
the toys in front of the child and make sure the telephone receiver is off
the telephone.
o Set 4: Sleeping
Lay out all of the toys in front of the child and make sure all the furniture
is standing upright with blankets and pillows available in the child's
eyesight.
o Set 5: Barn
Put the barn to the side of the child so that the doors are accessible to
both the assessor and the child. Lay out the truck, all of the blocks, and all
of the animals. Make sure the animals are upright.
• The experimenter should never prompt for a specific play level. Again,
this assessment is intended to evaluate the child’s highest level of
spontaneous play.
• While the child is playing, the experimenter should comment on the
child’s play. The experimenter can also imitate the child’s play actions or
language.
• If the child does not play with a toy set after approximately 15 seconds,
the experimenter can verbally prompt for a play level that the
experimenter believes is slightly lower than the child’s play level. If the
child still does not play with the toys, the experimenter can model a play
action at a play level that s/he believes is slightly lower than the child’s
play level. If the child still does not play with the toys, the experimenter
should physically prompt for the play level that he or she believes is
slightly lower than the child’s play level. Once the child has completed
the prompted play action, the experimenter should wait to see if the
child will engage in a new play action. If the child does not engage in a
play action, the toy set should be removed.
• Again, there are no set rules for how long each toy set should be on the table. The
experimenter must use his or her judgment to decide when to remove a toy set. The decision to
remove a toy set should be based upon the following factors:
o How long the toy set has been on the table. Each toy set should be on the table for
approximately five minutes.
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o Whether a child has played with the toys. The experimenter should try to ensure that the
child has engaged with the toys.
o The child’s play level. If a toy set is at too low or too high of a play level for the child, the
child will probably be unable to play with the set of toys for five minutes. The experimenter
should not force the toy to remain on the table for an unreasonably long amount of time.
• Before removing one set of toys from the table, the experimenter should bring out the next
set of toys. The experimenter should work hard to not have a portion of the assessment in
which there are no toys presented on the table.
• We recommend that the toys be presented in the order detailed above. However, if the
experimenter has to present the toys in a slightly different order to help the child smoothly
progress through the assessment, that is okay,

Kasari Research Lab
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Appendix E

Protocol for Picnic Probe
Protocol for Picnic
Length of the Assessment
10 minutes of this time will be coded. If the routine is longer than 10 minutes, it should be
clipped and include the first two minutes (shoes/hand), the last two minutes (clean up), and 6
minutes in the middle which includes both play AND book routines.
Purpose of the Picnic Probe
The purpose of this communication probe is to gather information about the parent’s use of
EMT strategies across untrained activities as well as the rate and diversity of the child’s social
communication skills including rate of vocalizations, rate and type of single words and multiple
word utterances. In addition to verbal communication, the rate and type of gestures and/or
signs, visual or AAC supports used by the child to initiate communication will be noted.
Setting up the Assessment
The caregiver and child should be observed interacting in comfortable positions, either on the
floor or at a table.
 Show the materials for the picnic to the parent (basket, blanket, toys, book, etc.)
 Tell the parent that the goal is to have a pretend picnic with the child and to include
looking at the book and playing with the ball in the picnic activities.
 Tell the parent the picnic should have three broad parts: a beginning (hand washing or
shoes off), middle (play with picnic toys and other toys of interest) and an end (clean up
and shoes on).
 Tell parent that she may adapt the materials to fit her child’s attention and interest
(e.g., use only a few materials at a time, change the materials as needed to maintain the
child’s interests.
 Encourage the parent to try the picnic materials, the book, and the ball during the picnic
play
 Let the parent know that you will tell her about how much time remains in the session
(based on a 10 minute session, let the parent know about every 2-3 minutes).
If the child is not independent in sitting, then the following options should be considered:
 Pillow/props to support the child in a sitting position
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Child can be held by the caregiver or another adult ensuring that the child has opportunities
for face-to-face interactions during the sample, ensuring that the materials and toys are in
front of the child and within reach.
Materials

The following materials are used to ensure uniformity across sites and maintain comparable
assessment situations across children, it is important to use the same set of materials and toys
with minimal substitutions. Materials include:








A picnic basket
Dishes and plastic silverware
Toy food
A bear (that can be fed)
A blanket or table cloth

A set of three different play objects including:
o A ball
o Pop-up-book or regular book (depending on child’s age).
o A set of wooden building blocks.
o A shape sorter
Warm-up and Administration

Ensure that the caregiver and child are comfortable before starting the probe. Inform the
caregiver about the activity, emphasizing the need for the caregiver and child to interact as
they typically would in their daily routines and activities. Answer any questions the caregiver
might have before they proceed with the interaction. Show the caregiver all of the toys and
items in the bag but do not facilitate the presentation of materials.
Explain to the caregiver that the purpose of the picnic protocol is to obtain a sample that is
representative of several different types of routines. Encourage them to interact as they
usually would within each of these routines and to follow their child’s lead, but let them know
that if it appears that they will not complete each of these routines in 10 minutes, you will
encourage them to “switch”. Ask the caregiver to begin the routine by removing the child’s
shoes or wipe hands. Conclude with cleanup. You will not cue the parent to play with every toy
or to read every book, but to move between types of routines. If at minute 6, the child has
removed shoes/hands and played, but has not looked at books, tell the parent “it’s time to
switch to books”. If the child has read, but not played, cue the parent “it’s time to play with the
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toys”. Set the timer to beep at 9 minutes so that you can cue the parent that “it’s time to clean
up”.
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Appendix F

EMT Language Code

EMT Language Code (DS project)
General coding rules:
1. All codes come before the period.
a. Example a cook food [mt].
2. There must be a space in between the last word and the first [ for utterance coding.
3. There must not be a space between the word and the [ for word codes.
4. All child lines should be followed by an adult utterance or an [n] + expansion code for no
response or a [p] for no opportunity.
5. You do not need to capitalize the coded letter; [mt] OR [MT] are acceptable.
Word Codes (Child & Adult)
Form
[w]- Verbal words only
[z]- Sign + Verbal
[d]- Signed only
[h]- Non-target Other
[e]- Sign + Vocalization
[a]- AAC only
[c]- AAC + Verbal

Word codes are codes that are placed directly at the end of a word in a transcript, with no
space between the last letter of the word and the [. Word codes are codes that apply to the
form of the single word only and not the entire utterance.
Example: a want[w] the[h] ball[w].
Word Codes:
Verbal only [w] = This is a code that is put at the end of a content word that is spoken only and
not signed.
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Example: a i[w] like[w] how[w] you/’re[w] play/ing[w] nicely[w] with[w] me[w] today[w].
Example: a {signs and says ball} ball[z]. here the adult said AND signed ball, so it does
not get a [w].
Signed and spoken [z] = This code is put at the end of a word that is signed and said.
Example: a {signs and says ‘ball’} ball[z].
Example: a {signs ‘ball’} ball[d].  This word does not get the [z] code because the adult
only signed and did not say the word.
Signed only, not spoken [d] = This code is put at the end of a word that is signed by the adult
or the child without any verbal or vocalization.
Example: a {signs ‘blocks’} block/s[d].
Non-target others [h]= This code is put at the end of words that are considered non-target,
non-content words. If you are unsure, please refer later in the document to the Others List
and the exceptions under the Target section. The [h] code trumps other form codes. If the
adult signs an other, it is still coded as [h].
Example: c uhoh[h].
Example: a uhoh[h] ball[w]!
Signed and vocalized [e] = This code is put at the end of words that are signed and when the
adult/child vocalizes along with the sign. This is more typical of children who may vocalize
as they sign instead of verbally saying the word.
Example: c {vocalizes and signs ‘car’} car[e].  the child vocalized and signed the word
but did not clearly speak the word.
AAC only [a]= This code is put at the end of words that are only pressed on the iPad or AAC
but are not verbally spoken.
Example: c {presses ‘book’ on aac} book[a].
AAC and spoken [c] = This code is put at the end of words that are pressed on the iPad or
AAC and spoken verbally.
Example: c {presses ‘car’ on aac} car[c]. here the child spoke the word and pressed the
same word on the AAC.
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Child Utterance Codes
Single Codes

Independence

Form

Function*

[vp] –
Vocalization,
prompted

[u] –
Unprompted

[w] – Words

[co] – Comment

[vu] –
Vocalization,
unprompted

[l] – Elicited

[a] – AAC

[re] – Request

[cx] – Child
unintelligible

[i] – Imitated

[c] – AAC+ Word

[ot] – Other

[n] – No
Response

[p] – Prompted

[z] – Sign + Word

[o] – No
Opportunity

[b] – Gesture +
Vocalization

[s] – Scripted

[g] – Gesture alone

[t] – Child
Action

[v] – Vocalization
[d] – Sign only

[e] – Sign +
Vocalization
*Not currently being used in DS single subject study
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JA
[ja]- point,
show, or give

Single Child Codes:
No response [N] = the child fails to respond to an adult question. Only use this code WITHIN a
milieu episode.
Example:
a what do you want?
c [n].
Example:
a can you put the pig in the barn?
a i put the pig in the barn.
The first utterance is functioning like a command. The adult wants the child to put the pig in
the barn. Because the adult expects an action rather than a verbal response, do NOT code
[n].
Example:
a what is your name?
a your name is bob.
Because the adult asks a test questions, not a real open question, do no insert another line for
“no response”
No opportunity [O] = when the adult doesn’t provide the child with enough time to answer the
real question (only within a milieu episode).
Example:
a say “ball”
c [o]
a say “ball”
Scripted self talk [S] = the child is using rote speech that is not functionally communicative.
Scripted talk should be transcribed within brackets.
Example: c {handydandynotebook} [s].
Action [T] = child does an action that the adult immediately imitates.
Example:
c {pours} [t].
a {pours} pour bean/s.
[t] is only used as the single code for a given utterance. If the child says something
unintelligible AND does an action, code [cx]. If the child says something intelligible
AND does action, code the utterance.
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Child is unintelligible [CX] = the child is saying a word and NOT vocalizing, that one cannot
understand. It is unclear if the child is making a sign or a gesture.
Example: c x [cx].
[cx] is only used as the single code for a given utterance and is only used for unintelligible
words.
Example:
c {drives car} x [cx].
a {drives car} drive.
Vocalization, unprompted [VU] = the child is vocalizing spontaneously, not in response to an
adult prompt or question.
Example:
c {voc} [vu]
a we play!
Vocalization, prompted [VP] = the child is vocalizing in response to an adult prompt or
question.
Example:
a say “ball”
c {voc} [vp]
a say “ball”
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Independence: the level of support the child needs to communicate.

Unprompted [U] = non-prompted, non-imitated communication. If the child uses part or all of
the adult’s previous communication, but changes the form of communication, it is
considered [u]. If the child adds something to the adult’s previous communication then it is
considered [u].
If the child repeats what the adult says but it happens more than 3 seconds after the adult
speaks, it is considered [u].
Example:
a hammer.
c nail [u].
Example:
a dog.
c big dog [u].
Example:
a ball.
c {signs ball} [u].
Example:
a drive the truck.
c {five seconds after} drive [u].
Prompted [P] = prompted (in response to an adult choice prompt or model prompt). Child
utterances in response to a time delay do not count as prompted.
Example:
a say dog.
c dog [p].
Example:
a red truck or blue truck?
c red truck [p].

Imitated [I] = the child imitates all or part of the preceding adult communicative act (words,
sign, gesture) but does not add anything to it. If the child adds words or changes the mode
then it is [u]. The child must imitate the utterance within 3 seconds to be considered [i]. If
the child repeats any or all of the previous adult utterance but it occurs after 3 seconds, it is
considered [u]. If on the line of 3 seconds, code [i].
Example:
a dog.
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c dog [i].
Example:
a {signs dog}.
c {signs dog} [i].
Example:
a we have red and blue playdoh.
c have red playdoh [i].
Example:
a dog.
c big dog [u].
Example:
a dog.
c {signs dog} [u].
Elicted [L] = This code is used for child language that is not truly spontaneous and is elicited
from the adult. This code is used instead of [u] or [p] because the child may not have spoken
without the adult’s time delay or prompt, but the child was not told specifically what to say
or do. The [e] code is used for responses to time delays (gestures and words count) or for
answers to open prompts (such as, “What do you want to do?” or “Tell me what you want”).
This code is also used for child responses to adult test questions (because the child can
supply his/her own answer).
Example:
a {holds up two objects}.
c {grabs} [l].
Example:
a tell me what you want.
c playdoh [l].
Example:
a {holds up two objects}.
c red truck [l].
Example:
a what color is this block?
c blue [l].
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Form: how the child is communicating.
Only one code may be used for the form code. If the child uses multiple forms of
communication, code the highest form.
Note: signs should be transcribed outside of brackets; the code will denote whether the
words were spoken, signed or produced using an AAC device:
Example: c {signs ‘ball’} ball [d].
Gesture (G) = child makes a gesture alone (a signal that does not refer to a specific action or
object). If the child uses words and gestures, code as words. Gestures include reaches, grabs,
shaking
of
the
head,
head
nodding,
points,
shows,
and
gives.
Example: c {child reaches} [g].
Example: c {child points to apple} [g].
Gesture + Vocalization (B) = child makes a gesture (a signal that doesn’t refer to a specific
action) and vocalizes.
Example: c {child vocalizes and reaches} [b].
Example: c {child vocalizes and shows toy} [b].
Words (W) = child says a word. A word does not have to be clearly articulated. If the child
uses the same sounds for the same object consistently, it is considered a word.
Example: c ball [w].
Example: c {child says ba for “ball”} ball [w].
Example: c {child presses ‘blocks’ on aac} block/s [a].
Sign alone (D) = child makes a sign (a gesture that represents a specific word).
Example: c {child signs ball} [d].
Sign + Vocalization (E) = child makes a sign (a gesture that represents a specific word) and
vocalizes.
Example: c {vocalizes} ball [e].
Signed and spoken (Z) = child makes a sign (a gesture that represents a specific word) and
says the same word.
Example: c {child signs and says ‘ball’} ball [z].
Augmentative Communication Device alone (A) = child uses an augmentative device to
communicate. This code is only used if the child only presses the device but does not say the
word verbally. If the child speaks AND presses the AAC, code as [c].
Example: c {child pushes button for “sing”} sing [a].
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Augmentative Communication Device and spoken (C) = child uses an augmentative device
to communicate and also verbally speaks. If the child only presses the augmentative device
but does not speak, code as [a].
Example: c {pushes button for ‘ball’ and says ball} ball [c].

Function: why he or she is communicating
Comment (CO) = A comment is a complete or partially intelligible communicative statement
produced by the child for the purpose of sharing information about, calling attention to, or
describing an object they have in their possession or an action they are doing. Comments
may be topic related or non-topic related statements (for children with ASD, see
stereotypical language for clarification on non-topic related). A comment does not elicit a
specific desired outcome from the communication partner like a request does (e.g. requests
for materials/actions, assistance, refusal of an object, stopping an action, or attention as
defined for request (see below). If the comment is not obvious (child doing action or
describing object in their possession), must include a secondary indicator such as eye
contact or a communicative gesture (show or point). Comments must be obvious. If you are
unsure, code as “can’t tell”.
Example: c i see ball [co].
Example: c {child signs “ball” and child already has a ball} ball [co].
Request (RE) = A request is a complete or partially intelligible communicative statement
produced by the child for the purpose of obtaining an object, completion of an action,
assistance with an object or action, refusal of an object or stopping of an action. Requests
do elicit a specific desired outcome from the communication partner. If the request is not
obvious, it must include a secondary indicator such as eye contact, a communicative gesture
(pushing item away, conventional gesture (nod, shake), grab, moving adult’s body, reach,
point, show or give) or a request word (want, help, again, more, alldone, allgone, no, stop).
Requests must be obvious. If you are unsure, code as “can’t tell”..
Example: c want ball [re].
Example: c {child signs “ball” and adult has the ball} ball [re].
Example: c {child reaches for an object the adult has} [re].
Can’t tell or other function (OT) = when the communicative intent is unknown or not a
comment or a request.
Example: c what’s that [ot]?
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Code

Request

R

Child
expects

Child has

Child is

If intent is
questionable,
Secondary

a specific

Possession

completing

Indicator

outcome

of object

action

Required

Yes

Unlikely

Unlikely

Yes
either eye
contact,
gesture or
request word

Comment

C

No

Highly
likely

Highly
likely

Yes
either eye
contact or
gesture

Unknown

O

No

likely

likely

No indicator
present

Joint Attention: joint attention behavior used by the child
Joint Attention [JA] = child uses a point, show, or give to communicate with the adult.
Example: c {points} car [u][w][co][ja].
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Adult Codes
First determine if the adult line is communicative or non-communicative. Every adult line gets
one of the following codes:
 [i] when adult imitates child play without communicating
 [n] + expansion code when the adult fails to respond to child communication
 [p] when the adult has no opportunity to respond to child communication
 3 communicative codes when adult communicates
Non-Communicative

Action
[i] – imitated
child action

Communicative

Form

Matched or
Unmatched

[w] – Words

[mt] –
Matched
Turn

[c] – AAC+
Word

[ut] –
Unmatched
Turn

[a] – AAC

[z] – Sign +
Word

[d] – Sign only
[b] – Gesture +
Vocalization

Expansion

Target

[wx] – Adult
[be] – Below
expanded child
target level
communication
verbally

[ja] – Joint
attention
behavior used
by the adult*

[zx] – Adult
expanded child
communication
with a sign
[mx] – Adult
expanded child
communication
with mix of
verbal and sign
[px] – Adult
expanded child
communication
with iPad or
AAC
[nx] – Did not
expand when
the adult had
opportunity.
[ix] – Not
possible to
expand.

[nj] – No joint
attention
behavior used
by adult

[at] – At target
level

[pt] – 1-2
words above
target level

[ab] – Above
target level
[ge] –
Grammatically
correct
[qt] – Question
target
[ct] –
Command
target

[g] – Gesture
alone
[v] Vocalization
*See note under JA
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JA

Other Codes:
[n] = no response to a child’s communication within 3 seconds. This code should also have
an [ix] if the adult failed to respond to a vocalization and an [nx] if the adult failed to
respond to a gesture or word.
Example:
c car.
a [n][nx].
c boat.
[p] = no opportunity to respond the child’s communication within 2 seconds. Child says
many continuous utterances in a row without a break. Insert a [p] in between these
utterances. There should be alternating “c” and “a” throughout the transcript.
c come on.
a [p].
c let’s go.
a [p].
c I’m ready to leave.
Action:
[t] the child does an action the adult imitates
[i] the adult imitates a child action
Form: how the adult is communicating

Words (W) = adult says a word. A word does not have to be clearly articulated. If the adult
uses the same sounds for the same object consistently, it is considered a word. If the adult
uses the device and speaks simultaneously, code as words. If the adult used the AAC device
and then speaks, code as AAC. If the adult says the words and then pushes the same words
on the AAC device code as words.
Example: a ball [w].
Augmentative Communication Device alone (A) = adult uses an augmentative device to
communicate. This is only if the adult only presses the AAC but does not verbally say the
words. If the adult speaks AND uses the device, code as [c].
Example: a {adult pushes button for “sing”} sing [a].
Augmentative Communication Device and spoken (C) = adult uses an augmentative device
to communicate and speaks verbally. This is only if the adult presses the AAC AND speaks.
If the adult only presses the AAC but does not speak, code as [a].
Example: a {presses ‘blocks’ and says blocks} block/s [c].
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Signed and spoken (Z) = adult makes a sign (a gesture that represents a specific word) and
says a word. The word that the adult signs does not have to be the same that the adult
speaks.
Example: a {adult signs ball} ball [z].
Gesture and vocalizes (B) = adult makes a gesture (a signal that doesn’t refer to a specific
action) and vocalizes.
Example: a {adult vocalizes and points} [b].
Gesture (G) = adult makes a gesture alone (a signal that does not refer to a specific action or
object). If the adult uses words and gestures, code as words.
Example: a {adult points to apple} [g].
Example: a {adult gives child toy} [g].
Vocalization [V] = Adult vocalization without any gestures.
Example: a {vocalizes} [v].
Sign alone (D) = adult makes a sign (a gesture that represents a specific word).
Example: a {adult signs ball} [d].
Sign + Vocalization (E) = adult makes a sign (a gesture that represents a specific word) and
vocalizes
Example: a {vocalizes} ball [e].
Matched Turn: Whether or not the adult’s utterance was related and/or contingent to the child’s
previous utterance.
Unmatched turns [UT] = Extra adult turns (consecutive adult lines that are not preceded by
child lines).Consecutive adult turns that are either a) less than 5 seconds after previous
utterance and/or b) above or below child’s target level or in the form of a question or
command. Please see note below on extra turns for the distinction. Adult turns that are in
response to a child utterance but are not related or contingent. Note: this must be overt.
Example:
c want ball.
a are you ready to wash your hand/s [ut]?
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c block/s.
a i have blocks [mt].
a what color is this block [ut]?
a i think it look/3s blue [ut].

Matched turns [MT] = Adult turns that follow a child turn that are contingent and related. The
adult utterance can contain questions and/or commands if they are contingent and related in
content. If you are unsure about whether or not the turn was related and/or contingent, code
[mt].

Example:
c pour
a water [mt]

Extra turns [ET] = Appropriate consecutive adult turns taken after an interval of 5 seconds in
which the child did not take either a play or verbal turn. The adult turn must be related and
must be paired with a play strategy (e.g., model a new play action), JA strategy (e.g., point,
show, give), or a choice time delay (holding up two toys in an effort to elicit a child
request). Extra turns need to be at the child’s target level or be a proximal target. Below
target (such as using a linguistic other) or above target utterances do not count for [et]. The
only exception is choice time delays which are considered [be]. If on the line of 5 seconds,
you can code [et] if the other criteria are met.

Example:
a pour.
=child does not take a turn between adult utterances
a {points} wow [ut]!

c {in} [t].
a {in} in [mt].
(five seconds has gone by, child is just holding a car, doing nothing)
a {points} car [et].
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Expansions: The adult expands the child’s communication by adding words. An expansion
must match the intent of the child. In an expansion, the adult adds words to the child’s
previous utterance without changing the child’s function. The adult must EITHER add a
word, replace a non-specific word or linguistic other with a content word, OR correct a
grammatical or contextual error made by the child. They cannot both add and replace words.
An expansion can never follow a [t] (child action). If the adult only substitutes “this” for
“that,” you” for “me,” “your” for “mine,” or “I” for “me” it is NOT considered an
expansion.
Specific to this code, in order to be an expansion, the adult must maintain at least one form
of the child's original form and always use spoken mode. An expansion can be in any mode,
as appropriate for child (word, sign, aac).
The expansion is coded based on what the adult adds to the child’s communication.
Example:
c {signs ‘cat’}.
a cat meow/3s [nx]. This is NOT considered an expansion because the adult did not
retain the child’s original mode.
If the child only signs a word and the adult signs and says the word, it IS considered an
expansion.
Example:
c {signs ‘car’} car. Child does not verbally say car
a {signs and says ‘car’} car [mx]. Adult added the verbal to the child’s original signed
utterance which is considered a mode expansion.
If the child only says the word and the adult adds the sign but does not add any additional
words, it is not considered an expansion.
Example:
c car.
a {signs ‘car’} car [nx].  Here the adult signs and says car but does not add any
additional words. This is NOT an expansion.
If the child speaks and the adult responds with a question or command, this is NOT an
expansion. The only exception is if the child said a question or command and the adult is
expanding by maintaining the same intent.
Example:
c where?
a where/’s daddy [wx]? the adult responded with a question because the child asked a
question-here the adult is matching the child’s intent and expanding the language.
c sit down!
a (says sit down and signs/says dog) sit down dog [zx]!
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c blue.
a blue block [nx]? here the adult does not match the child’s intent, but instead asks for
clarification.
Word expansion [WX] = a verbal only expansion. This code is used when the adult only adds
spoken words (does not add any new signs, AAC communication, etc) to any child
communication after imitating child communication. If the child signs and speaks, the adult is
only required to speak the form before adding words. The adult can imitate the child’s original
sign and still be coded [wx] if the only new information the adult adds is verbal. If the child
uses any other mode without verbal (sign, AAC, etc) and the adult only adds spoken words,
it’s considered [nx] for missing the expansion opportunity.
Example:
c ball.
a throw ball [wx]  retains child form, adds a spoken word
c {signs and says} dog.
a {says big, signs/says dog} big dog [wx]  retains child form, adds a spoken word, does
not add any new signs
c daddy?
a where is daddy [wx]?  retains child form, adds a spoken word
c {points}.
a {points} ball [wx]  retains child form, adds a spoken word
c {presses ‘book’ on AAC but does not say it} book.
a read a book [nx].  did NOT retain child form, only added words.
c {presses ‘water’ on AAC} water.
a {presses and says ‘water’) water [mx].  Adult adds spoken mode only.
c {signs and says ‘cat’} cat.
a i see a cat [wx].  retains child’s most sophisticated form (spoken words), adds words
c {signs ‘cow’}.
a {signs ‘cow’} want the cow [wx].  The only new information the adult added was
verbal. Even though the adult imitated the child’s sign, the adult did not add any new
signs, only verbal, so it is considered [wx].
Sign expansion [ZX] = This code is used when the adult only adds signed and spoken words to
child communication after imitating child’s original form. If the child signs and speaks a
word, the adult is only required to maintain the spoken form before adding new signed/spoken
words. This code is only used if the adult adds new signs. If the adult only imitates the child’s
original sign and then only adds verbal, it is considered [wx].
Example:
c slide.
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a {signs and says ‘down’ and says slide} down the slide [zx].  Here the adult
maintained the child’s original mode but also added a sign.
c {signs ‘open’}.
a {signs ‘open’} open the door [wx]. Here the only new information the adult added
was verbal, so it’s considered [wx].
c {signs ‘book’}.
a {signs and says ‘open book’} open the book [zx]. Here the adult added a new sign
(open) so it is considered [zx].
Mode expansion [MX] = This code is used only when the adult adds verbal communication to
a child’s signed utterance or AAC utterance. This code can only be used if the child did not
verbally say the word s/he signed or pressed on the AAC and the adult only added the verbal
but did not add any new information.
Example:
c {signs ‘push’}.
a {signs and says ‘push’} push [mx]. Here the adult only expanded the mode but did
not add any new information.
c {presses ‘ball’ on aac}.
a {presses ‘ball’ on aac} ball [mx]. Here the adult added verbal to the child’s AAC
only communication.
c {signs ‘alldone’}.
a {signs ‘alldone’ and ‘book’} alldone with the book [zx]. This would not be a mode
expansion because the adult added a new sign and new verbal.
AAC expansion [PX] = This code is used when the adult adds AAC to child communication
after imitating child’s original form. If the child presses the AAC and speaks a word, the adult
is only required to maintain the spoken form before adding new words.
Example:
c {presses ‘go’ on AAC but does not say it} go.
a {presses ‘car goes’ on aac and says car goes} car go/3s [px]. The adult added a new
AAC utterance to the child’s previous AAC utterance.
c ball.
a {says and presses ‘ball rolls’ on aac} ball roll/3s [px].  Here the adult added new
AAC words in addition to the child’s original utterance
c {presses ‘help’ on aac}.
a {presses ‘help’ on aac} i want help [wx]. Here the adult only added new verbal
information to the child’s previous utterance, but no new AAC communication.
Expanding gestures = the adult can expand a child’s gesture. For some gestures, the adult must
imitate the gesture and pair it with words (and/or signs, AAC, etc). For other gestures, the
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adult should expand using an appropriate responding gesture (i.e., the child gives the adult an
object and the adult takes it and labels it).
Child Does
What the adult must do to count as an expansion
Shake head
{shake head} no car
Nod head
{nod heads} want car
Point
{point} baby
Show
{points to object child is showing} cow
Give
{received object from child} blow bubbles
Reaches, grabs
{gives child object} baby
*communicative gestures that are not listed above should be repeated in order to expand.
The particular code for gesture expansions will depend on what mode the adult uses to
respond. If the adult expands the child’s gesture and only speaks verbally, it is coded [wx]. If
the adult expands the child’s gesture by speaking and signing each word, it is coded [zx]. If
the adult uses 2 or more words (whatever is appropriate for the child’s target) and uses a mix
of signs and verbal, it is coded as [mx]. If the adult uses AAC, it is coded as “[px]
Example (1 word targets):
c {points to the car}.
a {points to the car} car [wx].
c {points to the car}.
a car [nx].  the adult should use the corresponding JA to get credit for an expansion
c {gives}.
a {points, signs ‘ball} [nx]. here the adult only signed ‘ball’ but did not say it, so it is
not considered an expansion.
c {shakes head}
a {shakes head and presses/says pour} pour [px].  the adult imitated child nod and
added spoken and AAC word
Example (2 word targets):
c {shows} cow.
a {points, signs ‘cow’} brown cow [zx]. Here the adult added a new sign to the child’s
communication.

No expansion [NX] = the adult does not expand a communicative child act that can be
expanded. The adult attempts to expand the child’s previous utterance but changes the child’s
communicative function or adds more than 2 content words to the child’s utterance. If the
adult only adds a linguistic other(s) to the child’s previous utterance, it is not an expansion
[nx]. Adding an article is not an expansion.
Example:
c cow.
a the cow [nx].
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c this cup.
a that cup [nx].
c block.
a you want the block [nx]?
c dog.
a i really want a dog for christmas [nx].
c move toy/s.
a move toy/s [nx].
c eat.
a {signs ‘eat’} eat [nx]. Here the adult only adds a sign so it is not considered an
expansion.
Impossible to expand [IX] = the adult utterance follows a completely unintelligible [cx] child
utterance, a child play action [t], or a child vocalization. Milieu prompts are considered [ix]. If
the utterance is partially intelligible, the adult should expand the word or words that are
intelligible.
Example:
c {vocalizes}.
a push [ix].
c xxx [cx].
a dog [ix].
c {pours beans} [t].
a {pours beans} pour [ix].
c ball.
a say want ball [ix].
c ball.
a say want ball [ix].
c want ball.
a i want the ball [wx].
c xxx [cx].
a push ball [ix].
c x ball.
a push the ball [wx].
Adult Targets: The level of language in the adult’s utterance in relation to the child’s target
level of speech.
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A “target level” is the appropriate amount of content-words that the child should be using to
communicate. Target levels are set by the therapist and vary from 1-3 words, depending on the
child and his/her current level of communication. During the intervention the therapist may
choose to advance the child to a higher target level, and so the child’s target level may change
between sessions.
When a child advances to the next target level, anything that was previously a specific target [at]
is considered a “previous target” for that child. For example, if the child enters the study at the 1word target level, once he/she has moved on to the 2-word target level, 1-word targets are
considered previous targets for the child. The adult, however, only gets credit for specific targets
at the child’s current target level. If the adult only says a previous target and is below the current
target level, code [be].
“Previous targets” will also include specific words that the therapist determines as no longer
being target words, usually because the child overuses the words (this is only relevant to children
in the intervention group). This does not include words that are overgeneralized and/or misused
frequently by the child. These previous targets are child-specific and should be verified by the
therapist.
When the adult is expanding (see Expansions) or attempting to expand (by repeating all
words/gestures from the previous child utterance), the rules for coding the Adult Targets change.
The following definitions explain and give examples of how each code should be used depending
on the situation. The first definition of each code describes the basic use of the code, and is
applicable to most adult utterances. Any following definitions deal with how that code is used in
conjunction with the expansion codes [yx] and [nx] (see Expansions).

1. At Target [AT]: A specific target at the child’s target level with no extra words (articles
and ‘others’ don’t count). The utterance must be grammatically correct. Model prompts (i.e.,
‘say ball’ are considered at target level if the adult is prompting the child’s target).
Examples:
(1-word targets)
a in [at].
(2-word targets)
a up the tree [at].
a say want ball [at].
OR a correct expansion that contains only one specific target. The utterance must be
grammatically correct.
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c {grabs}.
a {gives} mine [wx][at].
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(2-word targets)
c baby.
a sleepy baby [wx][at].
2. Proximal Target [PT]: Above the child’s target level, but within a proximal range. The
utterance is 1-2 words above the child’s target level. At least one of the extra words must be
a content word. The utterance must be in the form of a statement unless the adult is
matching the intent of the child (e.g. the child asks a question that is 1-2 words above their
target level and the adult repeats it). The utterance cannot be more than 2 words above the
child’s target level.
Examples:
(1-word targets)
a dino roars [pt].
a dino roars loudly [pt].
(2-word targets)
a we play catch [pt].
a we play catch together [pt].
OR if the adult expanding a child utterance that is below target level, but the adult’s
utterance is 1-2 words above the child’s target level.

Example:
(1-word targets)
c here.
a here’s your car [wx][pt].
(2-word targets)
c horsey.
a horsey runs fast [wx][pt].
3. Question Target [QT]: At the child’s target level or the proximal level (1-2 words above
the child’s target), but in the form of a question. The utterance can include 1-2 linguistic
others.
Examples:
(1-word targets)
a alldone [qt]?
a are you alldone [qt]?  at the child’s proximal level, but still [qt]
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(2-word targets)
a get down [qt]?
OR an incorrect expansion because the expanded utterance is in the form of a question.
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c open.
a open the box [nx][qt]?
(2-word targets)
c make another.
a make another snake [nx][qt]?
*if the child’s utterance is in the form of a question and the adult expands or repeats in
question form, do not use this code.
4. Command Target [CT]: At the child’s target level or the proximal level (1-2 words above
the child’s target), but in the form of a command. The utterance can include 1-2 linguistic
others.
Examples:
(1-word targets)
a {trying to get the child’s attention} look [ct].
a sit down [ct].  at the proximal level, but still [ct]
a you need to sit down right now [ab]
(2-word targets)
a sit down [ct].
a sit down now [ct]  at the proximal level, but still [ct]
a you need to sit down right now [ab]
5. Grammatical Error [GE]: At the child’s target level or proximal target level (1-2 words
above the child’s target), but the utterance is grammatically or contextually incorrect. The
utterance can include 1-2 linguistic others.
Examples:
(1-word targets)
a {shows rhino} hippo [ge].
c drive.
a car drive [nx][ge].
(2-word targets):
a we plays [ge].
6. Above Target [AB]: The utterance is above the child’s target level and outside of the
proximal range for development (3 or more words above the child’s target level).
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Example:
(1-word targets)
a roll the balls down the slide [ab].
OR any question or command that is one or more content words above the child’s proximal
target level.
Examples:
(1-word targets)
a do you want a ball [ab]?
(2-word targets)
a you are not allowed to bite the toy/s [ab].
OR an incorrect expansion because the adult adds 1 or more words above the acceptable
amount of words for an expansion.
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c bus.
a wow I didn’t know they had a bus [nx][ab].
(2-word targets)
c ohno.
a ohno all the people fell off [nx][ab].
7. Below Target [BE]: Below the child’s target level of speech. The utterance contains less
content words than the child’s target level. Articles and linguistic others do not count as
words to make an utterance at target level.
Examples:
(1-word targets)
a {sounds} [be].
(2-word targets)
a fix it [be].  ‘it’ is a linguistic other, so this utterance only has 1 content word
NOTE: Previous targets for the child are considered below target level [be] for the adult.
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Notes:


Names tagged to the end of questions or commands are considered linguistic others.
Examples:
(1-word targets)
a what’s that, sammy [be]? this sentence contains all linguistic others. What is
considered a linguistic other UNLESS the adult is using it to match the child’s intent.
a sit, jacob [ct].
Examples (1-word targets)
c momma.
a what [be]?
c {points and looks confused}.
a {points} what’s that [be]? below target because this sentence has two linguistic
others



When this and that are used as modifiers, they are considered non-specific content words.
Examples:
(1-word)
a that [be].
(2-word)
a that car [be].



(3-word)
a want that car [be].
If “no” is used with a noun or verb to make a two-word request, it is not considered an
other.
Example (2 word targets):
c no [not a target].
c no ball [at].



When “yes” and “no” are used to expand a child nodding or shaking their head, they are
considered content words.
Examples (1-word targets):
a yes [be].
c {nods} [be].
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a {nods} yes [yx][at].


If an “other” is combined with a content word, code the utterance according to the content
word.
Example (2 word targets):
a uhoh ball [be].
Targets [at] must be the exact length of the target if there is not a preceding child verbal
utterance.



When “with” is used in conjunction with a verb, as in “play with,” it does not count as a
word to make an utterance at or above target level. It must DIRECTLY follow the verb,
otherwise it counts as a word. “Of” does not count as a word.
Example:
(2-word targets)
a cut with scissors [at].
a build it with me [pt].



When “to” is used in conjunction with a verb as in “to go” or “talk to,” it does not count as
a word. However, when “to” is used in conjunction with a location, as in “come to the
house,” it does count as a word.
Examples:
(2 word targets)
a go to sleep [at].
a go to the store [pt].



Tenses of “to be” – is, am, are, were, was – do not count as words to make an utterance at or
above target level UNLESS the utterance is ONLY a noun combined with a tense of “to be.”
Articles don’t count.
Examples:
(2-word targets)
a i am happy [at].
a car is stuck [at].
a horses are running [at].



Helping verbs, such as don’t, can’t, and couldn’t, are considered target words when they are
attached to another verb. If they are the only verb in the utterance, they should be considered
non-specific content words.
Examples:
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(2-word targets)
a i don’t [be].
a don’t touch [at].


Active pronouns, such as he, she, they and you, always count as target words for children at
the 2-word and 3-word target levels. Passive pronouns, such as him, her and them, count as
target words ONLY when the child/adult is referring to a human/animal or a human/animal
toy. Otherwise, they should be considered linguistic others.
Examples:
(2-word targets)
a {points at a dinosaur} want him [at].
a {pretends to cook} cook them [be].  them is acting as a linguistic other, because it is
being used to describe whatever food it being cooked

Expansions in Relation to Target Level
Expansion rules vary depending on what is being expanded (the child’s utterance), what the
adult expands with (the added words), and what the adult creates by expanding (the adult’s
utterance). The following section gives examples of how an adult utterance should be coded,
based on the relationship between the adult utterance and the preceding child
utterance. The section also outlines correct and incorrect expansions as well as the
relationship between adult target codes and expansion codes. This is not a list of every
possible combination of expansion and target codes.
Please see Adult Targets for complete definitions of each target code.
Note: Adding an article to an utterance does not count as an expansion.
Example:
c slide car.
a slide the car [mt][nx][at].
Expanding a Target Level Utterance
If the child’s utterance is at target level, the adult can add 1-2 words to the child’s previous
utterance. Linguistic others do not count to make the child’s utterance above target level and
the adult does not have to repeat them in an expansion. At least one of the added words must
be a content word. The adult must not change the function of the child’s previous utterance.
If the adult adds 1-2 words (at least one content word), it is an expansion. If the adult adds only
1 word to the child’s utterance, it is considered [at]. If the adult adds 2 words to the child’s
utterance, it is considered [pt].
Examples:
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(1-word targets)
c broke.
a I broke it [wx][at].
(2-word targets)
c green on.
a {signs/says slide} green on the slide [zx][at].
(2-word targets)
c want cow.
a {signs cow}i want the brown cow [wx][pt].

If the adult adds 1-2 words (at least one content word), but the expanded utterance is
grammatically incorrect, it is NOT an expansion and is a grammatical error [nx][ge].
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c cat.
a two cat [nx][ge].
c cow.
a moo cow [nx][ge].
(2-word targets)
c kitty eats.
a see the kitty eats [nx][ge].
c dirty baby.
a dirty baby wash [nx][ge].
If the adult adds 3 or more words (at least one content word), it is not an expansion and is above
target [nx][ab].
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c car.
a oh my car drive/3s [nx][ab].
(2-word targets)
c want cookie/s.
a there/’s cookie/s in the jar over there [nx][ab].
If the adult adds 1-2 words (at least one content word), but changes the child’s utterance into
question form, it is not an expansion and is a question target [nx][qt].
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Examples:
(1-word targets)
c blanket.
a blue blanket [nx][qt]?
(2-word targets)
c i’m alldone.
a oh you’re alldone [nx][qt]?
If the adult repeats the child’s utterance in the form of a question, it is not an expansion and is
question target [nx][qt].
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c sleepy.
a sleepy [nx][qt]?
(2-word targets)
c want the car.
a want the car [nx][qt]?
*if the child’s utterance is in the form of a question and the adult expands or repeats in
question form, do not use this code.
Expanding a Grammatical Error
If the child’s utterance is at or above target level* but not grammatically correct, the adult
should ONLY correct the child’s grammatical or contextual error. They should not add any
words. The adult must not change the function of the child’s previous utterance.
*If the child’s utterance is below target level and is grammatically, contextually, or
morphologically incorrect, the adult can BOTH correct the error AND add words to bring
the utterance to target level.
If the adult replaces the child’s grammatically or contextually incorrect word(s) to make a
correct target, it is an expansion and a target [wx], [zx], or [mx] AND[at]. The adult needs
to keep the expansion to the child’s target level.
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c mouses.
a mice [wx][at].
(2-word targets)
c me eat.
a i eat [wx][at].
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If the adult adds 1-2 words to the child’s grammatically or contextually incorrect utterance, it is
not an expansion and is a grammatical error [nx][ge].
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c mouses.
a mouses eat [nx][ge].
(2-word targets)
c me eat.
a me eat the food [nx][ge].
If the adult corrects the child’s error and adds 1-2 words, it is not an expansion and is a
proximal target [nx][pt].

Examples:
(1-word targets)
c mouses.
a mice eat [nx][pt].
(2-word targets)
c me eat.
a i eat the food [nx][pt].
Expanding an Above Target Level Utterance
If the child’s utterance is above target level, the adult can add 1-2 words to the child’s previous
utterance. At least one of the words must be a content word. The adult must not change the
function of the child’s previous utterance.
If the adult adds 1-2 words (at least one content word), it is a correct expansion and an
expansion target _x[xt].
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c want bubbles.
a i want the bubbles [wx][xt].
(2-word targets)
c big yellow ball.
a i want the big yellow ball[wx][xt].
If the adult adds 1-2 words (at least one content word), but the expanded utterance is
grammatically incorrect, it is NOT an expansion and is a grammatical error [nx][ge].
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Examples:
(1-word targets)
c baby runs.
a baby runs sleepy [nx][ge].
c he slides.
a down he slides [nx][ge].
Expanding a Below Target Level Utterance
If the child’s utterance is below target level (i.e. child utterances coded [be]) the adult can add
1-2 words and/or bring the child’s utterance to target level. At least one of the added words
must be a content word. The adult must not change the function of the child’s previous
utterance.
*Previous targets [et] are considered below target-level for expansions.
If the adult expands the child’s utterance to include a specific target, it is an expansion and a
target [_x][at].
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c uhoh.
a uhoh fall [wx][at].
(2-word targets)
c frog.
a frog in [wx][at].
c there red.
a there’s the red ball [wx][at].
(3-word targets)
c uhoh.
a uhoh the blocks fell down [wx][at].
If the adult adds 1-2 words, but the expanded utterance is below the child’s target level, it is an
expansion and below target level, [wx], [zx], or [mx] and [be]. This is not applicable to
children with 1-word targets.
Examples:
(2-word targets)
c {points}.
a {points} pretty [wx][be].
(3-word targets)
c car.
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a this is a red car [wx][be].
If the adult adds 1-2 words to a below-target-level child utterance, making the adult’s utterance
1-2 words above the child’s target level, it is an expansion and is a proximal target, [wx],
[zx], or [mx] AND [pt].
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c that.
a red car [wx][pt].
(2-word targets)
c catch.
a we catch the ball [wx][pt].
If the adult adds 1-2 words and expands the child’s utterance to target level, but the expanded
utterance is grammatically incorrect, it is NOT an expansion and is a grammatical error
[nx][ge].
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c no.
a no pour [nx][ge].
c byebye.
a puzzle byebye [nx][ge].
(2-word targets)
c hop.
a bunny hop [nx][ge].
c car.
a car stuck [nx][ge].
If the adult adds 3 or more words, and the adult’s utterance is 1-2 words above target level, it is
not an expansion and is a proximal target [nx][pt].
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c {grabs}.
a {gives} you want the car [nx][pt].
(2-word targets)
c mine.
a that’s my yellow ball [nx][pt].
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If the adult adds 3 or more words, and the adult’s utterance is 3-4 words above the target level
(including others), it is not an expansion and is above target [nx][ab].
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c hereyougo.
a hereyougo you gave it to me [nx][ab].
(2-word targets)
c yellow.
a oh you want the yellow playdoh [nx][ab].
If the child’s utterance is below target level but includes a content word, and the adult only adds
a linguistic other(s), it is not an expansion and is below target level [nx][be]. This does not
apply to children with 1-word targets.
Example:
(2-word targets)
c drive.
a {whee} drive [nx][be].
If the child’s utterance is below target level and does not include any content words, and the
adult only adds a linguistic other(s), it is not an expansion and is below target [nx][be].
Example:
(1-word targets)
c {points}.
a {points} that [nx][be].
Expanding Linguistic Others
If the child ONLY says a linguistic other, the adult can either repeat the Other and add 1-2
words OR replace the Other with 1-2 words (one must be a content word). If the adult
replaces the Other, they must match the child’s intent.
If the child says a linguistic other and the adult adds a target, it is an expansion and a target
[wx], [zx], or [mx] AND [at].
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c ohno.
a ohno help [wx][at].
(2-word targets)
c herewego.
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a herewego cars drive [wx][at].
If the child says a linguistic other and the adult replaces it with a target (matching the child’s
intent), it is an expansion and a target [wx], [zx], or [mx] AND [at].
Examples:
(1-word targets)
c ohno.
a help [wx][at].
(2-word targets)
c herewego.
a cars drive [wx][at].
If the child says a linguistic other that represents a sound, such as moo or woof, and the adult
adds a target in a way that the Other functions as a noun or verb, it is an expansion and a
target [wx], [zx], or [mx] AND [at] or [pt].
Example:
(1-word targets)
c choochoo.
a drive the choochoo [wx][at].
(1 word targets)
c moo.
a {signs ‘cow’} the cow say/3s moo [mx][pt].
NOTES:


If the adult is repeating a linguistic other from the child’s previous utterance, it does NOT
affect the adult’s target code.
Example:
(2-word targets)
c oh red.
a oh red ball [wx][at].



The adult can drop their own name from the child’s previous utterance when they are
expanding it.
Example:
c help me suzanne.
a help me spread the blanket [wx].
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If the adult only substitutes “this” for “that,” “you” for “me,” “your” for “mine,” or “I” for
“me” it is NOT considered an expansion.



Articles, “of,” “for,” and “with” do not count as additional words for an expansion.



When “to” is used in conjunction with an infinitive, as in to go, it does not count as an extra
word in an expansion.
Unmatched turns [ut] are considered adult turns in which it is impossible to expand [ix]
unless they are ONLY unmatched because the adult’s utterance is unrelated or noncontingent and the child’s previous utterance could have been expanded, in which case they
should be coded [nx].



Example:
c car/s.
a hey i think there/’s a puzzle on the shelf [ut][nx].
Joint Attention:
[ja]- Adult uses a JA strategy in combination with a target or proximal target. Question targets
do not count, but command targets do. Points, shows, and gives count as applicable JA
strategies.
Example:
a {points} car go/3s down [xt][ja].  at child’s target level, paired with point
a {gives} red car [at][ja].  at child’s target level, paired with give
a {points} do you see that big red ball [ab]. above target, does not get [ja] code
a {points} sit down [ct][ja]. command target paired with point
a {points} push down? [qt]  no JA because question target
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Linguistic Others
If you a word is almost exactly the same as a word listed here with just a slight variation, most
likely it is an other too. (herewego or hereitgoes…). This is not an exhaustive list but a
representative one.
Articles
A/An/And/The
Exclamations:
Geez
Oh
Ohmy
Ohmygoodness
Ohmygosh
Ohno
Ok
Ow/Ouch
Uhoh
Woah (gets transcribed as ‘wow’)
Wow
Yay
Socially Oriented Words:
Bye
Hi/Hey/Hello
Goodjob
Names:
Child/Adult’s Name
Mommy/Daddy (any variation)
Play Words:
Peekaboo
Readysetgo
Thankyou
You’re Welcome
Miscellaneous (includes contractions, etc):
Alright
Counting (1, 2, 3)
Gross
Here/There
It/It’s
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Letters (a, b, c, d)
Oops (not slashed)
They/They’re/Them (when referring to non-human or animal toy)
Therewego/Herewego
These/Those
This/That
Yeah/Nope (any variation…)
Yes/No
Yuck
Yum/Yummy
What/Where
Animal Noises:
(All animal noises that have a definite spelling and meaning get transcribed-needs to be said as
a word and not as a voc…this is not an exhaustive list)
Meow
Moo
Neigh
Oink
Sounds (not an exhaustive list):
Bang
Beep
Choochoo
Honk
Vroom
Words that seem like [h] but are not:
Proper nouns (movie names, book names, character names)
Pronouns
Noises that may seem like words but are not (these should go in brackets):
Boop
Boo
Huh
Mmhmm
Mmm
Shh
Tada
Uhhuh
Uhuh
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Appendix G
Time Delay and Milieu Prompting Procedures Score Sheets
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Appendix H
Adult Fidelity of J-EMT+Sign Implementation

Child Code:__________ Date: __________ Session:__________ Observer:__________
Circle YES if the step did occur and circle NO if the step did not occur. If procedure is not recorded on the camera
or not seen because of a camera angle, then circle N/A.
INTERVENTION SESSION
Actual
number
1. Play area is well organized with toys available at the start of the session.
2. Toys are available and within reach to the child
ENHANCED MILIEU TEACHING
3. Target talk is used at least 75% of the time
4. Expansions are used at least 40% of the time
5. Therapists responsiveness is between 85-100%
6. Therapists matched turns are more than 80%
7. When prompting does occur, all scores are more than 7/10
8. When time delay strategies are used all scores are 4/4.
SIGN LANGUAGE
9. Sign language models are provided in at least 85% of the verbal models
given by the adult
10. 95% of the sign language models provided are from the intervention
word list
11. Each sign modeled during the session should be signed by the adult at
least 2 times.
JOINT ATTENTION PLAY
12. Therapist follows child’s lead in play.
13. Therapist mirrors child’s play actions.
14. Therapist expands and models new play.
15. Therapist introduces different materials to enhance play level.
END
16. Session is 20 minutes in clinic or 10 minutes in home.

YES
YES

NO
NO

N/A
N/A

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

YES

NO

N/A

YES

NO

N/A

YES

NO

N/A

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

YES

NO

N/A

TOTAL SCORE:
TOTAL YES ANSWERS
TOTAL NO ANSWERS
TOTAL TREATMENT OF FIDELITY PERCENTAGE

PERCENTAGE = YES/(YES+NO)

*N/A means no opportunity to observe
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Appendix I

Parent Coaching Fidelity Checklists
Date: __________

Session #: _______

Child ID: __________ Observer: _____________

Clinic Part 1 (play and engage, notice and respond, take turns, mirror/map)
Initial Caregiver Training Session
Therapist and parent review standard set of signs for play routines.

/1

Therapist reminds parent to use point, show, give when responding to child.

/1

Therapist reviews 4 strategies:
1. Notice and respond
2. Take turns
3. Play and engage
4. Mirror and map (when the child is not communicating)

/4

Therapist & caregiver model/role play mirroring and mapping with the selected toys.

/1

Therapist checks for understanding and invites caregiver questions before the session.

/1

Subtotal

/8

Therapist Practice Session
Therapist highlights mirroring and mapping at least 3 times.
Time & Example:
Time & Example:
Time & Example:
Therapist highlights responding, taking turns, and following the child’s lead at least 3
times.
Time & Example
Time & Example
Time & Example
Session lasts for 20 minutes.

/3

/3

/1

Subtotal /7
Caregiver Practice Session
Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.

/20

Session lasts for 20 minutes.

/1
Subtotal

/21

Ending Caregiver Training Session
At the end of the session the therapist asks the caregiver how he/she felt the session went.
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver responded, took turns, played, and/or mirrored
and mapped.
Therapist relates the caregiver’s performance and child’s behavior during the practice
session at least once.
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/1
/1
/1

Subtotal /3
Total
Date: __________ Session #: _______ Child ID: _____ Observer: _____________
Home Part 1 (play and engage, notice and respond, take turns, mirror/map)
Initial Caregiver Training Session
Therapist and parent review standard set of signs for selected routines.
Therapist reminds parent to use point, show, and give when responding to child
Therapist asks the caregiver how the intervention has been going at home
Therapist reviews 4 strategies:
1.
Notice and respond
2. Take turns
3.
Play and engage
4.
Mirror and map (when the child is not communicating)
Therapist checks for understanding and invites caregiver questions before the session.
Subtotal
/8 =
Therapist Practice Session
Therapist highlights mirroring and mapping at least 3 times.
Time & Example:
Time & Example:
Time & Example:
Therapist highlights responding, taking turns, and following the child’s lead at least 3 times.
Time & Example:
Time & Example:
Time & Example:
Session lasts for 10 minutes.

/39

/1
/1
/1
/4

/1

/3

/3

/1

Subtotal
Caregiver Practice Session: Play
Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.
Session lasts for 10 minutes.
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver, responded, took turns, played and mirrored and/or
mapped during play.
Therapist relates the caregiver behavior to child behavior.
Subtotal
Caregiver Practice Session: Routines
Therapist coaches parent in at least 2 routines lasting a total of 10 minutes.
Parent completes at least half of the routine.
Therapist gives positive or instructive feedback at least once per minute.
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver, responded, took turns, played and mirrored and/or
mapped during routines.
Therapist relates the caregiver behavior to child behavior.
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/7 =
/10
/1
/1
/1
/13=
/1
/1
/10
/1
/1

Subtotal

/14=

Ending Caregiver Training Session
Therapist solicits questions/comments about playing/engaging, noticing/responding, taking turns,
mirroring/mapping.
Subtotal
/1=
Total
/42=
Date: _____ Session #: ____
Child ID: __________ Observer: ___________
Clinic Part 2: Modeling and Expanding Play
Initial Caregiver Training Session
Therapist Introduces at least 1 new sign based on toys & routines
Therapist reviews child’s play level
Therapist reviews ways to expand play:
 Placing new toys in view
 Giving a choice
 Handing child a new toy
 Modelling new play act
Therapist and caregiver discuss how to play with the toys:
1. At least 2 ways to expand play
Example:
Example:
2. At least 2 mini routines with the play (e.g., have beginning, middle and end)
Example:
Example:
Therapist reviews coaching plan with caregiver (e.g., what and how to coach).
Therapist checks for understanding and invites caregiver questions before the session.
subtotal
Therapist Practice Session
Therapist highlights modeling and expanding play at least 2 times.
Example:
Example:
Therapist highlights targets at least 2 times.
Example:
Example:
Session lasts for 20 minutes
subtotal
Caregiver Practice Session
Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.
Session lasts for 20 minutes.
subtotal
Ending Caregiver Training Session
At the end of the session the therapist asks the caregiver how he/she felt the session
went.
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver modeled and/or expanded communication
and/or play.
Therapist relates the caregiver’s behavior and child’s behavior during the practice
session at least once.
subtotal
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/1

/1
/1
/4

/4

/1
/1
/12
/2
/2
/1
/5
/20
/1
/21
/1
/1
/1
/3

Total

129

/41

Date: __________

Session #: _______

Child ID: __________ Observer: _____________

Home Part 2: Modeling and Expanding Play and Communication
*Other routines may occur in any order, but the therapist play practice must occur before the
caregiver play practice
Initial Caregiver Training Session
Therapist asks the caregiver how intervention has been going at home.
/1
Therapist discusses the plan for the home visit (book, play, snack) and the caregiver and
/1
therapist pick the order for the day.
Therapist reviews the 3 strategies:
/3
1. Model and expand play.
2. Model all of the child’s language targets (list child’s targets).
3. Expand all of the child’s communication by adding 1-2 words.
Therapist reviews coaching plan with caregiver (e.g., what and how to coach).
/1
Therapist checks for understanding and invites caregiver questions before the session.
/1
Therapist Practice Session: Play
Therapist highlights modeling and expanding play at least 2 times.
/2
Therapist highlights modeling targets at least 2 times.
/2
Therapist highlights expanding communication at least 2 times.
/2
Session lasts for 1o minutes and occurred before the caregiver play session.
/2
Caregiver Practice Session: Play
Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.
/15
Session lasts for 10 minutes.
/1
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver modeled and/or expanded communication
/1
and/or play.
Therapist related the caregiver behavior to child behavior.
/1
Caregiver Routine Sessions
Therapist completes 2-3 routines lasting at least 10 minutes total.
/1
Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.

/10

Parent must complete at least half of session with therapist support when needed

/1

Therapist summarizes how the caregiver modeled and/or expanded communication in
routines.
Therapist related the caregiver behavior to child behavior. `

/1

Subtotal

/1

/14

Ending Caregiver Training Session
Therapist solicits questions/comments about modeling and expanding play and
language.

/1
Total
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/52

Date:

Session #:

Child ID: Observer:

Clinic Part 3: Modeling and Expanding Communication
Initial Caregiver Training Session
Therapist reviews signs that pair with toys selected for the session
Therapist reviews the 2 strategies:
1.
Model all of the child’s language targets (list child’s targets).
2.
Expand all of the child’s communication by adding 1-2 words.
Therapist reviews the child’s targets (4 or 5 targets) and gives examples of each target.
1.
Says each target (4 points)
Target:
Target:
Target:
Target:
2.
Example:

Gives an example of each target (4 points)
Example:
Example:

/1
/2

/8

Example:

Therapist reviews types of expansion: Every time your child communicates we’re going to
add 1-2 words (spoken OR signed and spoken).
1.
Vocalization: respond with a target (e.g., what you would want him to say)
2.
Gestures: imitate the gesture and then add a target (e.g., what you would
want him to say). X
3. Words: imitate the word and add a word. Words can come before or after
the child’s word. (e.g, eat  cow eats OR eat apple). X
Therapist practices 1 gesture and 1 word expansion with caregiver using appropriate
mode.
Gesture Expansion:

/3

/2

Word Expansion:
Therapist reviews coaching plan with caregiver (e.g., what and how to coach).
Therapist checks for understanding and invites caregiver questions before the session.
Subtotal

/1
/1

/18 =

Therapist Practice Session
Therapist highlights targets at least 2 times.
Time & Example:

/2

Time & Example:
Therapist highlights expansions at least 2 times.
Time & Example:

/2

Time & Example:
Session lasts for 20 minutes

/1
Subtotal

/5 =

Caregiver Practice Session
Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.
Session lasts for 20 minutes.
Subtotal
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/20
1/1
21 =

Ending Caregiver Training Session
At the end of the session the therapist asks the caregiver how he/she felt the session went.
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver modeled and/or expanded communication.
Therapist relates the caregiver’s behavior and child’s behavior during the practice session
at least once.
Subtotal
/3 =
Total
/47 =

Date: __________

/1
/1
/1

Session #: _______
Child ID: __________ Observer: _____________
Home Part 3: Modeling and Expanding Communication
*Other routines may occur in any order, but the therapist play practice must occur before the
caregiver play practice
Initial Caregiver Training Session
Therapist asks the caregiver how intervention has been going at home.
/1
Therapist reviews signs that pair with toys selected for session
/1
Therapist reviews the strategies
/2
1. Model all of the child’s language targets (list targets)
2. Expand all of the child’s communication by adding 1-2 words.
Therapist checks for understanding and invites caregiver questions before the session.
/1
Subtotal
/5
Therapist Practice Session: Play
Therapist highlights modelling targets at least 2 times:
/2
Time & Example:
Time & Example:
Therapist highlights expanding communication at least 2 times.
/2
Time & Example:
Time & Example:
Session lasts for 10 minutes and occurred before the caregiver play session.
/2
Subtotal
/6
Caregiver Practice Session: Play
Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.
/10
Session lasts for 10 minutes.
/1
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver modeled and/or expanded communication.
/1
Therapist related the caregiver behavior to child behavior.
/1
Subtotal
/13
Caregiver Routine Sessions
Therapist completes 2-3 routines lasting at least 10 minutes total.
/1
Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.
/10
Parent must complete at least half of session with therapist support when needed
/1
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver modeled and/or expanded communication in
/1
routines.
Therapist related the caregiver behavior to child behavior. `
/1
Subtotal
/14
Ending Caregiver Training Session
Therapist solicits questions/comments about modeling and expanding play and
/1
language.
Total
/39
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Date: __________ Session #: _______ Child ID: __________

Observer: _____________

Clinic Part 4: Time Delays
*Book, play and snack may occur in any order, but the therapist play practice must
occur before the caregiver play practice
Initial Caregiver Training Session
Therapist reviews all 5 time delay strategies:
1.
Inadequate portions
2.
Assistance
3. Waiting with routine
4. Waiting with cue
5.
Choice making
Therapist discusses with the parent about which strategies would be best for the child
given the set of toys.
Therapist and parent role play at least 3 TD strategies.
Therapist and parent discuss at least 3 novel ways to play with the toys.

/5

/1
/3
/3

Therapist checks for understanding and invites caregiver questions before the
session.
Therapist Practice Session
Therapist highlights TD strategies at least 3 times.

/3

Therapist highlights previous strategies at least 3 times.

/3

Session lasts for 20 minutes
Caregiver Practice Session

/1

Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.
Session lasts for 20 minutes.
Ending Caregiver Training Session
At the end of the session the therapist asks the caregiver how he/she felt the session
went.
Therapist relates the caregiver’s behavior and child’s behavior during the practice
session at least once.
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver used TD strategies.
Total
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/1

/20
/1
/1
/1
/1
/50

Date: __________ Session #: _______ Child ID: __________

Observer: _____________

Home Part 4: Time Delays
Initial Caregiver Training Session
Therapist asks the caregiver how intervention has been going at home.
Therapist reviews all 5 time delay strategies:
1.
Inadequate portions
2.
Assistance
3. Waiting with routine
4. Waiting with cue
5.

/1
/5

Choice making

Therapist practices at least 2 time delays with parent
Therapist checks for understanding and invites caregiver questions before the
session.
Subtotal

/2
/1
/9 =

Therapist Practice Session: Play
Therapist highlights TD strategies at least 3 times.

/3

Therapist highlights previous strategies at least 3 times.

/3

Session lasts for 10 minutes and occurred before the caregiver play session.
Subtotal
Caregiver Practice Session: Play

/2
/8=

Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.
Session lasts for 10 minutes
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver used TD strategies.
Therapist related the caregiver behavior to child behavior.
Subtotal
/13=
Caregiver Routines
Therapist completes 2-3 routines lasting at least 10 minutes total
Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.
Parent must complete at least half of the session with therapist support when needed.
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver used TD strategies in routines.
Therapist related the caregiver behavior to child behavior in routines.
Subtotal
/14=
Ending Caregiver Training Session
Therapist solicits questions/comments about TD strategies.
Subtotal
/1 =
Total
/45 =
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/10
/1
/1
/1

/1
/10
/1
/1
/1

/1

Date: _____ Session #: ____

Child ID: __________ Observer: ___________

Clinic Part 5: All EMT Strategies
Initial Caregiver Training Session
Therapist reviews the 4 components of EMT and the goal of using all of the strategies
1. Play and Engage, noticing and respond, taking turns (including mirroring and
mapping) – all the time.
2. Model and expand play and communication – all the time
3. Use EA strategies – when child is not communicating
4. Use prompting strategies – when child is requesting and not using a target.
Therapist and parent discuss at least 3 novel ways to play with the toys.
Therapist reviews coaching plan with caregiver (e.g., what and how to coach).
Therapist checks for understanding and invites caregiver questions before the session.
Therapist Practice Session
Therapist highlights previous strategies at least 6 times.
Therapist asks the caregiver if he/she has any questions about what he/she saw.
Session lasts for 20 minutes
Caregiver Practice Session
Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.
Session lasts for 20 minutes.
Ending Caregiver Training Session
At the end of the session the therapist asks the caregiver how he/she felt the session
went.
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver used EMT strategies.
Therapist relates the caregiver’s behavior and child’s behavior during the practice
session at least once.
Therapist solicits questions/comments about EMT strategies.
Total
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/4

/3
/1
/1
/6
/1
/1
/15
/1
/1
/1
/1
/1
/37

Date: __________
Home Part 5: Prompting Communication
Therapist asks the caregiver how intervention has been going at home.
Therapist reviews the 2 types of prompts briefly
1.
Choice prompt
2.

Open prompt to request or set up using other TD strategies except

for choice.
Therapist checks for understanding and invites caregiver questions before the
session.

Therapist highlights prompting strategies at least 3 times.
Therapist highlights previous strategies at least 3 times.
Session lasts for 10 minutes and occurred before the caregiver play session.

Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.
Session lasts for 10 minutes
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver used prompting strategies.
Therapist related the caregiver behavior to child behavior.

Therapist attempts to do snack with the caregiver and child. If the child protests for
more than 30 – 60 seconds and is visibly distressed, they can abandon snack.
Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.
Score 5 if abandoned when appropriate.
Session lasts for 5 minutes. Score 1 if abandoned when appropriate.
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver used prompting strategies.
Therapist related the caregiver behavior to child behavior.
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Therapist attempts to do book with the caregiver and child. If the child protests for
more than 30 – 60 seconds and is visibly distressed, they can abandon book.
Therapist gives caregiver positive or training feedback at least once per minute.
Score 5 if abandoned when appropriate
Session lasts for 5 minutes. Score 1 if abandoned when appropriate
Therapist summarizes how the caregiver used prompting strategies or other
strategy if prompting wasn’t used.
Therapist related the caregiver behavior to child behavior.

Therapist solicits questions/comments about prompting strategies.
Total
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Appendix J

Workshop Fidelity
Workshop 1: Notice and Respond, Take Turns, Play and Engage
Introduction
Therapist explains purpose of the session (e.g., informal discussion about the
first set of intervention techniques), encourages the caregiver to ask questions
at any time.
Therapist gives the caregivers the handouts for the workshop.
Therapist checks for clarification at least three times during the session. Tally:
What is EMT?
Therapist explains that EMT is evidence-based and has been research for 20 years.
Therapist explains foundations of EMT (naturalistic, conversation-based, uses child
initiations as opportunities to model and prompt language in everyday contexts).
Therapist explains that EMT can be used throughout the day.
EMT strategies
Therapist explains EMT tools:
1. Setting up an interactive context between the parent and child
2. Noticing and responding to child communication; balancing turns
3. Modeling and expanding play
4. Modeling and expanding communication
5. Time delay strategies
6. Prompting strategies
Therapist explains that throughout this intervention we will teach you a set of
intervention strategies during each of these workshops. Then you will practice this
strategy for a few weeks in the clinic and at home. We measure how you are using
the strategy. Once you have met the goal for the strategy, you will learn the next
strategy. We will be focusing on the first 3 strategies today.
Strategy 1: Play and Engage
Therapist explains the first goal of intervention is to set up an interactive context
between the adult and child.
Therapist explains that communication develops on a platform of shared joint
attention and engagement (social interactions, play with objects and partner,
everyday routines where communication is functional).
Why Play and Engage
Therapist explains that children learn best when they are engaged and interacting
with a communication partner and that play helps engagement and interaction.
Therapist explains that children are more likely to be engaged and learn language
while doing activities they enjoy.
Therapist explains that when the adult plays with the child at his or her level, the
adult optimized the opportunity for communication to occur.
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How to Play and Engage
Therapist explains Strategy 3: Play and Engage
1. Be at [child’s name]’s level.
2. Do whatever [child’s name] is doing.
3. Follow [child’s name]’s lead.
4. Avoid directions and let [child’s name] lead the play.
5. Avoid questions and let [child’s name] initiate the communication.
6. Choose toys that are interesting and engaging.
7. Put away toys that aren’t being used.
8. Substitute undesired activities with desired activities.
Therapist relates strategy to caregiver/child dyad.
How are you and [child’s name] engaging?
Therapist directs caregiver to use the Workshop 1 worksheet while watching these
clips.
Therapist gives the direction to watch the clip and notice how you are playing, if
you are following your child’s lead and how your child responds to your actions.
Therapist includes a video clip of adult following child’s lead and discusses:
1. If caregiver is following the child’s lead.
2. How the child responds to caregiver actions.
Therapist gives the direction to watch the clip and notice how you and your child
are engaging with toys, what you are playing with, how you can tell your child is
engaged, how your child is responding.
Therapist includes a video clip of adult and child engaging with toys and discusses:
1. What caregiver and child are doing/playing with.
2. How one can tell child and caregiver are engaged.
3. How child is responding.
Therapist gives direction to watch the clip and notice how you and your child are
engaging, what you are playing with, how you can tell your child is engaged, how
your child is responding.
Therapist includes a video clip of adult and child engaging socially with each other
and discusses:
1. What caregiver and child are doing.
2. How one can tell child and caregiver are engaged.
3. How child is responding.
Therapist gives the direction to watch these clips and notice how many and what
types of toys are available, and how this is impacting the child’s engagement.
Therapist includes a video clip of few toys/good control and discusses:
1. How many and what types of toys are available.
2. How this is impacting the child’s engagement.
Therapist includes a video clip of lots of toys/poor control and discusses:
1. How many and what types of toys are available.
2. How this is impacting the child’s engagement.
Therapist gives the direction to watch the clip and notice if there is an opportunity
to substitute an activity for another activity.
Therapist includes a video clip of adult telling the child not to do something and
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discusses:
1. When/if an activity could be substituted for another.
2. What the activity could have been.
When to Play and Engage
Therapist explains that the parent should play and engage whenever possible.
Therapist explains that the parent should play at least once a day for 15 minutes of
concentrated and individualized adult-child time.
Strategy 2: Notice and Respond to all Communication
Therapist explains that all children are communicating.
Therapist explains how children communicate
1. Prelinguistic
2. Linguistic
Therapist explains that children communicate for many reasons
(requesting/commenting continuum) and that we want the child to communicate
for many reasons not just requesting
How is [child’s name] communicating?
Therapist includes 3 minute video from language sample that includes multiple
examples of communication.
Therapist uses and explains Noticing Communication Worksheet.
Therapist give direction to caregiver: “What this video and notice when, how, and
why your child communicated every time he or she communicates.”
Therapist and parent do the first five communications together
After parent is comfortable, therapist tells the parent to let her know when she sees
communication. Therapist stops the video every time the parent indicates there
was communication or when the child communicates (if missed)
Therapist pauses the video as necessary to ensure parent understanding
Therapist helps caregiver to determine:
1. How is [child’s name] communicating now?
2. Why is [child’s name] communicating now?
Notice and Respond to Communication
Therapist explains:
1. Notice and respond every time [child’s name] communicates
2. Respond by talking about what [child’s name] is doing.
3. Language is most meaningful when it’s related to what [child’s name] is
doing or in response to what [child’s name] is communicating.
Therapist relates strategy to caregiver/child dyad.
Why Notice and Respond?
Therapist explains that noticing and responding to all communication teaches your
child that their communication is important to you.
Therapist explains that by acknowledging all communication and communicative
attempts the parent reinforced the child for communicating.
Therapist explains that the more the child communicates the more practice they
receive and the easier communication becomes.
When to Notice and Respond
Therapist explains to notice and respond
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a. As much as possible
b. In all contexts throughout the day (play, meals, routines)
How are you responding?
Therapist directs caregiver to use the Workshop 1 worksheet while watching these
clips.
Therapist gives the direction to watch the first two clips and notice:
a. If and how you respond to your child’s communication
b. How the child reacts
Therapist includes 2 video clips (1 for good responding, 1 for bad responding) of
the adult responding to communication and discusses:
a. If and how you respond to your child’s communication
b. How the child reacts
Therapist gives the direction to watch both clips and notice:
a. What you are saying
b. If it’s related to what you child is doing or saying.
c. How the child reacts
Therapist includes 2 video clips (1 for the adult talking about the child’s actions, 1
where the adult is not talking about the child’s actions) and discusses
a. What the caregiver is saying
b. If it is related to what the child is doing or saying
c. How the child reacts
Goal 1: Responding to Communication
Therapist explains that the first goal is to try to respond to all child communication,
so that the adult responds to 90% of the child’s communication.
Therapist inserts bar graph (using workshop 1graph template) of % responsive
from the parent baseline session and moves red line to be at 90% and explains the
goal of getting above the red line.
Strategy 3: Take Turns
Therapist explains Take Turns
1. Take turns communicating with [child’s name].
2. Allow time for [child’s name] to communicate.
3. Play a game of “communication catch.”
4. Only say something after [child’s name communicates].
Therapist relates strategy to caregiver/child dyad.
Why take turns?
Therapist explains that it allows your child more opportunities to communicate
(more opportunities = more practice = growth in communication skills).
Therapist explains that it teaches your child how to have a conversation.
When to Take Turns
Therapist explains to notice and respond: (a) As much as possible and (b) In all
contexts throughout the day (play, meals, routines)
How’s your turn taking?
Therapist gives the direction to watch each clip and notice how many
communication turns you take and how many communicative turns the child takes.
Therapist includes 1 video clip of adult taking communication turns with child and
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discusses how many turns the caregiver and the child takes. Therapist makes the
connection that the less the parent talks, the more opportunity that the child has to
communicate.
Therapist includes 1 video clip of adult taking multiple turns after a child turn and
discusses how many turns the caregiver and the child takes. Therapist makes the
connection that the more the parent talks, the fewer opportunities that the child
has to communicate.
Therapist gives the direction to watch each clip and count how many seconds you
gave your child to respond.
Therapist includes 1 video clip of adult waiting for child communication and
discusses how many seconds they gave their child to respond. Therapist makes the
connection that by waiting, the child has an opportunity to take his/her turn in the
conversation.
Therapist includes 1 video clip of adult not waiting for child communication and
discusses how many seconds they gave their child to respond. Therapist makes the
connection that by not waiting, the child does not have an opportunity to take his
communication turn.
Goal 2: Taking Turns
Therapist explains that the second goal is to match adult and child communication
turns (e.g., have balanced or matched turns).
Therapist inserts bar graph (using workshop 1graph template) of matched turns
from the parent baseline session and moves red line to be at 75% and explains the
goal of getting above the red line (e.g., that 75% of what you say should be
“matched” or in response to what your child has communicated).
Strategy 4: Mirror and Map
Therapist explains mirroring and mapping:
a. Mirroring: adult imitates the child’s nonverbal behaviors
b. Mapping: adult “maps” language onto these actions by describing the action.
Why Use Mirroring and Mapping?
Therapist explains that:
a. Mirroring allows the adult to join in the interaction with the child.
b. Mapping provides the child with a language rich description of the activity.
c. Mirroring & mapping lets adult have balanced turns when child isn’t
communicating.
d. What the adult says is more meaningful since the adult and child are doing
the same action and language is “mapped” right on top of what the child is
doing.
How and When to Mirror and Map?
Therapist explains that:
a. Use mirroring and mapping when [child name] is not communicating.
b. Mapping must come after mirroring.
c. First imitate the action and then label the action with words.
Therapist includes a clip of the therapist during the baseline session mirroring and
mapping at least one action. Therapist highlights the action the child did then the
action the adult did and what the adult said.
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Therapist instructs the parent to watch the next clip and look for the action the
child did, the action the adult imitated and what the adult said.
Therapist and parent practice mirroring and mapping at least twice.
How and When to Mirror and Map?
Therapist explains that:
a. Mirror the child’s actions close to [child’s name] actions to make language
more obvious.
b. Avoid mirroring behaviors that are unacceptable (e.g., throwing toys,
hitting).
c. Balance mapping and playing (e.g., don’t over map).
Let’s Review
Therapist reviews major concepts:
1. Do what [child’s name] does, following his lead.
2. Make statements (no questions, no directions).
3. Respond when [child’s name] communicates.
4. Talk about what [child’s name] is doing.
5. Wait for communication.
6. Only talk after [child’s name] talks.
Next Session
Therapist previews next session with caregiver:
1. Review the strategy for the session and role play.
2. Pick toys and talk about how you will use target strategy with these toys.
3. Watch child play with child trainer and look for how child trainer responds,
plays, engages, and arranges the environment.
4. Practice with child for 15 minutes.
5. Talk about how it went and make a plan for home and next session.
Coaching
Therapist discusses the importance of coaching (gives immediate feedback but
should not interrupt interaction between adult and child).
Therapist discusses and plans coaching style with caregiver.
Therapist discusses and plans feedback type with caregiver.
Questions?
Therapist confirms date and time of next appointment.
Therapist asks caregiver if they have any questions.
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Workshop 2: Modeling and Expanding Play
Introduction
Therapist explains purpose of the session (e.g., informal discussion about the
second set of intervention techniques), encourages the caregiver to ask
questions at any time.
Therapist gives the parent the handouts for the session.
Therapist checks for clarification at least three times during the session.
Tally:
What is EMT?
Therapist reviews that EMT is a set of tools to help facilitate a child’s
communication growth:
1. Setting up an interactive context between the parent and child
2. Noticing and responding to child communication; balancing turns
3. Modeling and expanding play
4. Modeling and expanding communication
5. Time delay strategies
6. Prompting strategies
Therapist reviews that the parent has learned the first two strategies (setting
up an interactive context, noticing and responding, balancing turns) and
highlights the focus of workshop (modeling and expanding play and
communication targets).
Review of Goals
Therapist reviews that throughout this intervention we will teach you a set
of intervention strategies during each of these workshops. You have
practiced the first two strategies for a few weeks in the clinic and at home.
We measured how you used these strategies. Now that you have met the goal
for the strategy, you will learn the next strategy. Your first two goals were
matched turns and missed communication.
Therapist inserts graph of matched turns for “before intervention” and i4
(short coded) and reviews how the parent has met the goal (e.g., that __ % of
your turns were matched to your child).
Therapist inserts graph of responsiveness for “before intervention” and i4
(short coded) and reviews how the parent has met the goal (e.g., that __ % of
your child’s communication to which you responded).
Therapist discusses changes in child communication as a result of language
strategies (e.g., increased engagement, increased communication)
Play and Engage Review
Therapist reviews:
1. Play is foundation for engagement in which children are more likely
to communicate
2. You must play at child’s level in order to facilitate maximum
engagement
Play Levels
Therapist explains that manipulative play is the simplest form of play and
most often includes one action on a toy
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Therapist gives at least 2 examples of manipulative play
Therapist explains that combination play includes a number of play acts that
include combining things that do and don’t go together
Therapist gives at least 2 examples of combination play with things that go
together (car-garage; people-chairs) and things that don’t go together
(blocks-cups; animal-block)
Therapist explains that “almost” or pre-symbolic play includes acts that you
do to yourself or use of tools
Therapist gives at least 2 examples of pre-symbolic play; one example of
things done to self (e.g. brushing hair; feeding self) and use of tools (e.g.
hammering, stirring)
Therapist explains that symbolic play includes bringing things to life and
pretending
Therapist gives at least 2 examples of symbolic play including one of bringing
things to life (e.g., babies crying, animals walking) and one of
pretending/substituting (block for cookie; car for airplane)
How is child playing?
Therapist includes at least 3 clips of child playing with different toys at
different levels
Therapist gives the direction “watch the clip and notice what toys ______ is
playing with and what level of play this is”
After clip 1, therapist discusses with the caregiver:
1. What toy was ____ playing with?
2. What actions was ____ doing with the toys?
3. What level of play is this?
After clip 2, therapist discusses with the caregiver:
1. What toy was ____ playing with?
2. What actions was ____ doing with the toys?
3. What level of play is this?
After clip 3, therapist discusses with the caregiver:
1. What toy was ____ playing with?
2. What actions was ____ doing with the toys?
3. What level of play is this?
Why play at my child’s level?
Therapist explains that playing at child’s level allows them to more easily:
Sustain engagement
Communicate
Interact with partner
Therapist explains that play too easy or too hard can frustrate the child
Therapist explains that play facilitates engagement which promotes
communication
Therapist relates example to child and parent dyad experience
When to play at my child’s level?
Therapist explains that the parent should on average play at child’s level
50% of the time.
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Therapist explains that at other times adult can play above child’s level by
expanding routines which is what we will talk about next.
Using Routines
The therapist explains:
1. Routines are a predictable sequence that has a beginning, middle, and
end
2. Routines are not static
3. Routines can change and be flexible
Therapist provides at least one example of a play routine, one example of a
daily routine, and how they can change
Why do we use routines?
Therapist explains:
• Children need routines to help them learn how to use toys and objects
• Routines allow adult opportunities to model consistent language
• Children learn language during routines because they know what
actions and words will come next
Therapist gives an example of a routine observed between parent and child
and consistent words with steps of routine
How do I use routines?
Therapist describes that play routines are started by:
1. Following the child’s lead
2. Mirroring and mapping
Expanding routines
Therapist explains that there is a hierarchy of prompts that can be used to
expand play
Therapist explains that we should give the least amount of support tso the
child can think of steps to add on his/her own
Therapist directs caregiver to use the Workshop 2 worksheet while watching
these clips.
Therapist inserts video clip of the adult introducing a new object by setting it
in sight, the child showing interest in the new toy, and the adult responding
with target language.
Therapist gives the guiding direction t watch the video to see what object the
adult introduced and how the child responded.
After watching the clip, the therapist asks:
5. What object id the adult introduce?
6. How did the child respond?
Therapist inserts video clip of the adult giving the child a choice, child
making a choice, and adult responding with target language.
Therapist gives the guiding direction to watch the video to see what object
the adult introduced and how the child responded.
After watching the clip, the therapist asks:
3. What object id the adult introduce?
4. How did the child respond?
Therapist inserts video clip of the adult giving the child a toy, the child using
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it, and adult mirroring and mapping language.
Therapist gives the guiding direction to watch the video to see what object
the adult introduced and how the child responded.
After watching the clip, the therapist asks:
 What object id the adult introduce?
 How did the child respond?
Therapist inserts video clip of the adult modeling a new play act, the child
imitating, and the adult responding with target language.
Therapist gives the guiding direction to watch the video to see what action
the adult introduced and how the child responds.
After watching the clip, the therapist asks:
4. What action did the adult introduced?
5. How did the child respond?
At least 2 clips from routine and at least 2 from play.
Expanding routines
Therapist explains: Follow _______’s lead and if ______ is not interested (in new
play act/object):
3. Go back to mirroring and mapping
4. Try again later with different object or action
Why expand routines?
Therapist explains play goals:
5. Extend time child plays with toy/practices routine
6. Expand different actions child does with toy
7. Expand types of different toys child uses
/Therapist relates each goal to providing more opportunities for language
learning.
When expand routines?
Therapist explains when to model new play:
 When the child is doing the same action with the same object
 When child is doing an undesired action with the toy
How are you using routines?
Therapist includes 1 video clip of adult expanding play while the child is
engaged.
Therapist gives the direction: watch the clip and notice the routine, how
many different things you did and said, and how child responded
Therapist discusses with caregiver for the “modeling new action” clip:
 How many different actions the adult did
 How many different things the adult said
 How child responded
Therapist includes 1 video clip of adult continuing to do same action while
child is not engaged or when no new language is being introduced
Therapist gives the direction: watch the clip and notice how many different
things you did and said and how child responded
Therapist discusses with caregiver for the “same action” clip:
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 How mandy different actions the adult did
 How many different things adult said
 How child responded
 What could have been done to make the play more interesting
Therapist makes the connection that the more actions you do and the child
imitates, the more language you are able to teach.
Play Targets
Therapist explains the child’s play level
Therapist explains that the parent should play at the child’s level as much as
possible.
Therapist explains that you will always be at the child’s play level when
mirroring and mapping.
Therapist explains that the parent should be playing the majority of the
session.
Therapist explains that if the child is not playing, the parent can use the
strategies to start play again.
How often are you playing at target?
Therapist explains the number of sessions in which the parent was not at
fidelity for playing at level.
Therapist explains the number of sessions in which the parent did not play
for more than 20 seconds three times.
Let’s Practice
Therapist has already selected toys from toy room or home.
Therapist uses play worksheet to help caregiver brainstorm play routines
and how to expand play.
Therapist guides caregiver to only complete the play worksheet.
Let’s Review
Therapist reviews major concepts:
 Do what the child does.
 Expand play routines by putting out new toys, offering choices, giving
toys, and modeling new play acts
Questions?
Therapist confirms date and time of next appointment.
Therapist asks caregiver if they have any questions.
Total
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Workshop 3: Modeling and Expanding Language
Introduction
Therapist explains purpose of the session (e.g., informal discussion about the
second set of intervention techniques), encourages the caregiver to ask questions
at any time.
Therapist gives the parent the handouts for the session.
Therapist checks for clarification at least three times during the session.
Tally:
*1:00 encouraged parent to ask questions throughout
What is EMT?
Therapist reviews that EMT is a set of tools to help facilitate a child’s
communication growth:
1. Setting up an interactive context between the parent and child x
2. Noticing and responding to child communication; balancing turns x
3. Modeling and expanding play x
4. Modeling and expanding communication x
5. Time delay strategies x
6. Prompting strategies x
Therapist reviews that the parent has learned the first two strategies (setting up
an interactive context, noticing and responding, balancing turns) and highlights
the focus of workshop (modeling and expanding play and communication targets).
Review of Goals
Therapist reviews that throughout this intervention we will teach you a set of
intervention strategies during each of these workshops. You have practiced the
first three strategies for a few weeks in the clinic and at home. We measured how
you used these strategies. Now that you have met the goal for the strategy, you
will learn the next strategy. Your last goal was target communication.
Therapist inserts graph of modeling & expanding play for “before intervention”
and last few session and reviews how the parent has met the goal (e.g., played at
your child’s level most of session/modeled-expanded play).
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Therapist inserts data on playing the whole session for “before intervention” and
after and reviews how parent has met goal (e.g. didn’t allow more than 20 seconds
to go by more than 3 times each session).
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Therapist discusses changes in child communication as a result of language
strategies (e.g., increased engagement, increased communication)
Language Goals
Therapist connects play with language:

Now that we have a good foundation for language learning we are going to
talk about what to say during play to teach (child’s name) new language.

Before you focused on responding to (child name)’s communication in any
way. Now we are going to focus on using specific language targets.
Therapist reviews overarching language goals:
V.
Increase rate of communication
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VI.
VII.

Increase diversity of communication
Increase independence by increasing spontaneous communication and
decreasing dependence on adult cues.
Why Model Language
Therapist explains rationale for modeling language:
Children learn language through modeling.
Contingent modeling that is in response to a child’s communication is the most
powerful form of modeling because it’s easier for the child to understand and
produce language that is related to what he is saying or doing.
Simplifying language to match child name’s language targets helps child to learn
language more quickly because eit is easier to imitate and to understand.
Why Model sign language?
Therapist explains rationale for sign language:
13. Children with DS have relative strengths with visual models over auditory
models.
14. Signs give additional support when learning new words.
15. Signs give additional support when expressing new words.
How to model language?
Therapist explains that we pick targets based on language child is already using
and what child should learn next.
Therapist discusses and circles child’s most common form of communication on
slide.
Therapists explains that we teach 1 level higher than child’s most common form.
Types of target 1: nouns
Therapist explains and provides examples of target 1.
Therapist includes a table of target 1.
Therapist says: “These are word that we have heard (child name) say
spontaneously (e.g. without adult support) during all of our observations. We
know that (child’s name) may have other words that he is not using as often or in
this context.
For 2 word targets: make the connection that all of these targets help children
learn complete sentences (e.g. “dog eats” and “eat banana” become “dog eats
banana”; for one word …children need a variety of different types of words to
combine words
Ask if this feels right
Types of target 2: verbs
Therapist explains and provides examples of target 2.
Therapist includes a table of target 2.
Therapist discusses the difference between action verbs and other verbs, noting
how action verbas are easier to learn because they are more obvious to the child
(can be relation to any target that contains action verbs).
Types of target 3: protoverbs
Therapist explains and provides examples of target 3.
Therapist includes a table of target 3.
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Types of target 4 (if less than 4, give all points): request
Therapist explains and provides examples of target 4.
Therapist includes a table of target 4.
Types of target 5: n/s
Therapist explains and provides examples of target 5.
Therapist includes a table of target 5.
[Child Name]’s Targets
Therapist explains that 50% of what caregiver says should be one of [child
names]’s targets
Therapist explains that 50% of what caregiver says should be higher than child’s
targets.
I.
1-2 words above level
II.
All words should be teaching words
Therapist explains that by simplifying language, it is easier for the child to
understand and produce. For example, if you are driving a car and you say “drive”
it is more likely that your child will learn that drive means that we roll along the
table than if you had said “we drive the car fast.” The child may not understand
which word 9we, drive, car, or fast) means rolling the car along the road. **at
beginning of target discussion
How are you modeling (name)’s targets?
Therapist includes graph of percent target talk with a criteria line at 50%.
*can’t see screen
Therapist explains that the goal for this strategy is 50%.
When to Model new language?
Therapist explains when to model new language:
1. After child communicates something (expanding)
2. When you are doing the saem action or have the same object as child
3. While taking communication turns
Therapist includes examples at child’s target level.
Let’s Practice
Therapist uses worksheet 3 and transcript from past session to review parent’s
language choices and how they did or could use targets. SAVE what could have
been modeled for next section
Modeling other communication
Therapist explains:
1. Gestures fare used to request and comment
2. When gestures are used to comment or share experiences, they are called
joint attention.
3. Joint attention is the coordination of attention between an object and
another person for the purpose of sharing.
Why model joint attention skills?
Therapist explains:
1. Children will respond to gestures before they initiate them
2. Joint attention skills help infuse language into interaction and makes
referents more clear
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/1

/41
/42

/1
/1

/43
/44

/1

/45

/2

/47

/1

/48

/1

/49

/1

/50

/3

/53

/1

/54

/1

/55

/3

/58

/3

/61

3. JA sometimes helps children re-engage with objects
Types of joint attention skills
Therapist describes 4 type of joint attention skills:
/4
1. Shared eye contact
2. Pointing to object or activity
3. Giving to share
4. Showing items to others
Therapist notes that these gestures, in order to be joint attention, are for sharing,
/1
not requesting
Therapist includes 2 videos of child using gestures for joint attention
/2
Target joint attention skills
Therapist discusses with parent what skills they’ve seen child use for requesting
2/2
and commenting
Therapist and parents agree on what skills are next in the developmental
1/1
sequence for modeling
Therapist explains that parent should model skills not seeing as often
/1
How are you modeling joint attention skills?
Therapist includes graph of joint attention skills with a criteria line at 1/minute
0/1
Therapist explains that the goal for this strategy at 1 per minute
/1
When to model joint attention
Therapist explains that you canmodel joint attention:
/4
1. When responding
2. When mirroring and mapping
3. When taking turns
4. When modeling targets
Let’s Practice
Therapist uses worksheet 3 and transcript from past sesson to review parent’s
/1
language choices and how they could have modeled joint attention with targets
Expanding Communication
Therapist explains that:
/2
1. An expansion is imitating what your child communicated and then adding
more words.
2. The most powerful expansion includes one of your child’s communication
targets.
Why expand communication?
Therapist explains:
/3
1. Expansions immediately connect the child’s communication to additional
new communication.
2. The more your child hears and practices language that is more complex, the
better his/her language skills become.
3. Expansions help your child learn new vocabulary and talk in more complex
sentences.
How to expand communication?
Therapist instructs caregiver to imitate child’s communication and add target
/1
words.
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/85

Therapist relates expansions to both verbal and nonverbal communication.
Therapist explains that expansions immediately connect the child’s
communication to additional new language.
Expanding Gestures
Therapist explains how to expand: 1. Point/reach, 2. Show, 3. Give
Therapist uses target level language when modeling expansions.
Therapists explains that by imitating the gesture or taking/touching the object
while labeling the word, you are making the word easier to understand and it
more likely that [child’s name] will learn this new word.
Expanding Vocalizations
Therapist explains how to expand:
1. Vocalizations referring to a specific word
2. Vocalizations not referring to a specific word
Therapist uses target level language when modeling expansions.
Therapist explains that the goal is to use language that replaces the non-verbal
form of communication (What do you want [child’s name] to say?).
How are you expanding?
Therapist includes graph of expansions with a criteria line at 50% (before is from
i4, short coded).
Therapist explains that the goal for this strategy is 50%.
Therapist includes video that matches the segment chosen for the expansion
worksheet.
Therapist chooses a different segment than for the target worksheet.
Therapist inserts child and adult actions/communication in the first two columns
of the target worksheet.
Therapist explains expansion worksheet:
1. Purpose is to review the expansions you used in a recent session.
2. Did you use an expansion?
3. If you didn’t, what expansion could you have used?
Therapist does first line of expansion worksheet with caregiver.
When to expand communication?
Therapist explains that the caregiver should expand whenever the child
communicates by adding 1 to 2 words.
Let’s Practice
Therapist directs the parent to the workshop 3 handout and gives the direction to
look at each line to see what you said. Determine if it’s a target and an expansion.
If not, what could you have said.
Therapist does first line together with the parent.
Let’s Review
Therapist reviews major concepts:
1. Do what [child’s name] does.
2. Model new play actions.
3. Model new target language with these actions (nouns, action verbs,
protoverbs, requests OR agent-action, action-object, modifier-noun,
noun/verb-locative, 2 word requests).
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/1

/86
/87

/3
/1
/1

/90
/91
/92

/2

/94

/1
/1

/95
/96

/1

/97

/1
/1

/98
/99

/1 /100
/1 /101
/3 /104

/1 /105
/1 /106
/1 /107
/1 /108
/4 /112

4. Expand [child’s name]’s communication with target words.
Questions?
Therapist confirms date and time of next appointment.
Therapist asks caregiver if they have any questions.

/1 /113
/1 /114
Total

/114

Workshop 4: Using TD Strategies
Introduction
Therapist explains purpose of the session (e.g., informal discussion about the third
set of intervention techniques), encourages the caregiver to ask questions at any
time.
Therapist gives the parent the handouts for the session.
Therapist checks for clarification at least three times during the session. Tally:
What is EMT?
Therapist reviews that EMT is a set of tools to help facilitate a child’s
communication growth:
 Setting up an interactive context between the parent and child
 Noticing and responding to child communication; balancing turns
 Modeling and expanding play
 Modeling and expanding communication
 Time delay strategies
 Prompting strategies
Therapist highlights the focus of workshop (using TD Strategies)
Review of Goals
Therapist reviews that that throughout this intervention we will teach you a set of
intervention strategies during each of these workshops. You have practiced the
second two strategies for a few weeks in the clinic and at home. We measured how
you used these strategies. Now that you have met the goal for the strategy, you will
learn the next strategy. Your second two goals were target talk and expansions.
Therapist inserts graph of expansions for i4 and i11 (short coded) and reviews how
the parent has met the goal, explaining the variables.
Therapist discusses changes in child communication as a result of language
strategies (e.g., increased engagement, increased communication)
What are TD Strategies?
Therapist explains that TD Strategies are non-verbal tasks that encourage child to
communicate
TD Strategy 1: Inadequate Portions
Therapist defines inadequate portions – providing small or inadequate portions of
preferred materials
Therapist includes video clip of inadequate portions
Therapist gives direction: Watch this clip and notice what [therapist name] does to
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/1
/1
/3
/6

/1
/1

/1
/1
/1
/1
/1
/1

elicit [child name] communication. Notice how [child name] responds to this
strategy. What target does the adult use to expand this communication?
Therapist discusses clip with adult and asks:
1. What does [therapist name] do to elicit communication?
2. How does the child respond to this strategy?
3. What target does the adult use to expand the child’s communication?
Therapist discusses 3 examples of inadequate portions.
Therapist and adult practice at least 1 inadequate portions strategy
TD Strategy 2: Assistance
Therapist defines assistance – creating situations in which the child needs the
adult’s help
Therapist includes video clip of assistance
Therapist gives direction: Watch this clip and notice what [therapist name] does to
elicit [child name] communication. Notice how [child name] responds to this
strategy. What target does the adult use to expand this communication?
Therapist discusses clip with adult and asks:
1. What does [therapist name] do to elicit communication?
2. How does the child respond to this strategy?
3. What target does the adult use to expand the child’s communication?
Therapist discusses 3 examples of assistance.
Therapist and adult practice at least 1 assistance strategy
TD Strategy 3: Waiting with Routine
Therapist defines waiting routine – setting up a routine in which the child expects
certain actions and then waiting before doing the expected action
Therapist includes video clip of waiting expectantly
Therapist gives direction: Watch this clip and notice what [therapist name] does to
elicit [child name] communication. Notice how [child name] responds to this
strategy. What target does the adult use to expand this communication?
Therapist discusses clip with adult and asks:
1. What does [therapist name] do to elicit communication?
2. How does the child respond to this strategy?
3. What target does the adult use to expand the child’s communication?
Therapist discusses 3 examples of waiting expectantly.
Therapist and adult practice at least 1 waiting expectantly strategy
TD Strategy 4: Waiting with Cue
Therapist defines waiting with cue – using associated objects (e.g., shoe to foot) and
then waiting before completing the expected action.
Therapist includes video clip of waiting expectantly
Therapist gives direction: Watch this clip and notice what [therapist name] does to
elicit [child name] communication. Notice how [child name] responds to this
strategy. What target does the adult use to expand this communication?
Therapist discusses clip with adult and asks:
1. What does [therapist name] do to elicit communication?
2. How does the child respond to this strategy?
3. What target does the adult use to expand the child’s communication?
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Therapist discusses 3 examples of waiting expectantly.
Therapist and adult practice at least 1 waiting expectantly strategy
TD Strategy 5: Choice Making
Therapist defines choice making – the adult holds up two objects and waits for the
child to communicate about which item he/she wants
Therapist includes video clip of choice making
Therapist gives direction: Watch this clip and notice what [therapist name] does to
elicit [child name] communication. Notice how [child name] responds to this
strategy. What target does the adult use to expand this communication?
Therapist discusses clip with adult and asks:
7. What does [therapist name] do to elicit communication?
8. How does the child respond to this strategy?
9. What target does the adult use to expand the child’s communication?
Therapist discusses 3 examples of choice making.
Therapist and adult practice at least 1 choice making strategy
Why use TD Strategies?
Therapist explains why to us TD Strategies:
1. Provide your child with more opportunities to practice communicating
(increase rate)
2. Provide you with more opportunities to reinforce and teach new language
by responding and expanding child communication
How to use TD Strategies?
Therapist explains how to use TD Strategies:
1. Set up the opportunity to encourage your child to communicate using a time
delay strategy.
2. Wait until your child communicates (gestures, vocalizes, says a word).
3. Expand this communication with a target
When to use TD Strategies?
Therapist explains to use TD Strategies when the child is not communicating
frequently (e.g. less than 2 times per minute)
Therapist explains:
1. Some strategies work better than others for different children
2. Use the TD strategies that work best for the child
3. Avoid the TD strategies that frustrate the child

/3
/1

Therapist discusses with the parent
1. Which strategies they think will be the most effective for the child
2. Which strategies they think will be the least effective for the child
Let’s Review
Therapist reviews major concepts:
 Use TD Strategies to set up an opportunity for child to communicate when
he/she is not communicating at a high rate
 TD Strategies
o Inadequate proportions
o Assistance

/2
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/3
/1
/2

/3

/1
/3

/7

o Waiting with routine
o Waiting with cue
o Choice Making
Expand child communication to include a target


Goals
Therapist reviews the TD goal (80% of the TD strategies used correctly).
Questions?
Therapist confirms date and time of next appointment.
Therapist asks caregiver if they have any questions.

/1
/1
/1
Total

157

/87

Workshop 5: Prompting Language
Introduction
Therapist explains purpose of the session (e.g., informal discussion about the
fourth set of intervention techniques), encourages the caregiver to ask questions at
any time.
Therapist gives the parent the handouts for the session.
Therapist checks for clarification at least three times during the session. Tally:
What is EMT?
Therapist reviews that EMT is a set of tools to help facilitate a child’s
communication growth:
 Setting up an interactive context between the parent and child
 Noticing and responding to child communication; balancing turns
 Modeling and expanding play
 Modeling and expanding communication
 Time delay strategies
 Prompting strategies
Therapist highlights the focus of workshop (prompting language)
Review of Goals
Therapist reviews that throughout this intervention we will teach you a set of
intervention strategies during each of these workshops. You have practiced TD
strategies for a few weeks in the clinic and at home. We measured how you used
this strategy. Now that you have met the goal for TD, you will learn the next
strategy.
Therapist inserts graph of targets for i11 and i14 (short coded) and reviews how
the parent has met the goal.
Therapist discusses changes in child communication as a result of language
strategies (e.g., increased engagement, increased communication)
What is a prompt?
Therapist explains that a prompt is a signal to the child to do or say something
Therapist explains that there are 4 types of language prompts:
 Time delay
 Open prompts
 Choice prompts
 SAY prompt
Time Delay
Therapist defines time delay: an overt non-verbal cue for the child to use language
Therapist explains time delay procedures (e.g. the adult uses an expectant look and
waits for the child to verbalize before performing the expected action or giving the
child a desired object)
Therapist explains that you may choose to model the target or prompt the target
following a time delay.
Therapist explains that time delay offers the least language support
Therapist includes video example of time delay
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Therapist discusses clip with adult
Open Question
Therapist defines open prompt: a question without a single correct answer
Therapist explains that open prompts offer a little more support by verbally cueing
the child to verbalize her or her requests
Therapist lists examples of open prompts.
Therapist includes video example of open prompt.
Therapist discusses clip with adult
Choice Question
Therapist defines choice prompt: a prompt that gives a choice
Therapist explains that choice prompts offer even more support by including the
answer in the prompt
Therapist lists examples of choice prompts.
Therapist includes video example of choice prompts.
Therapist discusses clip with adult
SAY Prompt
Therapist defines SAY prompt: the adult tells the child exactly what to say
Therapist explains that the SAY prompt offers the most adult support because it
tells the child exactly what to say
Therapist includes video of SAY prompt

/1

Therapist discusses clip with adult
What to Prompt?
Therapist explains that the adult should prompt the child’s communication targets
Therapist reviews the child’s communication targets
Why Prompt Language?
Therapist explains that prompting gives the child an opportunity to practice
communication targets during a highly motivating and salient context
Therapist explains that prompting gives the child functional practice and
reinforcement for communication
How to Prompt Language? (1)
Therapist instructs adult to:
 Wait for a child request or
 Use one of the 5 time delay strategies to elicit a request.
How to Prompt Language: Open Question (1)
Therapist explains the first prompting sequence option:
 Wait for the request or use an TD strategy (all but choice) to get a request
 Say “Tell me what you want?” or “What do you want?”
 Wait for [child’s name] to respond or wait 5 seconds if no response.
 If [child’s name] does not use a target, say “say ____”
 Give SAY prompt up to 2 times if [child’s name] doesn’t use a target
How to Prompt Language: Open Question (2)
Therapist reviews flow chart handout with parent.
Therapist inserts clip of open prompting sequence in which the child requests
spontaneously.

/1
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Therapist gives the guiding direction to follow along with the flow chart handout
and stops the video after every adult and child response so that the adult can follow
along.
Therapist inserts clip of open prompting sequence in which the adult sets up the
request using a TD strategy other than choice.
Therapist gives the guiding direction to follow along with the flow chart handout
and stops the video after every adult and child response so that the adult can follow
along.
How to Prompt Language
Therapist explains to:
Stop prompting after [child’s name] says exactly what you wanted him or
her to say.
Give [child’s name] enough time to response (5 seconds) before giving
another prompt.
End each prompting episode by giving [child’s name] the requested object
or action.
After [child’s name] has said what you wanted him to say or you have given
two SAY prompts
• Expand if [child’s name] says the target
• Repeat if [child’s name] does not say the target
When to Prompt Language
Therapist explains when to use prompting:
Only when the child is requesting
Only as one of many tools (not the only tool) of EMT
Not more than 3 times per 15 minute session (too many demands may
cause frustration)
Let’s Practice
Therapist utilizes toys to practice the prompting sequence with the adult at least 4
times (2 times with each sequence type)
Let’s Review
Therapist reviews major concepts:
Prompt the child’s communication targets when he or she is requesting and
not using a target
Use the prompting strategies that best fit the child
Use prompting sparingly so the child does not become frustrated
Goals
Therapist reviews the Prompting goal (80% of the Prompting strategies used
correctly).
Questions?
Therapist confirms date and time of next appointment.
Therapist asks caregiver if they have any questions.
Total
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